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EDITORIAL
Dear Readers!
This is the last time I am

ommuni ating with you as an Editor-in-Chief of SCPE. A number of

hanges

on erning our journal took pla e in 2008. First, already in late 2007 we stopped being published (supported)
by the SWPS. Thus we

ontinued working as a volunteer-based eort, while the SWPS gra iously allowed us

to use their server to host the journal. In the meantime we have worked on regaining
domain. It turned out that the ISP that we were using is extremely bureau rati

ontrol over the SCPE

and this,

ombined with my

usual overloaded s hedule, meant that it took almost a year to be able to get the right do uments, with the
right signatures, within a spe i

time interval, delivered to the ISP o e, so that they

hange of domain ownership. I am glad to announ e that we are now in full

an nally pro ess the

ontrol of the s pe.org domain. In

the meantime we have found a new home for the journal and a new sponsor. The SCPE is now housed at the
University of Western Timisoara (in Timisoara, Romania) and is

o-sponsored by the University of Salzburg

(Salzburg, Austria). I would like to say that I am extremely grateful to Professor Dana Pet u of the University
of Western Timisoara and to Prof. Marian Vajtersi , of the University of Salzburg for their support for our
journal!
With the journal out of Poland, I have looked ba k and ree ted on the past, present and future perspe tive
of the SCPE. After some deliberation I
leadership. After a few long

ame to the

on lusion time has

ome for a

agreed to take over the post of SCPE Editor-in-Chief. At the same time we have
it would be a good idea to

hange in the journal

onversations, Professor Dana Pet u of the University of Western Timisoara has
ame to the

reate a Steering Committee of the journal and this new body will

on lusion that
onsist of: Dana

Pet u, Marian Vajtersi , and myself.
I would like to use this o

asion to express my deepest gratitude to all past and present members of the

Editorial Board of the SCPE (and the PDCP, its prede essor). Without your hard work and support, the idea
of the journal would have never materialize and
very good quality s ienti

ame to the fruition. Thanks to you we were able to

reate a

journal that is now entering its 10th year of publi ation.

I would also like to thank dr. Alexander Denisjuk of the Elbl¡g University of Humanities and E onomy,
for the absolutely fantasti

job that he is doing as the Managing and Te hni al Editor of the SCPE. He is the

one who (re)designed the SCPE WWW site, fought with authors to get material prepared in the right way to
produ e professional quality issues and who fought with me to make sure that I do things on time and that we
do not fall behind. Thank you, Alexander!
Sin erely Yours,
Mar in Paprzy ki
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INTRODUCTION TO THE SPECIAL ISSUE: WORLD WIDE WEB ON THE MOVE
The papers

olle ted in this issue present a wide range of resear h that

an be

onne ted to the three main

topi s: the Web, Knowledge and So ial Networks. Ea h and every of the papers tou hes at least two of these
areas to a

ertain extent.

The evolution of Web infrastru ture, methods of representing information published on, and fun tionalities
available is dis ussed in World Wide Web on the Move and gives a good overview of dierent aspe ts of today's
Web on the move. A number of these aspe ts are further investigated.
In parti ular weblogs, Wikipedia, Deep Web and Ri h Internet Appli ations are dis ussed in subsequent
arti les. They are the phenomena that attra t a lot (if not most of ) interest of

ontemporary resear h in the area

1

that was re ently named by the Web originator  Tim Berners-Lee  the Web S ien e . Our Authors follow the
trend by investigating: weblogs inuen e on Small and Medium Enterprises as means of

onveying knowledge

about management and the enterprise (paper by Alexander Sto ker, Markus Strohmaier, and Klaus To htermann), Wikipedia as a knowledge-ri h resour e whi h might be used to annotate multimedia

ontent (arti le

by Angela Fogarolli and Mar o Ron hetti), Deep Web as potentially ground-breaking information sour e, yet
largely unexplored due to theoreti al and pra ti al limitations ( ontribution of Yang Wang and Thomas Hornung) and RIA as a new paradigm of exposing fun tionality on the Web

ombining state-of-the-art engineering

paradigms and knowledge about an enterprise (for Kay-Uwe S hmidt, Roland Stuehmer and Ljiljana Stojanovi
this knowledge

omes in a form of business rules).

So ial aspe t of the Web S ien e was also studied in this issue. The work of Celine Van Damme, Tanguy
Coenen and Eddy Vandij k des ribes the method of using so ially

reated folksonomies to formalize enterprise

knowledge into an ontology. Raf Guns exer ises well known (although not entirely standard) so ial network
analysis tools on so ial Semanti

Web. Paolo Massa, Kasper Souren, Martino Salvetti and Danilo Tomasoni

propose an open platform to ex hange trust metri s and algorithms to

ompute them, whi h are

ru ial for

Finally, the works that fo us on knowledge subje t in lude the paper by Dimitris Bibikas and his

olleagues,

so ial network adoption and prosperity.
that builds on a

ase study to propose novel approa h to knowledge management within enterprise using Web

paradigms, as well as the arti le by Alsayed Algergawy, Eike S hallehn and Gunter Saake des ribing fuzzy
approa h to solve a well known (and hard) knowledge representation mat hing problem in the

ontext of Deep

Web sour es.
Following the traditional division into theoreti al and applied approa hes, in this issue there are papers
that present theoreti al developments and new methods (as in Fuzzy Constraint-Based S hema Mat hing
Formulation, Dis overing Semanti s In Multimedia Content Using Wikipedia, Deep Web Navigation By
Example) or applied resear h in the form of blueprints for systems design and ar hite tures (like From Business
Rules To Appli ation Rules In Ri h Internet Appli ations), as well as empiri al eviden es (Unevenness In
Network Properties On The So ial Semanti

Web, Studying Knowledge Transfer With Weblogs in Small and

Medium Enterprises: An Exploratory Case Study and A So iote hni al Approa h To Knowledge Management
In The Era Of Enterprise 2.0:

The Case Of Organik).

Lightweight Corporate Ontology Form A Folksonomy:

As usual there are border

ases, like Deriving A

A Methodology And Its Possible Appli ations and

Trustlet, Open Resear h On Trust Metri s, where Authors dis uss both the method and its possible appli ation
s enarios.
Overall, the wide

overage of paper topi s shows

learly, that the

ontemporary Web is both a eld to apply

old and well tested te hniques to new problems, and a fertile environment for innovation. We sin erely hope
that our Readers nd among the work gathered in this issue an inspiration for new inventions and theories.
Dominik Flejter, Tomasz Ka zmarek,

Pozna« University of E onomi s

Marek Kowalkiewi z,

SAP Resear h Brisbane

1 http://webs

ien e.org/
iii
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WORLD WIDE WEB ON THE MOVE
DOMINIK FLEJTER∗
, TOMASZ KACZMAREK∗ ,
Abstra t. In this paper we provide an overview of key

by analyzing

hanges o

AND

MAREK KOWALKIEWICZ†

hanges that happened on the Web in a few re ent years. We start

urring at the level of widely understood Web infrastru ture (standards,

fo us on ma hine-oriented and user- entri

omputing, storage). Then, we

trends in representation of information (both stru tured and unstru tured). Next, we

briey dis uss evolution of types of on-line fun tionalities and their a

ess modes. Fourth

omponent of the Web that we analyze

is related to a few dire tions in a tual usage of Web and its impa t on so ial life. Final part of this paper is devoted to topi s that
span previous

omponents su h as driving for es, business models and priva y.

Key words:

World Wide Web, evolution, Web infrastru ture, Web data, Web resour es, so ial Web, Web usage, business

models

1. Introdu tion.

World Wide Web is not only the biggest information repository in the history of hu-

manity; it is also a dynami

and very qui kly evolving universe

onsisting of people, businesses, appli ations,

infrastru tures and resour es dynami ally intera ting with ea h other. This evolution results in an in reasing
omplexity both of its individual

omponents, and of the e osystem formed by interplay of these elements. This

paper provides an overview of evolving

omponents of modern Web, mostly fo using on

hanges that happened

in few last years.

1.1. Components of Evolving Web.

In this paper we analyze evolution of the Web along four major

areas (see Fig. 1.1). The rst area (infrastru ture),

on erned with basi

omponents and servi es that enable

fun tioning of World Wide Web, is dis ussed in Se tion 2. It in ludes both hardware and software that enable
dierent models of Web-based storage and

omputing, as well as basi

ommuni ation proto ols) that make Web-based
Se tion 3,

on erns resour es on the Web. It is mostly

ods of dierent kinds of Web
available on the Web. It is
how they are a

ontent and data. The next area,
an be

omponent, dis ussed in

on erned with a tual presen e and representation methovered in Se tion 4, fo uses on fun tionalities

on erned with the operations that users

essible and how they

standards (in luding le formats and

ommuni ation possible. The next

an perform on Web data and

ombined. Finally, the forth

ontent,

omponent of proposed s hemati

view, des ribed in Se tion 5, is related to usage s enarios of on-line systems.

It fo uses on whi h available

fun tionalities people and businesses really use, and how important is their role in todays e onomi al and so ial
life.
These four

omponents

intera tions between them

on ern four distin t areas of

development, and issues that span multiple

2. Infrastru ture.
basi

ontemporary World Wide Web. However, important

an be observed, as des ribed in Se tion 6. They

on ern both driving for es of Web

omponents, su h as business models and priva y.

At the very dawn of Internet its infrastru tural level

onsisted mostly of wires and

ommuni ation proto ols and standards (su h as DNS). Appli ation proto ols and data transfer formats

were at their infan y, rather foreseen than fully developed. Over time it
Internet

ommuni ation. Firstly, a number of standards of growing

overed more

omplex

omponents of

omplexity su h as HTML, JavaS ript, CSS,

XML, RDF and RSS appeared and be ame popular. Se ondly, on-line do uments storage be ame easier with
no need to possess own servers: FTP and HTTP servers (in luding free options) be ame available to all Internet
users and a number of alternative storage platforms (in luding blogs, on-line le sharing and so ial networking
sites) be ame part of infrastru ture. Thirdly, some basi

Web

omputing platforms (e.g. Apa he/MySQL/PHP,

Python, RubyOnRails, ASP.NET) be ame omnipresent making deployment of Web appli ations easier.
Infrastru ture is important as its availability at aordable rates or at no (dire t)
building blo ks of all Internet a tivities. At some level of abstra tion, we
s ale me hanism of demand a

umulation to obtain e onomies of s ale.

ost at all is one of the

an per eive infrastru ture as a large
As infrastru tural

omponents are

required by everyone on the Web, keeping them shared by all makes te hnologi al and e onomi al optimization
possible. As the result of infrastru ture availability, the entry barriers for new innovative business and so ial
solutions a ting on the top of them are lowered.
∗ Poznan University of E onomi s, Department of Information Systems, al.

{D.Flejter, T.Ka zmarek}kie.ae.poznan.pl

Niepodleglos i 10, 60-967 Poznan, Poland,

† SAP Resear h CEC Brisbane, Level 12, 133 Mary Street, Brisbane QLD 4000, Australia,
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Fig. 1.1. Four

omponents of evolving Web

2.1. Three Areas of Web Infrastru ture.
storage and

On-line infrastru ture in ludes three main areas: standards,

omputing. Standards propel all kind of

ommuni ation and ex hange on-line, thus they are the

prerequisite for ee tive data ow, appli ations integration and business pro esses exe ution. In re ent years
we observe qui k development of standards geared towards interoperability of data and distributed software.
Apart from standards developed or supported by standardization bodies (su h as SOAP, RDF, OWL and
OpenID), a number of formats and interoperability proto ols (su h as mi roformats, JSON or RESTful servi es)
be ame

de fa to

standards thanks to their wide adoption (see Table 2.1 for examples). They often solve the

same problems as o ial standards in a less
While the fri tion between
also results in better

omplete and exible, but also simpler and easier to implement way.

ompeting standards

auses

onfusion and bears new implementation

hallenges, it

hoi e for developers and qui ker maturing of new te hnologies.
Table 2.1

Fully-edged standards and their lightweight

Area

Fully-edged standards

Remote alls
Stru tural representation
Semanti representation
Federated identity
Metadata
Portlets/Gadgets

SOAP, CORBA, RMI
XML
RDF, OWL, WSML
OpenID
Dublin Core
JSR 286

One of the foundations of
pro ess, is the

ounterparts

Lightweight
standards

(de

fa to)

RESTful servi es, XML-RPC
JSON, (X)HTML
mi roformats in HTML
e-mail as login
folksonomies
Google Gadgets

onvergen e of Web solutions, that we also per eive as a pseudo-standardization

ultural tenden y towards reusing best pra ti es of other users and businesses. This results in

similarities between business pro esses of many on-line businesses, multiple sites sharing similar information

221
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organization s hemas and even textual do uments of spe i

types (e.g. advertisements or

sharing their stru ture, formatting and layout features. It is worth noting that there are
venting total uni ationthey are driven by need for
terms of its

ontent and pro essing

alls for papers)

ounter for es pre-

ompetition and dierentiation of information both in

apabilities, whi h are partially dependent on standards for information

sharing. Thus we observe interesting pro ess that throughout the years pushed the limit of standardization:
rst appli ation proto ols were agreed upon, later data representation formats were
is nalized

onverging (this pro ess

urrently), with nal step in standardization of languages enabling exible extensions to informa-

tion representation formats, enabling both standardized pro essing and exibility that enables value-added
pro essing.
The se ond area of basi
two

Web infrastru ture

onsists of

ontent and data storage fa ilities. It is shaped by

oni ting requirements, depi ted in Figure 2.1. The former is to have maximal

lo ation and its a

ess rightspromoting storage

ontrol over information

entralization and for ing self-management (together with la k

of aordable servi es to outsour e storage). The latter requirement is to assure maximal performan e (i. e. short
a

ess time from multiple lo ations, as well as storage s alability and persisten e) and

ost ee tivenesswhi h



is promoting distributed storage and outsour ing of the storage fa ilities.



 

 
 













 







 
 
 


 



   









 



 




 




 
 
 








 
 









 

Fig. 2.1. Control/performan e tradeo in storage solutions

A few years ago the storage options were s ar e: unless one was Yahoo! or Google, (s)he

ould only maintain

own Web servers (typi ally more expensive and not ne essarily more se ure solution), or use individual servers
made available by Internet providers (typi ally less expensive but somehow limited in fun tionality). In both
ases, mirroring and using broadband
The rst

onne tions were virtually the single options of in reasing performan e.

hange we have witnesses was popularization of peer-to-peer (P2P) le-sharing appli ations. Peer-

to-peer le storage proved s alable and assured rather good persisten e of
original

ontent (often against the will of its

reators or owners). However, in its pure form it also meant extreme la k of

ontrol over lo ation and

ow of information, making it absolutely inappli able in business or personal information management s enarios.
It is only after few adaptations, that P2P proto ols found their way to the Web, making high-performan e lowost streaming of multimedia
Today's distributed,

ontent more feasible (with BitTorrent being one of i ons of this transformation).

1 and Simple

loud-based databases (su h as Google's BigTable [7℄ or Amazon's SimpleDB

2
Storage Servi e ) learned lesson from both typi al hosting and peer-to-peer systems, proposing what seems to
be a good

ontrol-performan e trade-o. Similarly as in

1 aws.amazon.

om/simpledb/.
om/s3/.

2 http://aws.amazon.

ase of hosting, the

ontent is taken

are of by a single

222
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ompany.

Similarly as in

ase of peer-to-peer systems information is distributed and repli ated in multiple

lo ations all over the world. However, in
and

losed, thus does not suer from high

ontrast to P2P networks,

loud-based storage is geographi ally stable

hurn of nodes. Thanks to e onomies of s ale, the proposed solutions

are at least as aordable as hosting, with better performan e, almost perfe t s alability and usage-based
al ulation. In majority of

ost

ases distributed storage has higher uptime, even if spe ta ular failures happen (and

may have high impa t at least at the psy hologi al level).

3 These failures en ourage others (e.g. P2P storage

4
Wuala ) to look for other solutions with a little bit more of a twist towards performan e at expenses of ontrol.
Thus,

loud-based distributed storage surely is not the nal answer to the

entralized vs. distributed storage

oni t.
The third area of Web infrastru ture is related to on-line

omputing.

Similarly as in

ase of storage, a

few years ago this part of infrastru ture was dominated by private or hosting-based servers using more or less

5 or Java-based te hnologies) to enable easy deployment of typ-

standardized

ongurations (e.g. LAMP/WAMP

i al software solutions. Sin e then important

hanges o

environment that the Web is today. First revolutionary
puting platforms available form a number of

urred, leading to development of the ri h

omputing

hange is related to publi

loud

a

essibility of

om-

6

ompanies in luding su h huge players as Amazon (Amazon EC2 ),

7
8
Google (Google App Engine ) and Mi rosoft (Azure Servi es Platform ). These solutions, roughly lassied as
platform as a servi e (PaaS) solutions (e.g. Google App Engine, for e. om) and infrastru ture as a servi e
(IaaS) solutions (e.g. Amazon EC2), make Web appli ations more s alable and available from all around the
world. Moreover, as

loud

omputing platforms

harge on per-usage basis, they are aordable for everyone and

more e onomi ally reliable than previous solutions. Although spe ta ular failures of

louds generate a lot of

fuzz, their uptime remains higher than for typi al hosting solutions. In parallel, a shift towards virtualization
enabled to build

ustom appli ation sta ks, and run them on multiple servers, or on

Amazon's EC2).

Thus, today it is mu h easier to set up non-standard, s alable, high-performan e servers,

required by many spe i

loud infrastru ture (e.g.

9

Web-based servi es.

2.2. Domain-Spe i Infrastru tures.
velopment of domain-spe i

Another rapid

hange at the edge of infrastru ture is the de-

platforms that enable to build instan es of spe i

appli ations with little eort.

10 enables easy reation of so ial networking sites, Fa ebook Platform11 enables development
12 supports reation of ustom sear h
of appli ations using Fa ebook features and users base and Yahoo! BOSS

For examples ning

engines (and promises sharing revenue soon).
Yahoo! Store

A number of platforms for development of e-stores (in luding

13 and eBay Stores14 ) exist (the extreme example is Zlio. om15 - in this

ities are limited just to building a Web site and

ase shop owner's a tiv-

hoosing produ t range; ordering, payment and logisti s are

16 , Bit.ly17 and purl18 that aim at

supported by Zlio itself ). Other examples in lude servi es su h as TinyURL

be oming another layer of standardized resour es addressing on top of DNS. Another areas where some players

19 is
20
the most renown example of su h servi e), automated translation servi es (with tools su h Google Translate
21
and Yahoo! BabelFish
ompeting with many smaller businesses), ontextual ads (area strongly dominated
aspire to be ome default infrastru ture in lude ena tment of

3 See:

omplex information ows (Yahoo!

Pipes

http://www.readwriteweb. om/ar hives/google_failures_serious_time_t.php.
om/.

4 http://www.wuala.

5 Linux/Windows + Apa he + MySQL + PHP.
6 Amazon Elasti Compute Cloud, http://aws.amazon.
7 http://

ode.google. om/appengine/.
8 http://www.mi rosoft. om/azure/.
9 Design of

om/e 2/.

ustom appli ation sta ks for virtual servers and

Demand, http://elasti server.
10 http://www.ning. om/.

om/.

ebook. om/.
om/sear h/boss/.
13 http://smallbusiness.yahoo. om/e ommer e/.
14 http://stores.ebay. om/.
15 http://www.zlio. om/
16 http://www.tinyurl. om.
17 http://bit.ly/.
18 http://purl.org/.
19 http://pipes.yahoo. om/.
20 http://translate.google. om/.

loud

omputing is simplied by servi es su h as Elasti

11 http://developers.fa

12 http://developer.yahoo.

21 Originally developed for Altavista, now available at

http://babelfish.yahoo. om/.
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22 ), on-line onferen e management (with EasyChair23 being probably the dominant player
24 being top ommer ial example, and SIOC
and support for so ial network and ontent portability (with Gnip
by Google AdWords

ommunity being the resear h leader [5℄). It is also to be noted that a number of spe i
the obje tive of be oming standard infrastru ture in spe i

APIs were

reated with

25

appli ations areas. Examples in lude OpenCalais

26 for storing and manipulating lo ation data, Mozilla
from Reuters for natural language pro essing, Fire Eagle
27
Weave
- for storing and sharing data on browsing sessions, bookmarks et . Finally, few infrastru ture-like
APIs fo us on involving people into problem solving in multiple
organization, integration and
people a tions (as in

omplex areas, su h as information extra tion,

leansing. This involvement takes multiple forms, in luding expli it (and paid for)

28 or other forms of rowdsour ing dierent busi-

ase of Amazon Me hani al Turk servi e

ness a tivities in luding

ontent

reation, problem solving and even R&D [17℄), and using analysis of behaviors

of large groups of Internet users (for example in user reviews mining [18℄).

3. Resour es.

The growth of size of resour es available on-line has two fa es: on one hand, we observe

qui k growth of quantity of

ontent (i. e. unstru tured information both in textual and multimedia form), on

the other hand the Web is also the biggest repository of data (i. e. stru tured and semi-stru tured information).
In both

ases the

hanges are not only quantitative but also qualitative: the way data and

ontent is made

available on-line is evolving rapidly towards two (often opposed) obje tives: one is representation better adjusted
to needs of users and other is the form easily pro essable by ma hines. Example of these two tenden ies are
represented in Figure 3.1 and dis ussed in two following se tions.
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Fig. 3.1. User- entri

3.1. User- entri tenden ies.



   

and ma hine-pro essability-oriented tenden ies in fun tionalities

The tenden y of making

takes two main angles: on one side it ae ts the
the

ontent is presented. Firstly, the online

22 http://adwords.google.

om/.
hair.org.
24 http://www.gnip entral. om/.
25 http://www.open alais. om/.
26 http://fireeagle.yahoo.net/.
27 http://labs.mozilla. om/proje ts/weave/.
28 https://www.mturk. om/.
23 http://www.easy



ontent and data more adapted to human users

ontent and data themselves, on the other side it inuen es how

ontent in re ent years has be ome more multimedia and visually
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appealing: thanks to wider broadband a

ess, audio and video

ontent be ome a

essible to the vast part of

Internet users. As a result more information previously provided in text form took mu h ri her presentation:
for example, growing part of software produ ers provides instru tive videos apart from (or even instead of ) text
manuals, and more and more news are provided to users using pod asts. Se ondly, thanks to su h te hnologies
as dHTML, AJAX

29 , Adobe Flash and Silverlight, many on-line resour es are not only multimedia, but also

intera tive and non-linear. These possibilities are for example widely used in dierent kinds of on-line training.
It is to be noted that these

hanges often happen at the expense of a

essibility, readability, and skimability

of provided information, espe ially for people with spe ial needs [8, 26℄.
The evolution of
mimi

ontent presentation is mostly related to advan e of dynami

desktop software intera tion paradigms (e.g. drag and drop or

by avoiding reload of the whole page on link
its own, not easily separable from the

omplex

li k, using AJAX). Su h ri h user interfa es be ome a medium of

ontent [24℄. In extreme situations

ontent is not a stati , stable entity

at all, and is re reated ea h time by a sequen e of operations (happening both
by user a tions, usage

ontext (e.g.

user interfa es that try to

ontrols) and response times (e.g.

lient and server-side)

time, lo ation of user) and external fa tors (e.g.

ontrolled

other user's a tions,

real-life phenomena, random elements generated by algorithms). As an example - su h dynami

ontent and its

presentation is typi al for real-time sear h engines (e.g. Twitter sear h) or highly personalized sear h fa ilities.
Similar tenden y at the presentation layer is happening in

ase of some data-intensive Web sites.

For

example Flash or AJAX te hnologies are often used for intera tive data sele tion or on-demand download of
more details for already displayed data. In some

ases, similar te hnologies are also used for visualization of data

(not provided any more in textual form), for example as
or models (e.g. in
Data and
mension of

ase of body

olors in

harts (in

ontent presented using ri h user interfa es are often

ontent and data dynamism should be also

developed and maintained

30 ) and simulations

ase of numeri al data

ar industry).
alled dynami . However, one more di-

onsidered. Following the paradigm of

ollaboratively

ontent, the growing amounts of information on-line are always-non-nal,

ontinu-

ously evolving resour es. This tenden y tou hes even su h traditionally stable entities as books (Wikibooks) or
journal arti les (s ienti
be ome popular.
tight

blogs). In parallel, me hanisms of partial

Similar dynamism

onne tion to dynami

an be observed in

pro esses (e.g. in

ase qui k

hanges result from

ase of pri e lists, popularity of news arti les or sear h result) or

to measurement of dynami ally evolving external
more and more

ontrol su h as versioning and bran hing

ase of data; in this

onditions (e.g. sensor-based weather analysis). As a result,

ontent and data obje ts should be interpreted more as streams of new information (as in

of blogs, Twitter messages or sensor-based data sour es) or of information updates (as in

ase

ase of pri e lists and

Wikipedia revisions), rather than stable entities.

3.2. Ma hine-pro essability tenden ies.
presentation, we observe qui k

In parallel to the evolution of

ontent and data format and

hanges related to ma hine pro essability of information.

Firstly, a number of stru ture- entri , semanti s-aware formats were proposed (as mentioned previously
in the
(e.g.

ontext of standard infrastru tures).
title,

ategories,

line do uments (e.g.

They may be used both to store metadata of on-line resour es

reator or tags of spe i
on erning spe i

do ument), and to in orporate inline annotations into on-

named entities, numeri

values or key phrases).

Examples of used

formats in lude family of XML te hnologies (XPath, XQuery, XSLT), RSS, RDF and OWL. Used meta-data
and annotation s hemes in lude mi roformats, Dubli

Core, domain-spe i

ontologies su h as FOAF and SIOC,

MPEG-7 standard (for multimedia), and a number of non-standard annotation s hemes proposed by dierent
servi es.
Se ondly, ma hine-pro essability of the
stru ture and semanti s of data and

ontent grow thanks to two

ontent:

approa h the stru ture and semanti s are imposed on

readable

In bottom-up

ontent the by authors or Internet users by modi ation

of underlying te hnology, or manual enri hment of the
quality stru tural and semanti

omplementary strategies to provide

bottom-up approa h and top-down approa h.
ontent.

In most

information embedded dire tly in the

ases, this approa h provides good

ontent, typi ally keeping its human-

hara ter. While bottom-up approa h is an important resear h topi

and the number of sites that give

some support to this approa h is growing, the adoption of stru tured and semanti

representation is still low, due

29 While this term standard for asyn hronous JavaS ript and XML, it is also often used for asyn hronous update of pages by
using formats other than XML, su h as JSON, XHTML or proprietary formats.
30 See http://www.tate.org.uk/netart/bvs/thedumpster.htm for an interesting example for blogs visualization or Google Analyti s motion

harts
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Fig. 3.2. Levels of stru ture of information and presentation

to weak in entives, relatively high

osts and missing standardized vo abularies. All of these reasons propel the

development of top-down approa h, based on automated pro essing of Web
already present in the

ontent. In this approa h the hints

ontent are used together with external resour es in order to stru ture and semantify

information, without dire t

o-operation of individual Web sites. The output of automated top-down pro essing

is more digestible (e.g. better stru tured, aggregated, organized or summarized) to users or ma hines than
original
and

ontent.

This approa h

ombines dierent te hniques of Web

ontent mining (su h as

lassi ation

lustering, text summarization, information extra tion, relations mining, ontology learning and population,

opinion mining or multimedia
sites,
pages

ontent analysis), Web stru ture mining (su h as measuring importan e of Web

ommunity dis overy based on dense subgraphs of Web graph, Web site
ategorization) and Web usage mining (su h as dis overy of

do uments popularity, improvement of

ustomer

omplexity measurement and Web
lusters, analysis of produ ts or

ollaborative ltering). [20, 23, 6℄ Sear h engines are an

of top-down approa hby using some general mining rules, they impose a spe i
relevan e to keywords and analysis of link graphs), spe i

stru ture (snippets ree ting

and similarity-driven me hanisms (su h as sear h for similar pages or
used only Web

lassi al example

ordering (by some measure of
ontents of given page)

lustering of results). First sear h engines

ontent mining te hniques. Then we observed Google's break-through PageRank algorithm using

Web stru ture mining. Today major sear h engines use also to some extent behavioral analysis based on Web

31 , PowerSet32 (re ently

usage mining. On the other hand, a few smaller and ambitious players, su h as Hakia

33
a quired by Mi rosoft) and Evri , aim at enri hing

ontent not only with

with semanti s. Some of today approa hes to stru turing Web

ited types of stru ture, but also

ontent share properties of both bottom-up and

34 , sites

top-down methods. Examples in lude so ial tagging and bookmark management sites su h as del.i io.us

35 or PostRank36 blog posts
al ulating other Web sites popularity based on votes su h as so ial news site digg

assessment servi e, dierent kinds of

ontent annotation servi es su h as SpinSpotter (allowing to annotate non-

37 , and sites restru turing s ripts or appli ations su h as Dapper38 .

obje tive passages in newspaper arti les)

On one hand they are similar to top-down approa h, be ause the stru turization is happening outside of Web
31 http://www.hakia.

om.

32 http://www.powerset.

om.
om/.
34 http://deli ious. om
35 http://www.digg. om/.
36 http://www.postrank. om.
37 See: http://www.spinspotter. om/.
38 http://www.dapper.net.
33 http://www.evri.
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site whose

ontent is being stru tured, and be ause their approa hes are general, often domain-independent,

possibly large-s ale and typi ally based on spe ialized algorithms. On the other hand, similarly to bottom-up
approa hes they are based on manual work rather than fully automated.
Thirdly, important

ontribution to ma hine pro essability

omes from methods that enable both assess-

ment of identity of multiple obje ts and measurement of their similarity are developed. Thus, both data and
ontent obje ts are more and more

onne ted and related to other entities.

This area is stri tly related to

well-known resear h elds of s hema mapping and mat hing of individual re ords or instan es (whi h are a part
of a number of information management tasks su h as data integration, data

leansing and ontology merging).

Moreover, qui k progress in this areas inuen es both bottom-up and top-down solutions. Top-down solutions
in s hema mapping

on ern

ontinuous improvements in methods of automated s hema mapping.

years this area evolves towards holisti
number of ) s hemas at on e [14℄.

In re ent

approa hes, that enable mapping of multiple (often meaning: very large

Related

on ept of dataspa es [13℄ seems to be implemented in real-life

by Google Base, that gathered over 100K s hemas and should allow large-s ale s hema mapping.

A lot of

top-down methods at the instan e level were also proposed, using both more elaborate similarity measurement
fun tions and better lexi al resour es. Signi ant body of resear h into ontology mapping and merging also ts
to a large extent to this philosophy. On the other hand, ontologies are also the representation that promotes
inter onne tion of multiple knowledge bases both at the

lass and instan e level (linked data philosophy

39 ). In

bottom-up approa h s hema and ontology mappings and re ords equality are dened manually or by spe i
transformation software (varying from stand-alone pro edural tools to de larative queries of rules exe uted by
spe i

engines).

that help

Domain spe i , di tionary-based re ords linkage is for example typi al for shopping bots

ompare pri es of the same produ ts in dierent lo ations.

Another helpful bottom-up tenden y

on erning instan es is related to standardization of obje t properties formats (e.g. XBRL has been re ently
a

epted by U.S. Se urities and Ex hange Commission as the required format for nan ial reports of publi

and mutual fund

40 ) or to popularization of domain-spe i identiers (su h as DOI41 for ele troni

ompanies

42 for people). Bottom-up and top-down hanges to the Web are happening simultanedo uments, or OpenID
ously, and support one another. Even limited range of stru ture added to Web
the di ulty of top-down tasks.
to be useful for Web

ontent may signi antly lower

For example, usage of additional information en oded in user tags proved

ontent summarization [25℄, and potentially

an have positive impa t on performan e of

Web sear h [16℄. Intuitively, when mi roformats are used, the task of information extra tion (as well as tasks
that depend on it, su h as analysis of on-line so ial networks) should be ome mu h more feasible. Similarly,
usage of tags may simplify the task of re ord linkage. On the other hand, top-down approa h may signi antly
redu e

osts of

reation of semanti

representation of

ontent. It may even fully automate this pro ess in some

domains.

3.3. Content Flow and Content E osystems.
their dynami

One of

hara teristi s of on-line data and

ontent is

ow between a number of servi es. Originally posted to a single Web site (e.g. blog, shop pri e

list or on-line database) or dis ussion list, the information may be reposted in a number of forms in other
lo ations. Similarly, the

hanges to original

Complexity of su h ows in
The propagation of the

ontent on the Web

are initiated by the servi e that a quires a
that the

ontent may be further propagated to a number of other lo ations.

ase of blog posts is demonstrated by Figure 3.3.
an be done by pop and push information ows. The former

opy, and the latter is a tivated by information author or the servi e

ontent is originally posted to. Examples of pop information ows in lude indexing by sear h engines

or syn hronization through RSS, examples of push ows in lude mirroring of

ontent or submission of the same

information to multiple Web sites.
In the same time the ows may be manual (fully performed by people), semi-automati
setup a tivities but afterwards performed automati ally) or fully automati
all). Examples of manual ows in lude quoting or
Examples of semi-automati

ows in lude mashups

a blog post. Typi al examples of automati
usage of user

ontent to other lo ations or forwarding it to friends.

reated with Yahoo! Pipes or YouTube videos embedded in

ows are related to indexing and

a hing by sear h engines, or to

omments on produ ts for their automated qualitative assessment.

39 http://linkeddata.org/.
40 See:

opying

http://www.google. om/hostednews/ap/arti le/ALeqM5jTRoSiNGE5B07igsMWNH3ZOtbmAQD954M4800.

41 http://www.doi.org.
42 http://openid.net/.

(requiring some

(requiring no user intera tion at
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Fig. 3.3. The life

y le of blog post as an example of

Finally, the ows may preserve the identity of original
ontent) or
user

an do some transformations on

omplex ows (based on [27℄)

ontent (e.g. in

ase of mirroring or embedding of

ontent (e.g. adding semanti s or hyperlinks, summarizing multiple

omments, or quoting a fragment of original text). For example automati

repost of e-mail group messages

to Web-based ar hives or embedding of videos preserve the identity of original
servi es aim at providing the same
eventSeer

ontent. Ma hine translation

ontent in dierent languages. Some NLP-based servi es (examples in lude

43 in the area of alls for onferen e papers, or a plethora of servi es using OpenCalais) automati ally
44 ) and other

add new links or meta-data. Finally, shopping bots, summarizing servi es (su h as semantalyzR
servi es using information extra tion reuse only small portion of original
Dierent types of
that result in

ontent ows are

ontent.

ompared in Figure 3.4. It is also to be noted, that apart from ows

reation of new (instan es of )

ontent, information may be also a

essible outside its original

lo ation via dierent types of querying servi es in luding meta-sear h engines, on-the-y sear h tools (e.g.

45 ) or on-demand translations servi es (that do not store translated texts).

Twitter sear h

It will be interesting to see what will be the impa t of
paren y. It seems that

urrently there is little

ontent ows and e osystems to information trans-

are given by

ontent aggregators and servi es that transform

it to providing information about the original sour e (and additional metadata su h as time of retrieval) of
information and a tual transformations performed. As the phenomenon matures and is wider applied in business s enarios we might observe new formats emerging to provide su h metadata and for es driving to in rease
transparen y of pro essing.

4. Fun tionalities.

The area of fun tionalities is

on erned with all kinds of operations that

performed on on-line resour es. This area has undergone major
It is visible even in the
read a

ase of basi

operations related to a

an be

hanges from the beginning of Internet era.

ess to data or

ontent. They

on ern both the

ess to Web resour es (that was possible from the beginning of WWW), and dierent types of write

43 http://www.eventseer.net/.
44 http://semantalyzr.
45 http://sear

om/.
h.twitter. om/.
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Fig. 3.4. Examples of dierent types of information ows

a

ess (that were originally rarely supported on the Web, although foresaw by

reators of the basi

Internet

infrastru ture).
Read a

ess to information has been transformed mainly thanks to already dis ussed bottom-up and

top-down stru turization and semanti ation of Web

ontent and data.

in ludes relatively re ently popularized features su h as possibility of
reation of new

ontent (also by dupli ation and edition of existing

by tagging resour es, adding

Write a

ess to

ontent editing (e.g.

ontent and data
in

ase of wikis),

ontent), extension of existing

ontent (e.g.

omments to arti les or forum posts, or writing additional statements as in

ase of

mi roblogging) and addition of new data, inuen ing aggregated data quality (e.g. voting in rankings, digging
ontent, providing feedba k on visited sights or hotels, or providing information on weather

4.1. Business Logi Fun tionalities.

Apart from su h basi , storage-related fun tionalities, the on-line

servi es implement dierent kind of business logi
internal information. They in lude

46 ).

onditions

that fo us on solving spe i

problems based on external or

omplex operations su h as transformation, dis overy, analysis,

sear h and ranking of dierent types of information. The logi
may be based on a stable algorithm (e.g.

itself may have very dierent

onversion of dierent measurement units, basi

parameterized algorithm (e.g. tasks involving

urren y

onversion, or tax

al ulation with

or list of exempted produ ts), algorithm applying user-provided rules (e.g.

on-line

omparison,

onstru tion. It
tax

al ulation),

hanging tax rates

ontent ltering based

on preferen es spe ialized by an user), ma hine learning algorithms (e.g. spam ltering fun tionalities), and
intera tive algorithms requiring parti ipation of user or querying of external knowledge sour es (e.g. sear h for
ambiguous lo ations with sear h engines or map servi es). While majority of logi
one and nal resultset for spe i
improved result sets (e.g.

input parameters, in some

ases the logi

omponents provide exa tly

may iteratively provide series of

al ulated with more iteration of optimization algorithms or

larger set of input data), based on a kind of subs ription to results of on-demand
reordering of sear h results in some meta-sear h engines based on new data

onstru ted based on

al ulation (like

While Web proto ols are onstru ted as stateless, both stateless and stateful appli ations
on top of them. In

onstant

oming from multiple indexes).
an be

onstru ted

ase of stateless appli ations, a tivities (or invoked pro edures) have no impa t on results of

future a tivities (or invo ations) of the same user nor of other users. In stateful appli ation

urrent a tivities

have impa t on result of future a tivities with the same session (with the state stored temporarily), or also
between sessions (with the state stored in a permanent way). The stored state
46 For example in

ase of OtherWeather. om.

an be itself meaningful to the
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user (e.g. dierent aspe ts of manually typed user prole) or

ontain values that are solely ma hine-interpretable

(e.g. ve tor representation of user interests based on keywords (s)he entered). Finally, the state may be atta hed
to spe i
some

IP address, spe i

Web browser (using Cookies),

ombination of the above, or may be shared by a number of users (e.g.

user (when login identi ation is used), to spe i

the list of available ti kets in

on-line ti ket sale servi e).

  

    

  
 





  
      
    


  

  

      
   
    

  

    

  
 

      
 



   



Fig. 4.1. Examples of meaningful / meaningless and personal / shared state

Figure 4.1 provides a number of examples for dierent types of state of business logi

4.2. A ess Modes to On-line Fun tionalities.
in two basi

On today's Web, dierent fun tionalities are a

essible

modes: through Web-based GUIs and by dierent kinds of APIs. The rst mode is fo used on

providing the a

ess to features of on-line appli ations to human users. In this approa h, Web operations are

typi ally invoked by user entering spe i
Web browsers (su h as

pages, lling in forms or performing other HTML-based a tivities in

li king or dragging obje ts). However, some of these a tivities may use spe i , non-

Web te hnologies (su h as Flash, Java or Sliverlight). While majority of logi
is exe uted on server-side, more and more features are fully
a glue

omponents.

in Web sites and Web appli ations

lient-side. In many

ombining fun tionalities provided by other server-side servi es (e.g. in

ases

embeddable JavaS ript libraries su h as Web analyti s tra kers). However, in some
even purely in o-line mode (as in

lient logi

is used as

ase of mashups, widgets and
ases it may be a

essible

47 ), blending the distin tion between Web appli ations

ase of Google Gears

and desktop software. This blending goes even further with dierent types of business logi

pluggable in user's

browser with methods varying from lightweight (su h as bookmarklets), through plugins using basi ally the
same Web te hnologies but with greater a

ess rights (e.g. FireFox plugins, Opera widgets, some Java and

Flash appli ations), to fully integrated binary extensions su h as Internet Explorer toolbars. At the extreme
we

an nd desktop appli ations that embed Web browsers (e.g. for visualization or

but have their logi
The se ond a
software

ontent a

ess purposes)

hard oded.
ess mode, based on dierent type of APIs, is related to usage of on-line servi es by other

omponents. API types vary from

omplex and standardized (SOAP-based Web Servi es), through

lightweight but mostly standardized (XML-RPC) to lightweight and mostly unstandardized (many REST-ful
servi es with more or less stable and formalized response formats). It enables any appli ations to easily a
and

ompose pie es of logi

provided by multiple on-line servi es, as well as to a

line resour es. Nowadays, this
Web appli ation (i.e.
47 http://gears.google.

omposition

an be a part of

an be used internally by spe i

om/.

lient-side business logi

Web sites), it

ess

ess multiple types of onof spe i

GUI- entri

an be performed in a form of mashups
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Fig. 4.2. Dierent ways of implementing and exposing fun tionalities

developed by programmers, or

onstru ted using visual mashup

of resear h also fo uses on using semanti s for

onstru tion tools (su h as Yahoo Pipes). A lot

omposition based on te hni ally underspe ied business pro esses

or obje tives to be attained. It is to be noted that automated a

ess to Web site

ontent or fun tionalities may be

also enabled if no API is provided, by using Web data extra tion (s reen s raping) and navigation automation

48 , WebVCR [2℄, iMa ros49 ).

tools (su h as Dapper, GreaseMonkey

4.3. Involving People in Complex Fun tionalities.

Typi ally when we think about business logi

we mean automati ally performed a tivities based on some pre-dened rules or algorithms.
open

hara ter of both Web and Web-based APIs makes the business logi

(individuals, businesses or groups of people).
(taking part at the moment of logi

Human parti ipation in

However, the

potentially ( o-)exe uted by people
omposite logi

exe ution) or asyn hronous (happening later).

may be syn hronous
It may be also dire t

(with user a tively taking de isions and a tions) or indire t (with de isions being byprodu t of other user
a tivities, possibly aggregated over time by use of dierent ma hine learning methods). Few examples of dire t
and indire t, syn hronous and asyn hronous involvement of people in

omplex fun tionalities are gathered in

Figure 4.3.

4.4. Examples of Typi al On-line Fun tionalities.
basi

Typi al on-line servi es fo us on oering a few

features. They in lude:

•
•

information a

•
•
•
•
•
•

information transformationtransformation of one kind of information into dierent one,

ess and sear ha quisition of information from Web sour es,

information managementmanagement of do ument and media, in luding authoring, modifying, sharing, versioning, downloading,
ommuni ationspoken or written free-text ex hange of information between people,
ollaboration and problem-solvingsupport for solving of

omplex problems by

ommunity,

entertainmentindividual or so ial hobbies, games et .,
self-developmentedu ation, training and spiritual development,
business and transa tionsa quisition and sale of goods and servi es on-line.

Apart from supported features two other dimensions may be used to

lassify Web sites. They are

hara ter-

isti s of the medium and properties of the appli ation itself. Some of the most important properties of medium
48 http://www.greasespot.net/.
49 http://ima

ros.net/.
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Fig. 4.3. Examples of dierent ways of involving people in

are: rhythm (syn hronous / asyn hronous), bandwidth

omplex fun tionalities

onsumption (low / high), format (text-based / voi e)

and permanen e (persistent / ephemeral) [11℄.
Figure 4.4

ompares a number of on-line servi es and

lasses of servi es with respe t to the above dimensions

and their support for aforementioned features.

4.5. New Web Paradigms Coming to Enterprises.

The new fun tionalities and paradigms des ribed

above slowly pave their way to enterprises. On one hand, many of fun tionalities proposed by
Web appli ations t very well into quest for robust management of
philosophy may be very useful in do umentation
in proje t management; enterprise blogs

ompany knowledge.

ontemporary

For example, wiki

reation and maintenan e and may a t as a supportive tool

an be an useful method of

external stakeholders (employees, shareholders, partners,

ommuni ation with both internal and

ustomers, suppliers, potential

ustomers). Finally,

tagging (with unrestri ted or partially restri ted vo abularies) may be a more exible alternative to other
approa hes of enterprise do uments organization (su h as

lassi ation and full-text indexing). At the same

time, adoption of these Enterprise 2.0 solutions is shaped by a stru tural
exibility, typi al for many modern Web-based systems, and

oni t between openness and

ontrol or rigid pro edures, being landmark of

ontemporary enterprises.
On the other hand, we observe adoption of the paradigms related to aggregation of logi
from multiple sour es in the business s enarios. Over time more and more
information about

ompany reputation,

ompetitors a tions and market

and information

ompanies monitor and integrate

hanges from Web lo ations. While

majority of businesses gather this information mostly for PR, marketing and strategi

or ta ti al-level planning

a tivities, the number of businesses using numerous integrated data sour es in operational a tivities and the
strategy of  ompeting on analyti s [10℄ is

ontinuously growing. As more and more forms of inter- ompany

ollaboration is mediated by IT solutions, the exible

omposition of logi

from multiple providers (taking

form of mashups, enterprise mashups, individual pipes or less loosely- oupled IT solutions) is progressing. This
tenden y starts to be supported by growing openness and servi e-orientation of major enterprise solution players
(in luding SAP, Ora le and Mi rosoft). Finally, the ideas of simple, adaptive workows

ombining automated

a tivities with user involvement are be oming mainstream of resear h and are supposed to nd their way to
enterprises in

losest future.

Despite this developments and buzz generated by Enterprise 2.0 solutions, majority of medium and large
ompanies still operate multiple unintegrated or poorly integrated solutions (even if
provider) even internally.

about integration with external logi

5. Usage.
the Web. It is
of

oming from the same

Moreover, many lega y IT software remain not well suited for or very restri tive
omponents (see for example [1℄).

The area that re ently

hanged the most from the point of view of people is the usage layer of

on erned with what features of on-line appli ations are a tually used and how. As it is an area

omplex intera tion between multiple systems and large number of users with very various ba kground and
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Fig. 4.4. Examples of typi al servi es on
































 






ontemporary Web

obje tives, the ma ro impa t of individual appli ations and their features at the so ial and e onomi al level
may be very hard to derive from their mi ro properties [15℄.

5.1. General Dire tions in Web Usage Evolution.

Seen from somehow bigger distan e, the Web

evolves into a number of general dire tions. Typi ally this evolution means that new areas, that existed previously in an embryoni

form, be ome mainstream of on-line businesses. At the same time, many of previously

mainstream usage patterns still remain popular in spe i

types of servi es and groups of users. These general

dire tions are:
1. Growing level of user engagement in on-line a tivities. A tivities evolve from passive (e.g. browsing
information) to a tive (involving parti ipation in
ment in

ontent

users behavior are used in automati
Web sites),

ontent

reation). We identied ve levels of engage-

reation: a) no parti ipation at all, b) un ons ious parti ipation (when patterns of
ontent

reation, as is in

ase of

ollaborative ltering or adaptive

) parti ipation in simple individual a tivities (e.g. tagging or rating URLs, produ ts or

blog posts), d)

reative individual a tivities (e.g.

writing blog posts or

so ial a tivities (su h as syn hronous or asyn hronous

omments), and e)

reative

reation or management of long text do uments,

ontologies or databases).
2. Moving from individual to so ial a tivities. Until re ently, the majority of
were single player.

Today, a lot of them

an be also done in a

omputer-based a tivities

ollaborative manner.

For exam-

ple, we swit h from individual bookmarking, playlist management, sear hing, and problem solving to
ollaborating while performing these a tivities.
3. Moving from one-time to

ontinuous and in remental a tivities. For example book and arti le writing
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as well as lm-making were one-time a tivities (after being nished the result did not
even books ( f. Wikibooks) are editable in a wiki way and easy to
it be ame

heap to publish new versions of any digital

papers. Moreover, editable and reusable
new, improved or mashuped-up

hange). Today

omment on. At the same time,

ontent in luding multimedia and resear h

ontent allows both the same user and other people to

ontent. It is also a general tenden y to

reate

reate algorithms that rst

approximate results and then utilize user feedba k on results (a quired through both impli it and
expli it feedba k

y le) for

ontinuous result improvement. This last tenden y might be due to strive

to solve problems that are not tra table using traditional approa h.
4. Moving from asyn hronous to mixture of syn hronous and asyn hronous intera tion mode. Majority
of intera tion on the Web used to be mediated by some

ontent and performed in a asyn hronous way.

Re ently we have witnessed, the rise of almost real-time
monitoring of

ontent, support for

omments by many

ommuni ation

and propagation of more informal expression forms (even in publi
5. Moving from simple to
on browsing

ommuni ation).

omplex a tivities. In the early days of the Web, typi al users fo used mostly

ontent provided by other people. With progressing read/write Web philosophy users

be ame involved in more intera tive a tivities su h as
only re ently that

ommenting or tagging

rowds of users has started to be involved in mu h more

on-line multimedia designing,

rowdsour ed R & D

way as in [28℄ or in impli it way, based on other

5.2. Areas of Life Altered by the Web.
that

hannels (su h as RSS-based

ontent sour es and mi roblogging solutions),

ontent. However, it is

omplex a tivities su h as

50 or ollaborative ontology development (in expli it

ollaborative a tions as in

ase of [22℄).

With development of the Web the part of our life a tivities

an be (at least partially) performed on-line signi antly widened.

At the same time, with

onstantly

growing population of Internet users and expanding range of on-line fun tionalities, it is hard to imagine areas
of life that have not been altered by popularization of the World Wide Web.
The Web has for example signi antly

hanged both emotional and physi al aspe ts of relationships, part-

nership and intima y. Popularization and always-on mode of instant messaging and dierent methods of
on-line voi e and video

ommuni ation,

heap

hanged the way people keep in tou h with their spouses or partners,

both during work hours and free time. At the same time, these

ommuni ation methods support relationships

between people spending a lot of time in distant lo ations. In parallel,

ommon on-line a tivities su h as Web-

based sharing of artifa ts (photos, musi , links to interesting arti les et .), parti ipation in on-line games or 3D
worlds, ex hange of digital gifts or
of many

ontemporary

ouples.

ollaborative

reation, are be oming an important part of shared experien es

Finally, Web-based dating servi es and so ial networking sites support also

formation of relationship, enabling sear h for partners both for long-lasting relationships based on romanti
love and partnership, as well as for short-term, often sex-oriented relationships.
Similar

hanges are happening even more intensely in the area of friendship and so ial life. WWW enables

easier parti ipation in multiple so ial groups, varying from
ussion forums, through dierent forms of on-line a tivist,

ommunities of pra ti e and domain experts disharity or politi al

ommunities, to various on-line

multi-player games or virtual words fans. Some of su h on-line groups bring together people with very spe i
interests, that are shared by few of their o-line
groups the

olleagues, thus in iting the strong sense of belonging. In other

onne tion of members is strengthened by o-line a tivities they perform together. The Web has

also a very signi ant impa t on people reputation and status, be ause it works like ar hive of large part of our
so ial a tivities. This impa t is limited not only to what a person did or said on-line, but also on-line gossip or
word-of-mouth about him/her. Moreover, the impa t of on-line reputation is not limited to on-line a tivities.
More and more

ompanies skim through so ial media servi es while re ruiting new employees. It is to be noted

that the importan e of on-line status and reputation is one key drivers of a number of
as knowledge-ex hange forums, open-sour e
networking sites (with number of

ollaborative eorts su h

ommunities or Wikipedia (with expertise-based status), and so ial

onne tions being one of elements of status).

While the edu ation systems tend to adapt slowly to progressing internetization of our lifes, edu ation,
self-development and so ialization has been signi antly alerted by on-line servi es. They totally
way one

an a quire information, thus engendering need for

hanged the

apabilities related to ltering, understanding and

merging fa ts from multiple sour es. The philosophies of distan e and life-long learning be ame more feasible
50 Examples in lude system that support design (e.g. in footwear or t-shirts

ompanies su h as Threadless and RYZ), and systems

that support management of dierent produ t and servi e ideas (with examples

http://www.readwriteweb. om/ar hives/ideas ale_laun h.php).

oming from Dell, Starbu ks and Salesfor e; see:
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be ause of development of e-learning (both involving tea hers and using solely on-line resour es). A plethora
of e-learning solutions gives students more intera tivity, better adaptation to their learning style and dierent
ways of team learning. Moreover, as the Web is a very information-intensive spa e, even its everyday usage may
be

onsidered a type of self-development experien es.
The development of the Web have huge impa t not only on development and so ialization of oneself, but

also on parenthood, i. e. on so ialization of
a

ommuni ation

hildren. One one hand it is an extensive sour e of information and

hannel joining with other people with parenthood experien e (whi h is espe ially important

for people with spe i

problems with their

hildren su h as rare diseases). On the other hand, the Web with

its advantages and dangers is one of topi s that need to be handled by parents in so ialization pro ess. The
importan e of wise parental edu ation in this area is
supporting IT

apabilities development in

Majority of already des ribed
formation sour es, methods of

onstantly underlined by a number of so ial groups both

hildren, and ghting dierent types of on-line abuse.

hanges are ree ted in the way people work in modern organizations. In-

onta ting other employees,

ustomers and other business entities, approa hes

to sharing knowledge as well as the per entage of time one works on-line (in luding partial or even full-time
tele-work) has

hanged dramati ally in re ent years. The arrival of Web 2.0 and Enterprise 2.0 fun tionalities

to more and more
ri

51 suggests that this revolution is not over yet. On the other hand, the symmet-

ompanies

hange in how people intera t with

ompanies providing goods and servi es

the way we sele t produ ts ( hanging mostly due to more a
omparability and wider a
Web-based providers

an be observed. It

on erns

essible and sear hable information, better pri e

ess to user experien e stories), the way transa tions are performed (on-line orders,

onta t, Web-based a

ess to digital goods and servi es) and the way support and mainte-

nan e is delivered (on-line manuals, Web-based support, a

ess to other users

ommunity, downloadable updates

of software and rmware).
The Web has also a dire t impa t on ways of spending free time. It promotes a number of on-line individual
and so ial hobbies (su h as wat hing videos or playing on-line games). It supports o-line hobbies by giving
wider a

ess to information and to

in these both ways is related to a

ommunities of people interested it. One of free time areas that are inuen ed
essing

ultural heritage. The Web supports both on-line

ulture a

ess (by

providing virtual museums, live on erts and by in luding famous pla es in virtual worlds), and gives information
about possible o-line a tivities and spe i

ultural items. The Web

related to religiousness and spiritual life. However in this

hanges even the very

onservative areas

ase it typi ally inuen es solely information-seeking

a tivities. Finally, it is also an extensive sour e of information regarding physi al a tivities, health and tness.

5.3. How the Web Changes So ial Lands ape.

As mentioned before, the Web has impa t on almost

all areas of life. While the Web introdu es some brand new trends to the so ial life, in majority of

ases it just

strengthens the tenden ies observed previously.
Following the
of

hanges that happened in 19th and 20th

hoi e in all areas of life. It gives a

servi es, religions, hobbies, attitudes,
and re ommendation fa ilities for a

entury, the Web signi antly enlarges the spa e

ess to an enormous amount of information

on erning produ ts and

ultural goods and people. It implements more and more
ess to these information. Finally, it enables

all around the world and parti ipation in (not ne essarily geographi ally-bounded) ni he
on spe i

omplex sear h

ommuni ation with people
ommunities fo used

topi s or a tivities. As a result, instead of parti ipating in one so iety with single, imposed

semanti s and values, one

an sele t to intera t with a number of spe i

ulture,

so ial groups with dierentpossibly

oni tingper eptions of the world.
Su h a

hange also supports further in rease of importan e of a hieved status as

status. Many

omponents of as ribed status (sex, ra e, health

line. On the other hand, in large on-line

ompared to as ribed

ondition) are invisible or mostly invisible on-

ommunities (su h as open-sour e

ommunity [29℄, forums or on-line

au tions) user's so ial status and reputation (often measured automati ally, based on past intera tions) are one
of basi

measures of trust in given user.

These tenden ies have impa t on growing

omplexity of identity of Web users. The Web enables users to

have multiple roles, parti ipate in a growing number of groups (the notion of neighborhood is redened by the
Web), dene herself through parti ipation in dierent so ial networks. Moreover, the Web also gives possibility
of separation of identity and person. Single user may have dierent (not
truthful nor

onne ted) and not ne essarily fully

onne ted to real personal data identities in multiple Web sites, making user proles a part of

impression management, self-presentation [9℄. These tenden ies to purposefully
51 See for example:

onstru t selves, altogether

http://www.readwriteweb. om/ar hives/study_fast_growing_us_ ompanie.php.
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to mostly verbal and visual format of information transmission on the Web, make Web identities ex eptionally
well interpretable on a ground of symboli

intera tionism theory.

Way of dening and des ribing self on the Web was mu h simpler and more limited only few years ago.
People shared information about themselves mostly by
mail, dis ussion groups and Usenet (with GeekCode
of person with a restri ted,
ods of expressing self.

on ise language

onstru ting homepages and by using signatures in e-

52 being example of

odes).

Many home pages have evolved into Weblogs, typi ally oering more frequent and

time-determined update about given person.

Additionally, the trend to

kinds of so ial servi es (in luding so ial networks, people
dating servi es and

on ise des ription of some aspe ts

Sin e then, we have observed a number of new methreate multiple proles in dierent

atalogues and sear h engines, gaming Web sites,

orporate Web sites) is growing in importan e.

Many of

ontemporary proles provide

information en oded at least with some level of semanti s (varying form lightweight and widely used mi roformats to fully-edged but still rare ontology-based representations), making ma hine pro essing of the proles
a mu h easier task.

Moreover, new proles are now easier to

reate and to be

onne ted to existing pro-

les thanks to te hnologies su h as OpenID and trends related to so ial network and so ial data portability.
Other tenden y is related to popularization of ego entri

so ial networks, that help dene self through so-

ial position or family and friendship relations (in luding also relations to fake identities su h as pop
i ons). New quantitative, a tivities-based

omponents of on-line identities evolved in the

(where number of posts or average s ore of posts be ame part of so ial status denition), spe i
ties (e.g. a tivity measures in open-sour e
of positive

ommunity) and ele troni

ulture

ontext of Web forums
ommuni-

ommer e (where quantity and per ent

omments on previous transa tions is used as a measure of trust).

of mi roblogging servi es su h as Twitter introdu ed new, mu h more dynami

Finally, growing popularity
patterns of  ontinuous self-

expression.
Both

olle tive and individual identity in Internet era are mu h more matter of

hoi e that some time ago.

However, the Web also inuen es people identity indire tly by reinfor ing two previously observed tenden ies
related to so ialization: so ialization by media and so ialization by peer group. The Internet partially takes
over the role of both traditional media and extended peer group.
dynami

Its role as a medium is

on erned with

ow (in luding on-line word-of-mouth [30, 21℄ and viral marketing [4℄) of ideas, symbols, themes and

fads ( ollaboratively referred to as memes) within so ial
atalyst of memeti

pro esses and bottom-up popular

ommunities and

rowds. Thus, the Web a ts as a

ulture development, inuen ing attitudes of Internet

users. As observed in [30℄,  ompared to traditional WOM, online WOM is more inuential due to its speed,
onvenien e, one-to-many rea h, and its absen e of fa e-to-fa e human pressure.
more qui kly

hanging ideosphere, ree ted in more dynami

This phenomenon

However, this means also

and unstable user identities.
alls networked publi

sphere [3℄

voters use mu h more dierent information sour es to formulate their opinions and judge individual

andidates.

and what other have

on erns also politi s, leading to what Yo hai Benkler

overed by buzzword of Citizen 2.0

53 . On one hand su h on-line publi sphere means that

On the other hands, people with similar politi al sympathies tend to group together and to a tively take part
in ele toral

ampaign. The power of on-line politi al

ommunities were demonstrated by re ent US ele tions as

the vi tory of Bara k Obama was attributed (among others reasons) to his greater on-line a tivity and presen e
in so ial media

54 . While on-line politi al a tivities enable better information a

ess and publi

dis ussion, they

also in rease risk of manipulation thanks to personalization of message (based on both: greater possibilities
of targeting, and in reased number of possible

ommuni ation

hannels and formats) or even by hard-to- ease

ir ulation of false, defamatory statements (few examples are given in [19℄).
involved into

Moreover, when people are too

ommunities sharing exa tly the same opinions, the real pluralism of thought is repla ed by

so- alled plural mono ultures, inhibiting publi

dis ussion.

Contemporary World Wide Web gives users also

ountless possibilities of expressing themselves in more

reative ways, by demo ratizing so ial institutions related to
promotion. With low

ost and high a

ulture

reation, as well as to values and attitudes

essibility of media produ tion (in luding both textual

ontent and simple

multimedia), the Web be ame an oasis of amateurism with amateur a tors, performers, writers, dire tors and
editors. While it means more freedom of

reation, it also makes it harder to sieve through tons of unveried

ontent. In general, it also means that free, amateur and dynami
professional, stati

and veried

ontent repla es at least some part of paid,

ontent.

52 http://www.geek
53 See
54 See

ode. om/geek.html.
http://www.slideshare.net/jessesaves/ itizen-20/ for an overview.
for example: http://www.readwriteweb. om/ar hives/so ial_media_obama_m

ain_ omparison.php.
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Over

enturies we observed the growth of a

be ause of

essibility of information on other people life. It is partially

ultural hanges that make many aspe ts of life

(espe ially in

ome out of taboo, but it is also te hnologi al progress

ommuni ation te hnologies) that made it simpler to a quire information on others dire tly from

them ( ompare letters brought by horses, air mail and phone). With popularization of so ial on-line servi es
this tenden y was brought to a new level. Instant messaging, e-mail, so ial networks (with update tra king),
blogs and mi roblogs allow us to tra k multiple aspe ts of life of other people in real time without even a
need for dire t

onta t. As demonstrated by resear h so ial networking tools mostly help to maintain existing

o-line relationships [12℄. However, they enable people to keep
This trend

urrent about mu h higher number of friends.

ombined with aforementioned  ontinuous self-expression leads to a phenomenon

partial attention

55 , with people attention

willingness to be busy, to be

ontinuous

onne ted, is to be alive, to be re ognized, and to matter.

The trends des ribed above are to a large extent
ant quantitative

alled

ontinuously split between a number of a tivities, resulting from
ontinuation of previous so ial evolutions, with signi-

hanges related to number of parti ipants, frequen y of

or number of impression management

hannels. These

onta t, number of

hoi es we have,

hanges are basi ally quantitative, but with large in-

rease/de rease in numbers, they be ome in fa t qualitative. For example, on-line word-of-mouth is based on
graph-like stru tures that mimi
and

on-line gossip. However, as on-line networks may have mu h more

onne tions

ontent or ideas spread mu h qui ker, the message ampli ation happening on-line is qualitatively dierent

to o-line so ial phenomena.
Apart from extension of existing tenden ies, a few new so ial phenomena inherent to the World Wide
Web, may be observed. In the history some

omponents of so ial intera tion (su h as so ial stru tures, net-

works and expe tations) used to happen behind the s enesthey had dire t impa t on life of people but
remained hard to observe and understand.

With re ent developments in the Web, some algorithms be ame

a new element of behind the s enes of so ial intera tion.

It is through algorithms (often not known or

known partially) that sear h rankings are determined and trust is measured.
of algorithms that suggest what produ ts we
ontent may interest us (e.g. in

ould buy (e.g. in

There are also dierent kinds

ontextual or behavioral advertisement), what

ollaborative ltering, personalized sear h results ranking or in adaptive e-

learning systems) and whi h people would be best partners (e.g. in dating servi es) or friends for us (e.g.
in so ial networking sites).

Moreover, some algorithms generate new

ontent based on some kind of statis-

ti al or logi al reasoning. For examples, automated summarization and aggregation of user opinions is used
as a generalized per eption of spe i

56 , analysis of news and value of neighborhood

produ ts or businesses

57 , and natural language pro essing and information retrieval
58
te hnologies are used by people sear h sites to onstru t people proles from multiple dispersed fa ts . In
houses may be used in valuation of real estate

all of these

ases, the algorithms have dire t impa t on per eption of produ ts, businesses, real estates and

people by on-line users.

Finally, many types of algorithms performing business a tivities (e.g. trading algo-

rithms used in sto k ex hanges or sniper software used in on-line au tions) shape

ontemporary e onomi

environment.

5.4. Paradoxes of ontemporary WWW.
doxi al

hara ter.

for example the demo ratization of
a tivities that are
many of on-line

Some

hanges happening on the Web have a rather para-

On one hand we observe the so ialization of previously unso ial phenomenawe observe
reation and growing so ial

ontrol over media. On the other hand many

learly so ial o-line may be performed in partially desso ialized way on-line. For example
ommuni ation

hannels enable anonymous dis ussions, and some dating servi es impli itly

support short-term, no-involvement a quaintan es (often with people providing at least some fake personal
information).
On one hand the Web is the spa e of almost unlimited
to be oneself  both in terms of individual self and
preservation of folklore or spe i

hoi es that enables in a mu h more exible way

olle tive identities of ni he

languages, supports

onta t with on e

supports development of ni he, long-tail produ ts, media, servi es and

ommunities (the Web enables

ulture even in foreign

ountries,

ommunities). On the other hand it

promotes uniformization at the unpre edented level, if you are not determined enough to build up your identity.
WWW is strongly dominated by only a few languages and supports qui k propagation of

ultural patterns and

http:// ontinuouspartialattention.jot. om/WikiHome.
56 For example Pluribo (http://www.pluribo. om/) automati ally summarizes Amazon produ t reviews.
57 For example in ase of Zillow, http://www.zillow. om/.
58 Examples in lude Pipl (http://pipl. om/), Spo k (http://spo k. om) and PeekYou (http://www.peekyou.
55 See:

om/).
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ideas, often driven and supported by
as

One laptop per hild 59
On one hand, many

are a

ommer ial a tivities. That is why Internet popularization programs su h

used of

ultural

olonialism.

ontemporary on-line servi es support user

ombination or reorganization of existing

rather me hani al and un reative (not to say unthoughtful)
thin line between

reative

reativity through dis ussion, modi ation,

ontent. On the other hand, many of su h a tivities are limited to
opying and pasting of information,

ombination and plagiarism or generation of noisy, not understandable

Finally, the Web is the spa e of

rossing the
ontent.

ontradi tory developments regarding professionalization and amateurism.

On one hand, we observe a ooding of amateur

ontent in all areas of the Web (in luding su h

apital-intensive

60 and su h traditionally restri ted areas as legislation61 ). On the other hand, the Web is the

areas as lm-making

major sour e of in ome of a growing

ommunity of professionals, and we observe a

of te hnologies handling information

6. Inter- omponent Dynami s.
four

omponents of

ontinuous professionalization

olle tion, pro essing and sear h.
The previous se tion analyzed separately the

ontemporary Web: infrastru tures,

hanges happening in

ontent and data, fun tionalities, and usage. While

su h abstra tion allows easier understanding of some pro esses, the for es that span multiple

omponents needs

to be profoundly studied.

6.1. Demand-driven vs Supply-driven Developments.
inter- omponent dynami s are related to

One of most interesting questions related to

ausality and driving for es behind the observed large-s ale

During our analysis we identied two oppositeyet

hanges.

omplementarysour es of motivation for formation of

omplex on-line systems and usage patters, leading to demand-driven and supply-driven developments.
The former
the ultimate

onsists in a series of requirements-driven relationships. Real needs of user and business are

ondition of su

ess of new proposed approa hes.

Thus, they have dire t impa t on proposed

fun tionalities, whi h dene requirements of both information representation methods and basi
This is the way that majority of on-line servi es were

reated.

underlying infrastru ture) were reated to enable easier information a

ess, Usenet and e-mail for

purposed, peer-to-peer solutions aim at enabling easy le sharing (disregarding
and presentation separation (e.g.

infrastru tures.

Sear h engines and Web dire tories (with
ommuni ation

opyright regulations),

ontent

HTML+CSS or XML+XSLT) simplies Web page and Web appli ations

development, RSS aims at keeping visitors

urrent about Web site udpates, and OpenID is supposed to simplify

logging into multiple servi es.
The latter relation is supply-driven and a ts in opposite dire tion. Infrastru tural developments lower the
barriers for new forms of

ontent representation and types of servi es. At the same time, better information

representation supports development of more sophisti ated fun tionalities whi h in turn may

reate new needs

and habits of users, as well as new business models. As a result, the endless possibilities of ombining existing and
new resour es, fun tionalities and user a tions enable new,

reative,

omplex on-line servi es. Thus, a number of

servi es is just a by-produ t of some need-driven developments. For example infrastru ture developed for Web
indexing or other large-s ale Web appli ations, promoted gigabyte size mailboxes and a development of
based appli ations (many of whi h never

ould aord enough IT infrastru ture in no

Sear h infrastru tures enabled also to observe what information is a

loud-

loud solutions existed).

essed by people, allowing for example to

62 ; at the same time, they made possible large-s ale empiri al Web studies without own

dete t u outbreaks

rawlers. Usenet and e-mail were su

essfully used to transfer large les (through peer2mail servi es), many

peer-to-peer solutions are now used in fully legal

ontent distribution or in VoIP

example of Skype), XML and RSS te hnologies enable a myriad of servi es
lo ations, and OpenID makes it mu h easier to

ommuni ation (well-known

ombining

ontent from multiple

olle t information about single person from multiple so ial Web

lo ations.
These two dire tions are strongly

omplementary and support one another. Users' demand in ites

reation

of new infrastru tures, information representation methods and servi e intera tion models (demand-driven
dire tion). However, on e they are

reated, they pose an opportunity for development of new servi es (supply-

driven dire tion). Moreover, new servi es often modify users and businesses per eption and engender new needs,
that start another wave of innovation.
59 http://laptop.org/.

60 First feature lm fully reated by fans using the Web (via Massify,

http://www.massify. om/)

2009
61 See for examples: http://blog.wired. om/27bstroke6/2008/03/stanford-law-pr.html
62 See: http://www.google.org/flutrends/.

is planned to premier in January
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6.2. Impa t of Infrastru ture Development on Fun tionalities.
many spe i

lasses of features are be oming today a domain-spe i

As we des ribed in Se tion 2.2,

infrastru ture, provided by large players,

proting from e onomies of s ale. This progress typi ally lowers entry barriers and operational
businesses. Thus, it has positive impa t on innovation and on enri hes set of fun tionalities a
users. At the same time, it poses two groups of

hallenges to existing businesses. On one hand, the smaller

ompanies operating in the areas that get infrastru turalized typi ally are unable to

ompete with large-s ale

players and need to provide dierent kind of value-added. As a result, the whole areas be omes

annibalized by

infrastru ture operators (see Table 6.1). On the other hand, lower entry barriers and operation
as

hanging business models of

dynami ally

hanging

osts for new
essible to the

ompanies leaving

annibalized areas lead to more aggressive

osts, as well

ompetition and

ompetitive environment, thus limiting expe ted ROI and in reasing strategi

risk.

Table 6.1

Areas of resear h and business that may be

annibalized by new infrastru tures

Servi es

annibalized domains

Yahoo Pipes!

ommer ial mashup

OpenCalais

reation tools

natural language pro essing software, resear h in
information extra tion from text

VoIP solutions

traditional telephony

distributed storage solutions and
folksonomy-based

loud

omputing

ISPs

ontent organization

Web page dire tories

automated on-line translation servi es

6.3. Business Models.
tainable servi es
of spe i

professional translation servi es

Business models are another element of inter- omponent dynami s. As no sus-

an be provided on a long term basis without a business model (dening e onomi

feasibility

enterprise), they shape the development of the Web at all mentioned levels and between them. Afore-

mentioned infrastru turization of some part of traditional value-added of on-line

ompanies is one of

hallenges

of today business models. However it is not the single nor the most important one.
First area that every business model needs to address is related to revenue sour es. Traditional solutions
is this area in lude sales of goods, sales of servi es, a quiring
advertisement spa e.

Sales of goods is

ommission from other businesses and sales of

urrently the major sour e of in ome of on-line e onomy in general.

However only a limited number of businesses (su h as on-line stores, au tion platforms or virtual malls) fo us
on a tivities related to e- ommer e, and another small group of on-line servi es sell some items (mostly hobbyrelated) apart from their main operations. Today's e- ommer e is shaped mostly by growing a
ma hine-pro essable information about

ustomers,

essibility of

ompetitors and suppliers, better analyti al tools (in luding

data mining, business intelligen e systems as well as rule-based me hanisms for automation of transa tions or
other business pro esses), and outsour ing of non- ore a tivities (with many shops sending goods dire tly from
their suppliers inventories through drop-shipping, and some shops outsour ing all logisti s and transa tionrelated a tivities as it is in
ommodities a
pri e

ase of Zlio. om shops). At the same time, majority of goods sold on-line be ome

essible from multiple providers. Together with better information a

ompetition.

To

value-added related to after-sales servi es (e.g.
models),

ess this trend strengthens

ir umvent this dangerous, margin- utting tenden y many businesses try to provide
updates, insuran e, warranty, support for swit hing to new

ombined sales of goods and servi es (e.g. in tele ommuni ation area) or personalization of produ ts

(varying from simple

ustomization of physi al produ t as in

o-operation with user su h as t-shirts or puzzles
identi al, but dier by a

ase of Fiat 500, through produ ts developed in

onstru ted from user photos, to produ ts that are physi ally

ompanied servi es or digital goods).

The area that is supposed to prosper most in years to

ome is related to sales of on-line servi es, both

om-

puterized and performed manually. While the traditional, subs ription-based information servi es de line and
will probably be limited to a series of ni he markets (e.g. a

ess to spe i

databases), we observe a dynami

rise in sales of infrastru tural servi es (e.g. storage,

omputing, API-based sear h), dierent types of servi es

implementing pluggable

or semi-automati

omplex logi

(e.g. automati

translation, a

ounting, massive send-

ing of paper mail or faxes), servi es supporting dierent types of analyti al a tivities (e.g.
market monitoring, sear h engines optimization) and a

ess to on-line software (sold in

philosophy). At the same time, a major shift in pri ing models

ompetitive analysis,

Software as a Servi e

an be observed in this area, from traditional
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one-time or subs ription fees, to fees based on a tual usage (e.g. used

omputing power or storage, number of

invo ations, set of used software features).
As stated before, we observe a de line of paid information-based servi es. At the same time, informationintensive Web sites remain among the most popular destinations on the Web.
revenue sour es are mostly based on

typi al for servi es that provide transa tion-oriented information, su h as
reservation

In

ontemporary Web their

ommissions and sales of advertisement. Commission-based revenues are

ybermediaries. All over information- entri

Changes that happen in on-line ads industry

omparison shopping sites or ight-

sites tend to in lude dierent types of advertisement.

on ern mostly support of new type of media (ads embedded in

videos, Flash animations or on-line games), popularization of
of served ads (with behavioral modeling, and wider a
models (with payment for ads be oming more

ontextual advertisement, better personalization

ess to information about visitors), and dierent pri ing

ommission-like and dependent on user attaining spe i

Web

site goals su h as transa tion or registration).
Se ond key area of business models is

on erned with operating

utting tenden ies related to outsour ing and
however, re ent

osts. In re ent years we witness two

ost-

rowdsour ing. Outsour ing is a business trend for many years,

hanges in pri ing models (related to pay per usage or pay as you go approa hes) and mu h

easier integration with third-party fun tionalities (whi h means lower transa tion

osts and swit hing

osts)

made outsour ing more protable and manageable, in the same time signi antly limiting the risk of lo k-in.
On the

ontemporary WWW,

storage,
tasks.

ompanies may outsour e almost every non value-adding a tivity, starting with

omputing and other instrastru tural servi es, and in luding many te hnology and business operation

At the same time many a tivities related to

outsour ed to the

ommunity of users (or

ontent

reation, assessment and organization may be

rowdsour ed) in the spirit of Web 2.0 servi es. As the users often are

not paid at all, paid low wages (being rather a perk than a salary), or remunerated with low- ost, high-value
internally produ ed goods or servi es (e.g.
modi ation rights),
However, while
spe i

better or free a

rowdsour ing may signi antly lower

rowdsour ing key business tasks (e.g.

ount, augmented storage quota, higher

ontent

osts of multiple a tivities required by businesses.

some part of R&D), the

ompanies need to resort to

quality assuran e te hniques.

Finally, the third area that has signi ant impa t on all kind of on-line business is related to a quisition and
maintenan e of user base. In the traditional approa h ea h on-line servi e aimed at a quiring individually as
many users as possible (before
ee ts and user lo k-in.

ompetitors

With re ent

registration in multiple servi es,
a

ontinuous development and professionalization of viral marketing

essibility of more so ial-networked

te hnologies handling load peaks (e.g.
experien es from early years of 21st
importan e of revenues,

an surpass them) and maintaining this user base thanks to network

hanges related to federated identity (in luding OpenID) that simplify

osts and

ampaigns,

hannels (making propagation of ideas and links even easier) and better
loud

omputing) this approa h be omes even more feasible. However,

entury suggest that huge user base does not guarantee su

ess, underling

lear value-added. Moreover, with progressing tenden ies towards data and

so ial network portability the strength of lo k-in of both users and business ustomers is
Additionally, past experien es indi ate that swit hing

ontinuously de reasing.

osts and lo k-in ee ts should be

ounted among top

riteria for sele tion of IT solutions. Finally, with su h solutions as Fa ebook Platform, it is also mu h easier
to a

ess huge user bases of existing servi es. All this tenden ies support more organi

and value-added- entri

growth of audien e of on-line servi es.

6.4. Priva y in the Big Brother's Era.

Another area that

ontains all

omponents of

ontemporary

WWW is related to user priva y. Almost every a tivity that is performed by people on-line leaves a number of
ele troni

tra es. Ea h server that is involved in

omplex fun tionalities (in luding proxy server and enterprise

proxy servers), Web analyti s software, sear h engines and many other servi es
haviors. In some

ases these data are dire tly

but span multiple sessions and

ontain a lot of information about spe i

queries posted to a sear h engine is satisfa tory to identify spe i
proles (e.g. OpenID) in multiple lo ations, it is easy to
tion is also simplied by

olle t data regarding user be-

onne ted to user proles, in other

ases they are anonymous

user (sometimes this information e.g.

users). Moreover, in

ase user uses the same

onne t behavior data from multiple sites. The integra-

on entration of many servi es in hands of a few big players (su h as Yahoo and Google)

that adopt integrated approa h to tra king users. As a result, for example Google may merge browsing sessions
of its sear h engines, all Web sites using Google Analyti s, e-mail browsing by GMail, so ial a tivities in Blogger
and in a plethora of other servi es owned by Google. Moreover, the rapid progress in Web usage mining and its
appli ations gives the data owner growing insight into how to understand and take advantage of user behavior.
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Colle tion of Web usage data is just one fa e of personal information on the Web.
leave permanent and publi
in multiple forums, or

A lot of a tivities

results su h (mi ro)blog posts, Usenet or dis ussion groups messages,

reated tags.

omments

Many informations are also shared in so ial networking servi es (they

in lude not only information on given person but also on people (s)he is

onne ted to), and other lo ation

su h as user proles (in luding home pages, institution pages, university students lists, and information legally
required to be publi ). With growing ma hine-pro essability of Web
easy to integrate, giving more
involvement and

omplete view of spe i

ontent these information are mu h more

user's hobbies, opinions, politi al and organizational

olleagues.

6.5. Towards E osystem-Based Computing Paradigms.
se tions of this paper involve

Many of tenden ies des ribed in previous

omplex intera tion between multiple obje ts omplex ows of information

between numerous servi es and people,

omposite software using multiple independent and dispersed logi

omponents as well as numerous and heterogeneous information sour es,

omplex intera tion between multiple

businesses resulting from growing outsour ing, and nally intera tion between software

omponents and people

who may be involved in information ows and provide feedba k on algorithms results.
All this tenden ies

onverge, to form

omplex e osystems involving software

omponents (algorithms),

people (individual a ting on their own behalf, individual a ting on behalf of organizations, intelligent
dierent types of

pro edures and rules; in
a new Web-based

ase of governments it in ludes also legislation). This

omputing paradigm,

on erning solving

There are a few hara teristi s spe i
is a mixture of ma hine and human
of algorithmi
logi ,

for this

ombination

an be

omputing paradigm. First of all, in this paradigm omputing

omputing. The a tual data and

ontrol ow is performed by a number

bla k boxes. Majority of them are automated, but some may be

omplex workows, may also

Se ondly, in this paradigm
(hidden) logi

of

ality of sear h engines does not
sear h algorithms

onsist of multiple embedded logi

omputing is an area of

omponents and

hanging

onstant

omposition of

hange and the syntax

ontain manually performed

hanges. They

hange

pro ess needs and past performan e of spe i
as results of multiple logi

on ern both

hanges rarely (with ba kwards
ontinuously

hange, infomediaries and

orner.

a

ording to user or business

It is to be also noted that,

omponents and workows are stored and publi ly available, many

or market resear h workows. All these

is distributed not only at the level of
but also at the level of logi
that results of su h

(multiple

their business

ompeting workows performing similar but not identi al a tivities
ompared, used to

an

reate new workows). On the other hand, it means

omputing that we observe is not limited to ow of data and

omponents.

ontext.

ontrol ow.

ontrol be-

Majority of both automated and manual tasks performed on-line have

For example, many a tivities

reate legal obligations and

the other hand, business rulesthat may depend on internal
ponent of

omputing whi h

loud-based solutions),

omplex ows are not deterministi .

Finally, new paradigm of
tween multiple logi

an be in luded in

hara teristi s result in

omputing power (whi h is assured for example by

ombined,

omplex ow

ontent resulting from some text mining or

data extra tion a tivity is stored, it is next indexed by general purposed sear h engines and
some sear h-based s ienti

fun tion-

ompatibility), used

an be modied within moments

omposition of on-line logi

servi es are around the

are impli it and not designed by anyone. For example whenever

be performed in parallel,

hanging internal

omponents. For example, while the basi

ontinuously evolve. At the same time, mashups are

omposed

omponents.

meta-sear h engines in lude more information sour es, and user- reated pipes
(when needed). Moreover, the solutions that

onsidered

omplex problems at the level of so ial pro esses.

ombine manual and automated a tivities. It is to be noted, that these bla k boxes, that are

to obtain

rowds),

ontent and data, and dierent types of organizations (represented by business pro esses,

ompany

ause money ows.

onditionsare a an important

On
om-

For example, produ t sear h a tivities may end up by a transa tion provided that

produ t pri e is ex eptionally low and

ompany has enough of sto k spa e at the moment of planned deliv-

ery.

7. Con lusion.

In this paper we presented a bird's-eye view of

hanges that has happened re ently at the

WWW infrastru ture, resour es, fun tionalities and usage areas, varying from very te hni al developments to
so ial

hanges that follow. We started by analyzing separately ea h of these

omponents of

ontemporary World

Wide Web, and then moved on to dependen ies and relations between them. At the nal part of this arti le
we shortly presented how
variable of dynami ally

onvergen e of des ribed

hanging logi

hanges leads to new

omputing paradigm,

ombining large

omponents with human parti ipation and business perspe tive.
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Weblogs are widely known as a te hnology that allows publishing textual

Abstra t.

ontent in reverse

hronologi al order,

often expressing the subje tive points of view of a single or multiple weblog authors. The simpli ity and autonomy of weblogs is
assumed to play a fundamental role in their popularity and their ability to transform impli it knowledge into expli it forms. In
re ent years, enterprises began to experiment with weblogs to fa ilitate inter- and intraorganizational knowledge sharing. Although
weblogs have been in reasingly adopted in a
weblog adoption pra ti es in
vast amount of ele troni

orporoate

orporate

ontext, sound exploratory and explanatory knowledge and theories about

ontexts are missing. A ri h toolset of network-analyti

te hniques exists to analyze the

tra es produ ed by large weblog networks. However, in small and medium enterprises, ele troni

are sparse due to the la k of a

riti al amount of weblogs being maintained, and weblog

oine ex hanges. This requires resear hers to adopt and develop new analyti al te hniques and
resear h on weblogs. Our paper is intended to expand existing resear h on

on epts for advan ing the state of

orporate weblogs by studying weblog adoption pra ti es

for knowledge transfer purposes in Small and Medium Enterprises. In this paper, we report sele ted ndings from a
whi h a weblog was used to fa ilitate knowledge transfer in an SME. The overall
a single

tra es

ommuni ations are intervowen with

ase study in

ontributions of our paper are deep insights into

ase of a weblog adoption in a small and medium enterprise and the formulation of a set of tentative hypothesis.

Key words: weblogs, small and medium enterprises, knowledge management, knowledge transfer

1. Introdu tion.

Weblogs enjoy great popularity establishing a well-known sour e of user generated

tent on the Web. They benet from the
where the fo us lies on user-generated

ontent and lightweight servi e based ar hite tures. Being a `log of the

web', the term weblog, attributed to Jorn Barger, refers to websites on whi h entries are
in reverse

on-

urrent Web 2.0 trend in internet te hnologies and business models [20℄
ommonly presented

hronologi al order [21℄. Termed as Enterprise 2.0 [16℄ or Corporate Web 2.0 [26, 29℄,

identied an untapped potential in weblogs

ompanies have

ontributing to their business goals.

As a so io-te hni al obje t of investigation, weblogs frame a broad area for interdis iplinary resear h. They
be ame a new form of 'mainstream personal ommuni ation' [24℄ for millions of people publishing and ex hanging
knowledge, thereby

onne ting like minded people and establishing networks of relationships. Weblogs seem

ideal for experts sharing their expertise with a large audien e, but they also appear suited for `ordinary' people
who want to share stories with smaller groups [30℄. Exploring the motivation of bloggers on the web, [18℄ found
that blogging is an unusually versatile medium, used for everything from spontaneously releasing emotion to
supporting

ollaboration and

ommunity. However, there is also eviden e that bloggers value sharing of their

presented thoughts without getting the intensive feedba k asso iated with other forms of
and [8℄

hara terized blogs as a medium having limited intera tivity,

modal number of

ommuni ation [18℄. [7℄

ompared to e.g. listserv. [8℄ found the

omments in individual blogs to be zero, indi ating the low level of intera tion within the

majority of weblogs.
In a

orporate

ontext, weblogs enjoy popularity in the form of organizational blogs.

are (1) maintained by people who post in an o ial or semi-o ial

Often, su h blogs

apa ity at an organization, (2) endorsed

expli itly or impli itly by that organization, and (3) posted by a person per eived by the audien e to be
learly aliated with the organization [11℄. Employees are in reasingly disseminating information about their
experien es and progress at work to the publi
been heralded as a paradigm shift for the way
the ability of restoring a human fa e to a
extending the

[4℄.

From a

ustomers. They provide

ompany's self-presentation with respe t to information te hnology

ustomer relationship [3℄. Aiming towards a

taxonomy des ribing elds of appli ations and up oming
In an Enterprise 2.0 movement [16℄,

orporate view, utilization of weblogs has even

ompanies are intera ting with their
ategorization of

orporate weblogs, [33℄

reated a

hallenges for weblogs.

ompanies started to adopt wikis and weblogs, supporting knowledge

transfer and aiming to fa ilitate and improve their employees' knowledge work. Both tools entail the potential of
making the pra ti es of knowledge work and their output more visible and graspable. A

ording to [23℄, knowl-

edge transfer is the uni-dire tional targeted transfer of knowledge from individual A to individual B. Knowledge
∗ Know-Center, Ineldgasse 21a, 8010 Graz, asto kerknow- enter.at
† Knowledge Management Institute, Graz University of Te hnology, Ineldgasse 21a, 8010 Graz, markus.strohmaiertugraz.at
‡ Know-Center, Knowledge Management Institute, Graz University of Te hnology, Institute for Networked Media, Joanneum
Resear h, Ineldgasse 21a, Elisabethstrasse 20, 8010 Graz,

kto hterknow- enter.at
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sharing is an extension to knowledge transfer, where knowledge ows in both dire tions, from individual A to
individual B and vi e versa. Corporate weblogs may

ontribute to

odi ation and personalization of organiza-

tional knowledge [10℄. Examining internal weblogs in proje t management within Mi rosoft, [6℄ identied the
ne essity of further empiri al studies on the topi

of internal

orporate weblogs.

Empiri al studies of weblogs from a ademia exploring internal

orporate weblogs remain s ar e, and they

tend to fo us on large s ale enterprises, whi h make up just a minority of all enterprises worldwide. After a
brief literature review on literature with expli it fo us on weblog networks within large-s ale enterprises, we will
address the need for empiri al inquiries

on erning the adoption of weblogs within small and medium enterprises

(SMEs). In small and medium enterprises, ele troni
weblogs being maintained and the weblog

tra es are sparse due to the la k of a

riti al amount of

ommuni ations are often interwoven with oine ex hanges. This

ir umstan e requires resear h to adopt and develop new analyti al te hniques and

on epts for advan ing the

state of the art on weblogs in small and medium enterprises. Our presented ndings are based on an exploratory
ase study

ondu ted in an Austria SME settled in the ICT industry and employing 50 knowledge workers. We

analyze stru ture and properties of this internal weblog and expli itly probe its impa t on knowledge transfer.
Our

ontributions are deep insights into a single

ase of a weblog adoption in a small and medium enterprise and

the formulation of tentative hypotheses to be tested in further studies. Finally, we

on lude with a summary

and a dis ussion on the limitation of our resear h.

2. Related Work.

Compared to the number of s ienti

those publi ations fo using on internal weblogs in
fa t that it is more
sensitivity and
the a

ess to

publi ations on the topi

of weblogs in total,

orporate settings are s ar e. A signi ant reason may be the

hallenging for resear hers to investigate a weblog within a

onden e of the published information, su h weblogs are  losed

riti al business information published, a

orporate

ontext. Due to the

orporate systems. Be ause of

lose relationship of the resear her towards the enterprise

is an inevitable pre ondition.
Four exemplary publi ations fo us on a single

ase within a big multinational enterprise having a large set of

weblogs [12, 9, 5, 14℄. Su h a weblog network already owns stru tures and properties similar to the Blogosphere,
a

olle tive term for the population of weblogs on the Web [25℄.

Solely through examining ele troni

tra es

reated by weblog users, interesting ndings about weblogs have been reported.
To learn more about stru tures and properties of internal weblogs within organizations, [12℄ investigated
the internal Blogosphere of IBM. The weblog network was visualized as a so ial graph based on ele troni
tra es, where bloggers and
between them in terms of

ommentators

onstituted the nodes while the edges symbolized the relationships

omments and tra kba ks. The authors

laimed to be the rst to

hara terize a so ial network expressed by weblogs within an enterprise.

omprehensively

They presented new te hniques to

model the impa t of a weblog post based on its range within an organizational hierar hy using mathemati al
operations but leaving an empiri al inquiry open.
[9℄ explored the so ial aspe ts of blogging within an unstated large-s ale enterprise using empiri al methods
of resear h. They analyzed both motivation of blogging individuals and their pra ti es of using weblogs. Pivotal
for their analysis was the observed phenomenon that busy bloggers published almost twi e as mu h
within weblogs they visited than posts in their own.

omments

The authors brought to light that weblogs are able to

strengthen the weak ties between bloggers. Furthermore weblogs enabled an informal me hanism to en ourage
disparate and widespread departments to go for a

onstru tive

onta t.

Weblogs provided good means for

employees to establish and maintain personal networks. Busy bloggers did not only

reate value for themselves,

but also for the medium weblog users.
The growing network of weblogs at Mi rosoft was investigated by [5℄.

They studied where, how and

why employees blogged, how personal the writing was in work related blogs and what happened when blogging
be ame a formal work obje tive. While Mi rosoft valued external

ustomer-oriented weblogs, a lot of skepti ism

existed towards internal weblogs to whi h no lear business purpose ould be attributed. Contrariwise to external
weblogs, internal ones were not formally supported by the

ompany. Employees were free to determine whether,

when and for what reason they blogged. A lot of bloggers des ribed blogging as a way of sharing passion for
their work and

ommuni ating dire tly with others inside and outside the

as a desire to reveal the human side of a

ompany. Many des ribed blogging

ompany, while others used weblogs purely for do umentation and

organization purposes.
[14℄ dis ussed roles and

hallenges of weblogs in internal

ommuni ation in a large-s ale ICT enterprise.

They identied a two-dimensional framework based on the type of internal blogs and the related modes of
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ommuni ation. The authors found that blogs are employed in internal

ommuni ation to fulll strategy im-

plementation goals and to foster informal intera tions. Furthermore, they hypothesized
orporate

ulture determine the su

orporate

limate and

ess of weblog adoption. Finding a balan e between formal guidan e and

self-e a y seems to be inevitable. In the view of the authors blogs oer an ee tive means for sharing knowledge
in organizations in an informal manner.

3. Resear h Setting.

The goal of our resear h was to probe an internal manager weblog evolving in

an Austrian ICT SME employing 50 knowledge workers.
for

The European Union provides a re ommendation

lassifying SMEs: SMEs are enterprises whi h employ less than 250 persons and have a maximum annual

turnover of 50 million EUR or 43 million EUR balan e sheet total.
SMEs

Due to the dierent basi

onditions in

ompared to those in large s ale enterprises, we also assume dierent properties and stru tures of internal

orporate weblogs. Our resear h was motivated by the la k of qualitative studies of weblogs in the
SMEs. Taken into a

ount that SMEs

omprise the majority of all enterprises worldwide, we a

ontext of

entuate the

relevan e of our study.
We

hose

the weblog,

ase study resear h as our preferred resear h te hnique, be ause the resear hed phenomenon,

an not be separated from its

ontext, i. e. supporting knowledge transfer. A

ase study is an empiri al inquiry that investigates a

ording to [32℄, `a

ontemporary phenomenon within its real-life

espe ially when the boundaries between phenomenon and

ontext are not

learly evident'. A

ontext,

ording to the

prin iple `use multiple sour es of eviden e' [32℄ dierent sour es of information had been taken into a
allowing us to address a broader range of histori al, attitudinal and behavioral issues. Any ndings su h a
study generates are likely to be more
hose an information-ri h

onvin ing and a

ount
ase

urate. Following Patton's re ommendations [22℄, we

ase providing many opportunities for learning.

We started investigating the weblog with respe t to its property to fa ilitate the knowledge transfer between
manager and employees. A
weblog

omparison between

ontent of e-mails sent by the manager to all employees and the

ontent is in luded. Furthermore, we had the

han e to interview the manager talking about his goals

and the strategies of the organization. We even re eived a
down the weblog for a short period of time. Finally we

ertain amount of

ontrol over the weblog, shutting

arried out a survey obtaining another set of ndings.

Using multiple sour es of eviden e enabled us to derive more a

ura y and relevant hypothesis in

ontrast to

using just a single sour e of data.
Together with the desktop resear h

ondu ted, we were able to make the following

ontributions:

•

We showed why a weblog was used in this parti ular organization and how it ae ted knowledge transfer.

•

We studied whether present te hniques from internal weblog resear h are appli able to weblog resear h

Furthermore we addressed the question of weblog adoption in terms of popularity and how to raise it.
in the

•

ontext of SMEs.

Resear hing weblogs in business settings is still la king s ienti
ploratory

rigor.

The overall goal of this ex-

ase-study was to formulate resear h questions and to develop tentative hypotheses des ribing

the adoption of weblogs in SMEs.

4. Condu ting the exploratory ase-study.
4.1. Exploring the artefa t.
During a

We began our exploration by investigating the weblog's history of

reation:

riti al proje t meeting, the manager was reporting to all employees hourly but only for a short period

of time, thereby adopting a very personal writing style. After the meeting was nished, he expressed the desire
to obtain a weblog for future

overage of relevant information.

An instan e of Wordpress (http://www.wordpress.org) (li ensed under the GNU General Publi
had been installed on the Web server of the
remained unused within this

Li ense)

ompany. Wordpress provides many features, but most of them

ase: A blogroll in luding other weblogs or web-sites whi h are regularly visited by

the author was missing. The manager did neither insert hyperlinks to point to interesting internal or external
resour es, nor post multimedia-enri hed
a

ontent.

Communi ating

ondential information, this weblog was

essible from the intranet only.
We explored the weblog

ontent from both a qualitative perspe tive (i. e. what did the manager

ommu-

ni ate to employees) and a quantitative perspe tive (i. e. how often did the manager inform the employees).
From a quantitative perspe tive, we measured operational metri s su h as number and frequen y of posts and
omments. Besides

ommuni ating via the weblog, the manager used e-mail as a supplemental

ase of the investigated weblog, the reader group

hannel. In the

ould be limited to the population i. e. `all employees'.
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The manager mainly used the weblog to share knowledge about tasks a
resented organization.

mentioned in their paper. The
edge about

omplished on behalf of the rep-

Thereby he adopted a subje tive informal writing style, typi al for weblogs, as [11℄

ontra ts,

ommuni ated information was of both strategi

nature, e.g. in luding knowl-

hallenges, partner-a quisition or presentation of de isions from strategi

operative nature, e.g.

meetings, and

in luding reports from business trips and stories about the parti ipation at various

events. While information relevant for all employees was shared via the weblog, time- riti al information being
of parti ular interest to a limited group of employees was transported via personal talks, telephone
e-mails. Time- riti al information relevant for everybody was still

alls or

ommuni ated via internal e-mails to assure

the information transported rea hes all re eivers in time.
Table 4.1

Quantitative analysis of the manager weblog

month
number number min
max
avg
posts omments time dieren e between posts (in days)
May
8
0
5
1,1
June
5
1
2
14
5,6
July
9
0
7
3,7
August
3
2
21
10,3
September 2
8
18
13,0
O tober
1
19
19
19,0
November 2
5
24
15,0
From studying the ele troni

tra es we dete ted (1) a strong de rease of published posts over time and (2)

a rise in the average time dieren e of posts over time.
one

Furthermore, we observed the phenomenon of only

omment being posted during the entire duration of our study. We will seek explanations in the following

se tions, after extending the resear h s ope.

4.2. Extending the resear h s ope.

The analysis of internal weblogs in large-s ale

an be based upon extensive network data that is ele troni
internal

orporate weblogs

an be su

onstituted by

tra es of e.g.

orporate settings

relations between a large set of

omments, tra kba ks and blogrolls. Unfortunately, te hniques that

essfully applied in large enterprises [12℄, in luding network theory and so ial network analysis based

on ele troni

tra es,

an not be applied in the same way in SMEs.

In the

ontext of SMEs, there is often

only a single or a small set of weblogs involved, whi h renders typi al resear h measures of network approa hes
[31℄ su h as degree or

entrality of weblog networks impra ti al or even meaningless. Instead, it be omes more

interesting how a weblog interferes and interfa es with nodes (a tors) that are oinesu h as the dierent
stakeholders in an organization

ommuni ating with the weblog author. Our situation required extending the

s ope of analyzing purely ele troni

tra es as done in many studies of weblogs in large s ale enterprises or

in the Blogosphere to in luding oine tra es of a tors, reading or intera ting without authoring a weblog
themselves.
In this paper we argue that espe ially for small and medium enterprisesthough we expe t the same
argument to hold for large enterprises as welltraditional means of so ial network analysis are insu ient, due
to the ex lusive fo us on ele troni

tra es. Analyzing weblogs in SMEs requires methods that in lude the oine

ontext. There may not be enough ele troni

tra es to a

urately understand the stru ture and properties of

weblogs and how they may be embedded into SMEs. Therefore, phenomena whi h are investigated purely on
the basis of ele troni

tra es might turn out to be obvious, biased or simply wrong.

Our investigated

ase

involved just one internal weblog.
A so ial graph based on ele troni
onstru t.

We expe ted

in terms of popularity.

(online) tra es only depi ts the `internal Blogosphere' as a very simple

ommenting pra ti es to play an important indi ator for the su

By observing only one posted

ess of a weblog

omment, we rst assumed a very low interest of the

parti ular weblog within its possible audien e. However, we wanted to learn more about the respe tive weblog
and therefore extended our investigation to the oine a tors, as demonstrated in gure 4.1.

4.3. Condu ting an experiment.

Contrary to the approa h from Kolari [12℄ and our dis ussion in the

prior se tion, we emphasized that it is very useful to experien e the impa t of the weblog on nodes (a tors)
whi h are oine, not authoring weblogs themselves. We asked the subsequent questions:
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offline traces

weblog
commenter

weblog
author

electronic (online) traces
Fig. 4.1. So ial graph based on ele troni

•
•

(online) and non-ele troni

How did dierent a tors per eive this weblog in the

(oine) tra es

ontext of knowledge transfer?

What were the benets for employees reading this weblog? Did employees ignore this weblog as a sour e
of information, and if so, why?

•

What was the rationale of just one

omment being published during the time of investigation?

We setup an experiment: First we dea tivated the weblog exa tly seven days after a post was

reated. By

sending an e-mail to ea h of the 50 employees, we asked whether they had read the re ent post and were able
to re all the

ontent. Our request was repeated on e to re eive a higher rate of return.

14 employees in total (28%) replied to our request. 11 employees (22%) were able to basi ally re ite the
ontent of the past weblog post. One employee expressed that he did not read the post. Two more employees
provided us with an explanation of their rationale being a nonreader.
web-based feed readers, but the respe tive RSS feed

They typi ally read weblogs within

ould not be subs ribed to in this way, due to a stri t

rewall at pla e at the organization. Therefore they did not read the posts. This fa t
oni t between manager and employees. Referring to [27℄, we assumed further goal

learly depi ted a goal

oni ts to be a reason for

weakening the intended knowledge transfer.
Analyzing the ndings of our experiment, we were able to derive the following tentative hypotheses from
the experiment:

•
•

Few

omments in SMEs' weblogs do not ne essarily equate few readers.

Spe i

IT infrastru tures (rewall) are able to

ountera t

orporate weblog pra ti es, redu ing the

ability of the parti ular weblog to fa ilitate knowledge transfer.

•

Studies of weblogs purely based on ele troni

tra es may lead to biased or wrong ndings. Having just

a single or a small set of weblogs, it is more interesting to examine the impa t of the weblog on oine
nodes (a tors). So ial network analysis

an be applied as well, but needs oine tra es as input data.

4.4. Condu ting a survey.
4.4.1. Survey Setup. Our rst ndings dealing with the
for a more detailed survey.

a tual reading behavior a

The goal of this survey was to in rease the a

entuated the need

ura y of our ndings regarding

motivation of weblog readers and nonreaders. Additionally, we intended to probe to what extent the goal of the
managerusing the weblog to fa ilitate knowledge transfer towards the employeeswas a hieved.
All employees who were able to remember the last weblog post during our experiment were requested via
e-mail to answer six questions

on erning their weblog reading pra ti es. This population formed group A

weblog readers. All employees refusing to reply in the experiment were surveyed using a dierent questionnaire
in luding further four questions. We probed their rationale of not reading the weblog, espe ially referring to
onditions under whi h they would

hange their mind. Be ause we were not able to eliminate the possibility of

also addressing readers, we atta hed the questionnaire for group A to that e-mail as well. All non readers were
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Table 4.2

Weblog questionnaire(s)

AReaders

Weblog Survey
BNon readers

A1: I read the weblog, be ause. . .
A2: How and from whi h lo ation do you read the weblog?
A3: How often do you read the weblog?
A4: From your point of view, is ommenting to the
orporate weblog post reasonable?
A5: To what extent is the manager able to improve the
weblog from a te hni al, an organizational, and a ontent perspe tive?
A6: Has the knowledge transfer from manager to employees been improved by the weblog ompared to the
previous (yes, rather yes, rather no, no)?

B1: I do not read the weblog be ause. . .
B2: I would read the weblog if. . .
B3: From your point of view, whi h parti ular a tivities are able to improve the knowledge transfer from
manager to employees?
B3.1: Do weblogs a ount for knowledge transfer instruments?

nally added to group B. The qualitative data generated by the respondents' answers was then transformed
into quantitative data by dening

ategories for the answers per question.

4.4.2. Survey Results and Interpretation.

We re eived 40 replies (80%) of 50 possible. Altogether 20

replies were re eived from members of group A (readers), and another 20 from those of group B (nonreaders).
In the following, questions raised and answers given by group A will be presented. The aim of questions
A1-A3 was to examine the motivation of employees reading the weblog. From an organizational perspe tive,
further attention is paid to what extent the manager's goal of informing the employees (a) had been a hieved
and (b) was in fa t a hievable by sele ting a weblog as an instrument for knowledge transfer.

80%

70%

60%

50%

40%

30%

20%

10%

0%
Solely information about the
manager

Solely information about the
company

Information about manager and
company

Fig. 4.2. Motivation to read the weblog

Other
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Question A1: I read the weblog, be ause. . .
Interpretation
Almost all replying employees

learly stated their interest in the tasks the manager was

arrying out.

They wanted to know, what their manager is a tually doing. One third stated a general interest in what was
happening within and in the periphery of their organization as well. They were

urious about

ompany strategy

and organizational development. Solely the knowledge provided by the manager motivated the employees to
read the weblog.

Even in SMEs, where fa e-to-fa e meetings are more frequent and knowledge is diusing

faster due to la king hierar hi al stru tures, there is a demand for su h a kind of

odied knowledge from a

prominent knowledge barrier. It appears that making the knowledge of a manager expli it by utilizing a weblog
will stimulate a group of employees to read the weblog in

orporate settings.

60%

50%

40%

30%

20%

10%

0%
Browser

RSS-Feed-Reader (Intranet)

RSS Plugin (Outlook)

Fig. 4.3. Tools for reading the weblog

Question A2: How and from whi h lo ation do you read the weblog?
Interpretation
Ten employees used an ordinary Web browser, expli itly mentioning Internet Explorer and Mozilla Firefox.
Eight employees used RSS feed readers, while two employees went for an open sour e RSS plugin for Outlook. 16
employees read the weblog solely within the o e and three employees expli itly addressed the a
whi h we were also pointed out in our experiment. Be ause of the a
use web-based feed readers. This

onstraint

an

ess restri tion,

ess restri tion, employees were unable to

oni t with the employees' weblogs reading pra ti es. Reading

weblogs by subs ribing their feeds is more e ient than browsing them. However, half of the readers used a
web browser to periodi ally s an for new posts in the explored

ase. We assume personal training to be

ru ial

for establishing ee tive weblog pra ti es.

Question A3: How often do you read the weblog?
Interpretation
Half of the employees browsed the weblog for newly

reated posts at least on e a week, while ve employees

visited the weblog more infrequently and in broader intervals. From these ndings, we assumed reading this
parti ular weblog is more like a s an for newly

reated posts.

Only a minor group subs ribed to the RSS
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Fig. 4.4. Weblog reading behavior

feed, being notied after a post was published. Our results suggest that further training on (available) weblog
fun tionality is required even in ICT

ompanies.

The following question was aimed at exploring the reason of only one

omment being posted during the

time of investigation.

Question A4: From your point of view, is ommenting to the orporate weblog post reasonable?
Interpretation
Eight employees positively answered this question and quoted to mention dierent points of view to the
author, in luding additional information and aspe ts whi h had not been taken into
employees

medium, not a platform for sharing knowledge.
against

onsideration yet.

Six

learly answered with `no': The weblog was purely per eived as a unidire tional knowledge transfer

omments exist.

deliver an answer a

The remaining employees argued that reasons both for and

We found this question to be stated in some ambiguous way, therefore failing to

ording to our intention exploring the rationale of non- ommenting within

this

weblog. Therefore, we try to re ommend answers referring to the respe tive literature on virtual

parti ular

ommunities,

dis retionary databases and knowledge sharing.
From a virtual

ommunity resear h perspe tive and with respe t to [19℄ the observed behavior an be termed

with `lurking', when only a marginal fra tion of
the majority of users in ele troni

ommunity members a tively posts

ontent. Lurkers

onstitute

forums and platforms. They for example want to remain anonymous and

preserve priva y and safety, have no knowledge to oer, or simply do not feel a spe i

need to post.

By analyzing the so ial dynami s underlying knowledge sharing, [1℄ provide a so io-e onomi al explanation
for the identied phenomenon, the so
problem of so ial

alled knowledge sharing dilemma. They treat knowledge sharing as a

ooperation, manifesting in a so ial dilemma. In su h a dilemma, individuals maximize their

own pay-o for the

olle tive's loss. The SME employees may see little reward for sharing their knowledge in

the weblog and therefore they abstain.
When resear hing dis retionary databases, analyzing the individuals' voluntary

ontribution to an intera -

tive medium, [28℄ found dis retionary information generally undersupplied. Although the te hnology for storing
and distributing information is advan ing rapidly, Thorn and Conolly see little eviden e of parallel growth in
the understanding of how this potential

an best be harnessed. Due to their simpli ity, Weblogs may redu e the
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Fig. 4.5. Commenting to a weblog post

individual eort to

ontribute knowledge. However, there are still

making the knowledge expli it and available in a

osts for individuals, related to the pro ess of

omment, and to the so ial dynami

the

omment may

ause

in the SME.
An overall question for all knowledge managers adopting weblogs deals with the rationale for users sharing
their knowledge: A known motive for users is to in rease their individual pay-o by sharing knowledge. The
higher the value for knowledge sharing for the individual, the greater the motivation will be [1℄. A lot of people
onditionally

ooperate in publi

good games. Su hlike individuals will

Vi e versa they will defe t, if others stop the
an be observed [13℄.

ooperate, if others will

ooperate, too.

ooperation. Even if parti ipants meet again, su h a behavior

If people expe t to retrieve useful knowledge in return, they are willing to

knowledge [2℄. This behavior

an be related to the

ontribute

on ept of re ipro ity. Knowledge sharing may even lead to

a higher reputation [2℄ of the knowledge sharer. A high reputation

an be seen as a means to advan e in

areer,

to be re ognized as an expert or to retrieve a better payment. So ial norms and so ial pressure also have an
inuen e on the knowledge sharing pra ti es [17℄. Behavior rules enfor ed by san tions of a group
s orn of the others if one will not
valuable to others may

an arise in a

ontribute to a knowledge repository. Individuals believing their

ontribution

ontribute [15℄. This is per eived e a y, when somebody believes his/her individual

ontributions help to a hieve a
have a positive inuen e on the

ommon goal. Furthermore, a sense of group identity and a sense of

ommunity

ontribution to knowledge repositories [13℄.

[1℄ suggest three possible solutions of the knowledge sharing dilemma: (1) restru turing the pay-o fun tion,
(2) in reasing per eived e a y of individual
personal responsibility. A
Individual pay-o
vin ed to make

ontributions, and (3) establishing group identity and promoting

ording to the theory, the manager

ould have dierent options in our explored

ase:

an be in reased by in reasing the benets per eived. For instan e employees may be

on-

omments in blogs, if they are shown that they

an take part in de ision-making pro esses by

providing immediate personal feedba k to the manager. Thereby they may also ease their own work and earn
reputation, thus in reasing their professional status. If the manager would

larify that feedba k is appre iated

and valuable to other employees, this may in rease the per eived e a y and lead to more frequent dis ussion. In
prin ipal, group identity in a SME may be higher,

ompared to large s ale enterprises. However,

ommuni ation
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via a weblog may even further enhan e group identity, whi h is bene iary for the development of an enterprise.
The manager should en ourage
nity

ommuni ation via the weblog and promote a sense of belonging to the

omposed of employees. Until now, no promotion a tivities

on erning the weblog have been

ommu-

ondu ted.

Approximately half of the employees were reading the weblog. The goal of the next question was to study
the barriers involved, when adopting internal weblogs in the

ontext of SMEs.

70%

60%

50%

40%

30%

20%

10%

0%
Administrative

Technical

Content

Fig. 4.6. Improving the weblog

Question A5: To what extent is the manager able to improve the weblog from a te hni al, an
organizational, and a ontent perspe tive?
Interpretation
All employees reading the weblog per eived the

ontent as appropriate for their demand of knowledge,

few of them mentioned to integrate hyperlinks to (external) resour es.
the most substantial

From an administrative perspe tive,

riti ism given by the employees dealt with the per eived low frequen y of posts. Nine

employees expli itly requested a higher number of posts and three employees a
frequen y of
to be su

entuated a

all for a higher

omments, too. A higher number of post seems to be one ne essary fa tor for ( orporate) weblogs

essful. By a hieving a higher number of

en ouraged to add
ategories, hen e

omments, be ause of re ipro ity, more employees

ould be

omments on their own, fa ilitating knowledge sharing. Two employees requested to utilize
lustering weblog posts and making them easier retrievable.

From a te hni al perspe tive,

three employees argued for making the weblog available from pla es outside the o e. The weblog design was
riti ized by three employees as not being very professional.
The substantial goal of the manager was to improve knowledge transfer towards the employees. The
question for group A addressed, whether the weblog had

losing

ontributed to a hieve that goal.

Question A6: Has the knowledge transfer from manager to employees been improved by the
weblog ompared to the previous (yes, rather yes, rather no, no)?
Interpretation
Nine employees answered `yes', seven employees `rather yes'. The weblog
knowledge transfer from manager to employees, and the information

onstituted a new medium for

ommuni ated was of su ient relevan e
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Fig. 4.7. Better knowledge transfer through blogging

to read the weblog. Three employees stated `rather no' reasoning with the low frequen y of posts, while one
employee answered `no'. Past resear h on knowledge management led to a broad range of knowledge transfer
instruments, whi h were proposed to fa ilitate knowledge transfer by means of organizational, so iologi al and
te hnologi al approa hes [27℄. In an SME

ontext, someone

ould argue that te hnologi al fa ilitators might

be unsuidtable as opposed to organizational or so iologi al instruments. However, we found an internal weblog
to provide a good te hnologi al fa ilitation of knowledge transfer, even in SMEs where the number of possible
re ipients is lower and hierar hies are at,

ompared to larger enterprises.

Subsequent, the results of the surveyed group B are displayed. Questions B1-B2 dealt with the rationale of
employees not reading the weblog.

Question B1: I do not read the weblog be ause. . .
Interpretation
The majority

onsisting of eight employees denied reading be ause they simply forgot either the existen e

or the URL of the weblog. Sin e its introdu tion as a new information portal, only one e-mail had been written
by the author to promote the new weblog. Three employees

riti ized the weblogs's la king ability to be read

via web-based feed readers. Two employees did not read weblogs at all and one employee argued a la k of time
for reading a tivities beside the work tasks.
Weblogs provide good means to store and ar hive knowledge and make it easily a

essible to (new) employ-

ees. Explaining the weblog's goals to employees might help to establish it as an ee tive tool for knowledge
transfer and / or sharing. If done so, the employees will better understand why they should read the weblog, and
whi h individual benet they generate by doing so. Su h a status
a tivities, whi h are

ould be a hieved by the help of promotion

ru ial even in SMEs to sustain a weblog in its initial phase. If negle ted, the weblog

ould

remain unknown to new employees and some may even forget its existen e.

Question B2: I would read the weblog if. . .
Interpretation
Nine employees did not see any relevan e in the published
or used dierent

ontent with respe t to their personal work tasks,

hannels to obtain requested information while the weblog did not provide any new insights
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Fig. 4.8. Arguments against reading the weblog

to them. Six employees indi ated to read the weblog if they re eived a noti ation for new posts
instan e via email.

Three employees stated to read the weblog, if it were a

reated, for

essible from the web allowing

subs ription with web-based feed readers. Due to the fa t that the author of the weblog

ondu ted almost no

promotion, new employees did not learn about its existen e. However, three employees were not able to provide
a rationale for their non-reading behavior and promised to read the weblog in future.
One

ommon argument for weblogs is its potential to redu e information overload and interruptions, whi h

are often both

aused by emails. However,

ertain employees might favor solutions based on push-me hanisms

over those based on pull-me hanisms. As a result of his resear h in Enterprise 2.0, [16℄ also des ribed knowledge
workers preferring

hannels over portals.

Adopting weblogs is dierent to using email and on this a

aords proper training among the employees for ee tive usage in

orporate

ount

ommuni ation.

Questions B-B3.1 addressed, whether a weblog is per eived as an instrument for knowledge transfer by
the nonreaders at all. Besides that, we wanted to examine preferred knowledge transfer instruments from an
employee's perspe tive.

Question B3: From your point of view, whi h parti ular a tivities are able to improve the
knowledge transfer from manager to employees?
Interpretation
Prior to this survey, we assumed that non readers would not per eive the weblog as an instrument to fa ilitate
knowledge transfer, but interestingly eight employees did. Besides that, personal talks, meetings, email, jour
xes and informal talks were named. Six employees pla ed importan e on personal meetings between manager
and employees. Our results show, that employees in SMEs seem to request more loseness towards their manager.
On this a
internal

ount employees

ould prefer fa e-to-fa e situations, although ee tive and e ient tools to support

ommuni ation, in luding weblogs, are available.

Question B3.1: Do weblogs a ount for knowledge transfer instruments?
Interpretation
More than two third of the employees a knowledged weblogs as fa ilitators of knowledge transfer, expli itly
naming asyn hrony, ease of transporting information, little eort for operation and the informal narrative
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Fig. 4.9. Motivation for reading the weblog

style as essential

riteria.

Five employees negated, thereby mentioning the huge eort of retrieving relevant

information. Noti ations of new posts were not provided in this

ase, either. In addition, informal information

hannels seem to be available in a manageable number in SMEs. Moreover, they are easily a
rendering information

essible by anybody,

ommuni ated via the weblog unne essary. Furthermore, information relevant for daily

work assignments was not published.

Weblogs seem ee tive, if people are

apable to ee tively use them.

However, this may require intensive personal training both te hni al to operate the weblog and pra ti al to
a

urately use the weblog.
Summarizing our ndings, we derived the following tentative hypotheses for validation in further studies:

•

Weblogs will be read, if they provide su iently interesting

ontent that is not available from alternative

sour es.

•

The frequen y of posts illustrates a key fa tor for weblog su

ess in terms of popularity. A low frequen y

onstitutes a barrier to per eive the weblog as a knowledge transfer instrument.

•

Commenting to weblog posts leads to a

hange of the knowledge workers' per eption of the weblog as

a pure information portal, hen e fa ilitating knowledge sharing.

•

La king skills and personal weblog pra ti es lead to an inee tive utilization of weblogs in terms of
knowledge transfer, e.g when employees demand noti ation features that are available but unknown
to them.

•

Weblogs require training, both in fun tions and pra ti es on the side of the blogger, as well as on the
side of the readers in

•

A

orporate settings to sustain ee tiveness and e ien y.

ess restri tions regarding tools and/or lo ation will

oni t with weblog reading pra ti es, potentially

resulting in dissatisfa tion.

•
•
•

Weblogs have to be promoted by the authors to ee tively use them as fa ilitators of knowledge transfer.
Internal weblogs in SMEs are able to improve knowledge transfer in prin iple.
Employees will have limited desire to read the weblog if they per eive the relevan e of the published
ontent too low with respe t to their daily work assignments.
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Fig. 4.10. Instruments improving knowledge transfer

5. Limitation of resear h and future work.
fa t that known preliminary a ademi

The motivation for our single- ase study was based on the

ase-studies fo used on large-s ale enterprises, but most of the enterprises

worldwide are made up of SMEs. We intended to advan e weblog resear h to an SME

ontext, referring to their

large population.
However, one limitation of the ndings generated by our study is noteworthy: First of all, data for deriving
our hypotheses was generated by only one weblog in one SME. Single- ase studies provide limited utility for
generalization. However, unlike surveys,
on the basis of empiri al data
generalization,

ase studies do not make inferen es about a population (or universe)

olle ted about a sample [32℄.

ase studies do not reason about the sele ted

are to be sele ted as a laboratory investigator sele ts the topi

In

ontrast to methods based on statisti al

ases as being sampling units. Individual
of a new experiment [32℄. If we had

ases

ondu ted

a multiple- ase study, the developed tentative hypotheses would have a stronger basis, allowing repli ation
of ndings.

Keeping that in mind, we intend to test the hypotheses derived within further

investigate whether

6. Con lusion.

Our exploratory

ase study aimed at generating ndings about internal weblogs in SMEs

from a knowledge management perspe tive.
single

ase studies to

orroboration may be a hieved.

The overall

ontributions of our paper are deep insights into a

ase of a weblog adoption and the formulation of a set of tentative hypotheses. Our study

rst step for more

omprehensive investigations. In

on lusion, we outline our

onstitutes a

ontributions to organizational

weblog resear h in a nutshell.
Unsurprisingly, it seems, that weblogs also suer from the knowledge sharing dilemma, although through
their simpli ity, they will signi antly redu e the
onstitute one key fa tor for weblog su

ost of

ontributing knowledge. A high frequen y of posts may

ess in terms of popularity. However, a low number of

omments does

not automati ally equate a low number of readers. Our results suggest, that te hniques from weblog resear h
in luding so ial network analysis, whi h are purely based on ele troni
if applied in the

tra es, may lead to invalid ndings

ontext of SMEs having only a single or a small set of weblogs.

Our ndings suggest that

employees, who do not author weblogs themselves, together with their oine tra es, should be explored.
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Fig. 4.11. Are weblogs knowledge transfer instruments

As our exploration revealed, weblogs do not run like a

lo kwork, but have to be a tively and professionally

promoted, even in SMEs where the number of employees is lower and group identity may be higher. A tighter
involvement of readers posting

omments might in rease their per eived e a y, thus leading to a livelier, and

perhaps a more ee tive weblog fa ilitating knowledge transfer and sharing. Having more employees publishing
ontent may also in rease re ipro ity, attra ting more and more fellows.
We found that knowledge made expli it in a weblog by a prominent knowledge barrier (e.g. a manager)
alone stimulates a high motivation for a group of people to read the weblog. It seems that employees will prefer
weblogs providing information, whi h is of su ient interest or dire t relevan e for their work assignments and
not available from other

hannels. Explaining the goals of the weblog to employees frequently will remind them

to keep in tou h with the weblog.
We found that spe i

IT infrastru tures

ould establish barriers,

olliding with the reading pra ti es of the

employees. Our results suggest removing these obsta les through proper training on

orporate weblog pra ti es

and fun tions, whenever possible. This will redu e possible dissatisfa tion amongst the employee whi h is

aused

by inee tive usage patterns.
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support to multimedia

ontent information retrieval in an e-Learning environment where very often a large number of

multimedia obje ts and information sour es are used in
in
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Semanti -based information retrieval is an area of ongoing work. In this paper we present a solution for giving

Abstra t.

semanti
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ombination. Semanti

support is given through intelligent use of Wikipedia
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1. Introdu tion.

Nowadays, organizations have to deal with information overloading. They need a way

to organize and store their

ontent and being able to easily retrieve it when ne essary.

provide a system for indexing and retrieving
the desired

ontent

ontent based on the semanti

Our obje tive is to

provide by Wikipedia. Retrieving

an be di ult due to the the high spe i ally of terms in a sear h task.

In our work, we are addressing the problem of a

essing dierent kinds of unstru tured or semi-stru tured

information sour es taking advantages of the semanti

provided by publi

available resour es su h as Wikipedia.

Furthermore using the approa h we will des ribe in se tion 4 we would like to automatize the task of annotating
a

orpus and dis over relations between annotations. Next we will use annotation in

information retrieval for determining the sear h
and perform query expansion.

ombination with textual

ontext and based on it we will be able to give sear h suggestions

Using annotation in information retrieval is not a new idea [6, 4℄ even in

ombination with ontologies [3℄, it has been widely used in video and image retrieval generating also a so ial
phenomena like folksonomy [15, 13℄. What is new is the use of domain independent publi
to automati ally des ribe

We are applying our approa h in the e-Learning

ontext, spe i ally enhan ed streaming video le tures

(see [8, 5℄) be ause of the pe uliarity in this s enario of

ombining dierent kinds of unstru tured or semi-

stru tured sour es of information. E-Learning presents many problemati s in
in terms of
a spe i

ontent

lassi ation for its amount of information to

information

available semanti

ontent in dierent kind of media.

an be relevant. Our target repository

presentation slides, text do uments), whi h

ommon with the business s enario

lassify and for the dierent

ontexts where

olle ts dierent kinds of media (video, audio,

an be sear hed and presented in

ombination. For ea h re orded

event (e.g: le ture, seminar, talk, meeting) we provide not only the video but also related materials, whi h

an

onsist of presentation slides, do uments or Web sites the speaker points to. All the resour es are temporally
syn hronized with the video.
An example of how a multimedia presentation of this kind looks like

an be found in gure 1.1; the video

with the speaker appears together with presentation slides or additional notes. Video and slides are syn hronized
and

an be navigated by means of a temporal bar or by slide titles.
We

an summarize the following ve state of the art approa hes to multimedia indexing and navigation:

1. Use of metadata to browse keyframes.
2. Use text from spee h, using trans ript-based sear h.
3. Mat hing keyframes vs. querying of images. Keyframes extra ted as shot representatives are used for
retrieval. It requires user to lo ate images/other keyframes, from browsing or other sear h.
4. Use of semanti
Features

features. They are based upon pre-pro essing video or keyframes to dete t features.

an be related to ontologies.

5. Use video/image obje ts as queries.
We

on entrate on pt. (2) and partially on pt. (3), we use the text-from-spee h te hnique

ombined with a

textual analysis of the spee h and the event related material using Wikipedia instead of ontologies.
In Wikipedia, the
that it is not

on ept of

lass and instan e are not separated as in the ontologi al sense, due to the fa t

onstrained to a formal model, for the reason of whi h it is not possible to formalize reasoning on

the Wikipedia

ontent dire tly.

The use of Wikipedia url as suggested in[10℄ for

on ept identi ation

ould guarantee interoperability

between domain ontologies, while the extensive ongoing resear h eort for extra ting an ontologi al view from
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Fig. 1.1. An example of multimedia presentation

Wikipedia

ould soon lead to the

reation of an ontologi al view based on Wikipedia whi h

ould be the referen e

for many domains.
The

ombination of information extra ted from video and related material gives a

event, sin e in the real world the sum of

all

omplete pi ture of an

the media used by a speaker is meant to fully des ribe the event's

topi s to fa ilitate knowledge transfer to the audien e.
In this paper we report about how we provide semanti

support and unsupervised annotation of multimedia

material based on information extra ted from Wikipedia, rather than the usage of Semanti
(spe i ally without ontologies). Our approa h is domain independent, and in theory it
to dierent use

ases where there is a need for

lustering or annotation of a

Web te hnologies

ould also be applied

orpus.

The stru ture of this paper is organized as follows: in the next se tion we des ribe the
motivation of our work; se tion 4 gives an overview of our approa h.
des ribed in the previous se tion to our use

ontext and the

In se tion 5 we apply the approa h

ase. Finally, we dis uss the dire tions we are planning to take

regarding further work.

2. Semanti s in the Web.

In the Web, some

olle tions of data

http://www.ebi.a .uk/swissprot/index.html, E

ontaining semanti

annotations (e.g.

ademy:

http://www.e ademy. om) are now ava-

ilable and there is a trend to semanti ally enable more and more Web

ontent. Even though this trend is per-

UniProt:

eivable, there is still a huge amount of material on whi h these te hnologies have not been applied. One limiting
fa tor for a faster adoption of Semanti

Web te hnologies, is the di ulty to nd ready-to-use on eptualizations

for annotating existing material and making it Semanti
We explored the possibility of using Semanti

Web

ompatible.

Web ontologies for annotating multimedia material and

for dis overing and presenting to the user relations between the sear hed topi s and other topi s, based on the
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relationships between entities in one or more domain ontologies. We experien ed di ulties in nding ontologies
whi h

over a variety of domains, sin e e-Le tures

an

over an unpredi table amount of domains (e.g.

omputer

s ien e, history, meteorology, geography, math. . . ). In addition, the terms expressed in e-Le tures are usually

individuals

of an ontology (e.g.

instan e of a data
wide

ontainer

the term 'Colle tion' in a Java Programming

lass

ould be modelled as an

lass in a Java Programming ontology) and nding populated ontologies with a

overage of individuals to date is a big

hallenge, and usually requires the involvement or a knowledge

engineer.
Our requirement was to nd a broad, domain-independent
on epts) whi h are

onne ted by relations.

olle tion of individual terms (as opposed to

To the best of our knowledge, the most

this kind is Wikipedia. Wikipedia is a freely available en y lopedia whi h is
fame thanks to the

opyleft li ense that allows the

ontent to be

as there is an a knowledgment of the author and the new

http://www.wikipedia.org).

Wikipedia

ontains a

omplete

opied, modied and redistributed as long

ontent is published under the same li ense (see

lassi ation of topi s, organized with an hierar hy of

ategories and with relationships between elements. The advantage of using it is that the so ial
network around it makes its

olle tion of

onstantly growing in size and in

ontent always up to date and it

dierent domains and languages. In addition it also takes into a

ollaborative

overs in details a huge amount of topi s in
ount the dierent possible meanings of a term

through a disambiguation page.
What we

an extra t using Wikipedia are the relationships between topi s. A

weak semanti

tions in [11℄, Wikipedia not only oers
also

ontains lexi ographi

semanti
as a
are

relationships thaton e the domain of interest is determined an oer

. In Wikipedia we do not have

strong semanti

, i. e. we

whi h are linked in the des ription of the
In Wikipedia, the
the Wikipedia

on ept of

an tell that one

on ept in one

an only dedu e that

on epts

ategory is related to other

on epts

on ept itself.

lass and instan e are not separated as in the ontologi al sense, due to the fa t

onstrained to a formal model, for the reason of whi h it is not possible to formalize reasoning on
ontent dire tly. There are proje ts (see se tion 3) that try to embed semanti

extending the Wiki software used to write Wikipedia pages [16℄, and some others(e.g.
whi h provide an RDF representation of Wikipedia, to make its
We use Wikipedia as a taxonomy to obtain lexi ographi
information extra tion we
sin e our

medium

an not des ribe real-world relationships su h

ar has a minimum of four wheels as with the usage of an ontology. We
onne ted without knowing how; we

that it is not

ording to Obrst's deni-

information, su h as parent- hild relationships, but it

orpus

an dedu e related

inside Wikipedia

www.dbpedia.org

[2℄)

ontent ma hine-interpretable.

relationships and in

ombination with statisti al

on epts to the terms extra ted from our

overs a representation of a part of the real world we also use the

orpus. In addition,

orpus itself as training

data" for domain disambiguation in Wikipedia.
There is a lot of work about extra ting semanti s (some is reported in se tion3) from Wikipedia
to build an ontologi al representation. We are therefore
information without a high semanti

ondent that even though for now we

value in the feature, at the light and with the

ontent

an extra t

ombination of other

resear h eort in the area we will be able to in rease the power of our approa h in terms of exibility, extension
and a

ura y.

3. Related Work.

Wikipedia

approa hes for exploring its
semanti

notations in its

ontains a vast amount of information, therefore there have been mainly two

ontent and make it ma hine readable. The rst approa h

onsists in embedding

ontent [16, 7℄; while the other one deals with information extra tion based on the

understanding of how the Wikipedia

ontent is stru tured: [1, 14, 17, 12, 19℄.

The Semanti Wikipedia proje t [16℄ is an initiative that invites Wikipedia authors to add semanti

tags to

their arti les in order to make them ma hine interpretable. The wiki software behind Wikipedia(MediaWiki [7℄),
itself enables authors to represent stru tured information in an attribute-value notation, whi h is rendered inside
a wiki page by means of an asso iated template.
The se ond main stream of Wikipedia related work is on automati ally extra t knowledge from the Wikipedia

ontent as in [1, 14, 17, 12, 19℄.

DBpedia [1℄is a

ommunity eort to extra t stru tured information from Wikipedia and to make this

information available on the Web. DBpedia oers sophisti ated queries against Wikipedia and to other linked
datasets on the Web.

The DBpedia dataset des ribes 1,950,000 things", in luding at least 80,000 persons,

70,000 pla es, 35,000 musi

albums, 12,000 lms. It

ontains 657,000 links to images, 1,600,000 links to relevant

external web pages and 440,000 external links into other RDF datasets.

Altogether, the DBpedia dataset
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onsists of around 103 million RDF triples.

DBpedia extra ts [2℄ RDF triples from Wikipedia informations

presented in the page templates su h as infoboxes and hyperlinks.
Yago [14℄ is a knowledge base whi h extends the relationships of DBpedia extending the standard RDF
notation. At De ember 2007, Yago
A YAGO-query

ontained over 1.7 million entities (like persons, organizations,

onsists of multiple lines ( onditions).

Ea h line

ities, et .)

ontains one entity, a relation and another

entity.
DBpedia or Yago

ould repla ed Wikipedia as a sour e of knowledge in our semanti

although at the time of this writing these knowledge bases
not abstra t

dis overy approa h,

ontain only entities (su h as person and pla es) and

on epts as the one we have in e-Learning material. In addition we don't know a priori with whi h

properties a term a

an be sear hed, so in our domain repla ing Wikipidia free-text would not be bene ial.

ISOLDE [17℄ is a system for deriving a domain ontologies using named-entity tagger on a
ombining the extra ted information with Wikipedia and Wiktionary.

orpus and

The results shows that this kind of

approa h works better with semi-stru ture information su h as di tionaries.
KYLIN [19℄ is another proje t whi h aim is automati ally

omplete the information presented in the

Wikipedia infoboxes analyzing disambiguated text and links in Wikipedia pages.
Ponzetto et al. [12℄ in their work have explored information extra tion on Wikipedia for

reating a taxonomy

ontaining a large amount of subsumptions, i. e. is-a relations.

4. A Semanti Dis overy Approa h .
from multimedia

In this se tion we explain the pro ess of extra ting semanti s

ontent. We tested the approa h here des ribed on e-Le ture presentations. An e-le ture is a

multimedia presentation usually
textual do uments whi h

omposed of a video with fo us on the speaker, presentation slides and other

an be identify by the presenter as related sour e of information. Dierent media in

a presentation are used for drawing a better pi ture of the

ontent to be

Hen e it¤s of fundamental importan e to take into a

ommuni ated.

ount the dierent modalities of the media.

parti ular, we investigate textual modality analyzing the full

In

ontent of the related material su h as slides or

do uments and the auditory modality translating it in textual whi h represents the most promising aspe t of
the data we

an pro ess. For this reason we apply automati

spee h re ognition (ASR) to the video soundtra ks

and subsequently we are interested in the STT translation (spee h to text) to provide for data that
analyzed in

an be

ombination with the other textual resour es su h as slides, notes and other do uments.

The reason of fo using on auditory and textual modality instead of visual modality is intrinsi

on the

nature of presentations. Unlike other domains su h as movie or news, in video presentations the images in the
keyframes are more or less still, usually the speaker and part of his/her presentation is
almost never
or to the

hanges, the transitions being related to a

aptured. The s ene

hange of fo us (from slide to bla kboard and ba k)

hange of slide. So, in e-Le tures, even though low level feature re ognition su h as tea her gesture

and fa ial prosody might give information about importan e of

ertain passages, we de ided not to atta k this

issue be ause we believe it would only bring us a minor added value in

omparison to the knowledge we

ould

retrieve exploring the auditory and textual modality.
Due to these

onsiderations, we fo us our resear h work on making better use of spee h and textual

Furthermore, relating the extra ted spee h and textual
another mode to ta kle the semanti

ontent with the right domain knowledge

gap allowing more ee tive

ontent.

ould provide

lassi ation and sear hes on the video

ontent.

In gure 4.1 we give a graphi al illustration of the pro ess of extra ting semanti annotation from multimedia
ontent.

As input the system re eives a e-Le ture presentation and based on the Wikipedia knowledge it

automati ally generates some des riptives labels for the multimedia

ontent.

In the next paragraph we will des ribe in details how this pro ess of automati

semanti

dis overing is

taking pla e.
The explanation of our method

an be split into two parts. In the rst part deals with the extra tion of

ontent from multimedia le ture materials without any regards about semanti s; while in the se ond part we go
in depth in the passages whi h involve dis overing the semanti s behind the

ontent previously extra ted from

the media.
So, in order to dis over the semanti
it. On e we have the list of the words

present in a

orpus we rst have to extra t and identify terms from

ontained in ea h unit of the

olle tion, we

an link them through the

relationships we will determine through Wikipedia. In parti ular the rst part is about Information Extra tion
from the multimedia

ontent and the se ond fo uses on des ribing how through Wikipedia we

material and nd semanti

relationships between annotations.

an annotate the
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Fig. 4.1. General Overview of the approa h

The two steps are independent in the sense that Information Extra tion
while our Wikipedia module

of the rst part only for the sake of

4.1. Information Extra tion.
the analysis and

an be

arried out in dierent ways

ould still be used to nd relations between terms. We give here an explanation
ontextualization.
In this se tion we will extra t and model the multimedia

ontent though

ombination of the textual and auditory modality. Using an out-of-the-box spee h re ognition

tool we translate video spee h into text, and we

ombine it with the text extra ted from presentation slides and

other textual information sour es.
Se ondly, we extra ts terms for the resulting textual resour es whi h represent the entire

multimedia material. We performed Information Extra tion (IE) by using Lu ene (http://lu

org/),

ontent of the

ene.apa he.

a state of the art tool whi h provides Java-based indexing and sear h te hnology using a statisti al

approa h.
Lu ene had been used in the proje t as a sear h engine for querying an unstru tured e- Learning repository,
but sin e it also provides basi
our

APIs for analyzing text, we exploited Lu ene also for extra ting information from

orpus. In general term extra tion tools using a statisti al approa h basi ally look for repeated sequen es

of lexi al items.
Consequently we store the extra ted information in a Lu ene index that we later use for information
retrieval and for extra ting the most important terms out of the entire e-Le ture
linguisti

ontent. We also explored a

approa h based on Natural Language Pro essing (NLP) using other state of the art tools in the area

su h as GATE (http://gate.a

.uk/) and

approa h was not suited for our use
the material

IBM UIMA (http://www.resear

h.ibm. om/UIMA/ [18℄),

an be in dierent languages, and sometimes more than one language

event. For instan e, in some

but the

ase sin e it is language and grammar dependent. In fa t, in e-Learning
an be

ombined in the same

ases presentation slides are written in English while the spee h is delivered in

another language (e.g. in Italian). As a

onsequen e, the work needed to adapt a linguisti

approa h to our

needs was ex essive.
Moreover, story telling does not play an important role in e-Learningat least not in the dis iplines we
onsideredand this makes it di ult to lo ate and
gories for Entity Re ognition.

For these reasons we

ve tor for ea h do ument in our index.
do ument.

lassify atomi

elements in text into predened

hose a statisti al approa h and we

The term ve tor

ate-

al ulated a term

ontains a list of terms with their frequen y in a
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In order to
do uments

al ulate the term ve tor we had to store our multimedia material into an index.

Many

an refer to the same event. For instan e, we have at least two main information sour es for ea h

event: presentation slides and video trans ript.
Following our multimodal view, we modeled the entire event¤s multimedia material into a single do ument
in a index. In this way the term ve tor

al ulated through Lu ene is fa tual.

For improving the performan e of this task we are urrently working on the indexing phrase and in parti ular
in the pre-pro essing task (e.g.

leaning the text from Italian or English stop-words and applying dierent

language stemmers as a lter, building

ategorizer for improving the quality of the raking of the extra ted

le ture terms.).

4.2. Semanti Extra tion using Wikipedia.

In this se tion we explain how we enhan e information

retrieval based on the re ognition of the most important topi s and the relations between them in the

ontent

of multimedia le ture material.
Understanding what a media is about before entering in its details of the sear h results, whi h would mean
wat hing a video presentation or reading the related material, is one of the mail goal in the area of Multimedia
Information Retrieval, and it
Having a way for

ould be very useful when the amount of the multimedia material grows in size.

ategorizing or understanding the main

on epts in the

ontent will help in managing large

multimedia repositories.
Furthermore, e-Learning users (typi ally students) do not have a ri h understanding of the domain or of how
one topi

is

onne ted to others. For this reason a tool, whi h has the goal of enabling a

should give an overview of the material

ess to information,

ontent for helping end users to a hieve more ee tive sear hes and

a quire the needed knowledge. For example, a user looking for the term ¤Colle tion¤ in a Java programming
lass must nd out about the dierent types of Colle tion su h as ¤HashMap¤, ¤Map¤ and ¤Set¤ sin e these
terms

an also be found in the le ture material, and they all mean Colle tion.

between terms in our

Understanding relationships

orpus permits also us to automati ally dis over the important topi s of an event whi h

an be used for unsupervised

lassi ation of the material.

Our starting point for the se ond phase of the semanti

dis overy pro ess is the list of terms whi h were

extra ted from multimedia material (video, slides, and do uments) during the Information Extra tion phase
des ribed in the previous se tion.
In Wikipedia, we look up the most important extra ted terms from our

orpus. The goal of this phase is

to nd a Wikipedia denition page for every important term and to try to extra t relations to other terms by
examining the hypertextual links in the page. This is done by pro essing links in the page. Therefore, the term
of interest is found in Wikipedia, and all the links in its page are analyzed.
Pre-requirements for des ribing the pro ess of extra ting semanti s from the Wikipedia, are the four abstra t
on ept des ribed below that we will be mentioned again in the se ond part of the se tion for giving a des ription
of the pro ess itself.
1.

Wikipedia lookup.

For ea h extra ted term we sear h for pages in Wikipedia whi h
Wikipedia every page is named by a string
we

Wikipedia database, but we

domain.

After that,

opy of the English version of the

ould also rea h the same result by downloading and parsing Wikipedia

hose to maintain a

Strong link denition.

ontain the term in their name. In

name and topi

olle t the links for every page. The sear h is made on a lo al

Web pages. We
2.

omposed of topi

opy of the database to in rease the speed of the task.

We dene a link to be ¤strong¤ if the page it points to has a link ba k to the starting page.
instan e,°Rome° and °Italy° are strongly linked sin e the page on Rome says that it is the
Italy, while the page on Italy reports that Rome is the

For

apital of

apital of the state. A minor town lo ated in

Italy will instead have a ¤weak¤ link with Italy, sin e in its page it will be de lared that the town
is in Italy but in the page for Italy the minor town will most likely not be mentioned. In our
strong links are

ase,

andidates for topi s related to the sear hed term, and they will be used for giving user

suggestions in query expansion and in the pro ess of summary generation of Wikipedia denitions.

3.

Domain disambiguation.
A word

an have multiple Wikipedia denitions be ause it

an assume dierent meanings (senses) in

dierent domains. Among the (possibly) multiple Wikipedia denitions, we
the most link words in

hoose the one whi h has

ommon with the extra ted le ture¤s terms. We manually

he ked this approa h
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to evaluate the a

ordan e of the semanti

expressed in the disambiguated terms with the one of the

event and we nd out that this is true for the majority of the
4.

Annotation through Wikipedia denition summarization.

ases.

In this last step we use the extra ted strong links for every important word of an event to automati ally
generate a summary of the word denition in Wikipedia.The summary is generated taking all the
senten es from the Wikipedia denition page in whi h a strong link is present; usually fty per ent of
the

ontent of original denition is sele ted. The summary is then used for expressing the meaning of

the important term. In other words, we annotate the le ture through Wikipedia terminology, and for
ea h term we keep a brief denition.
A graphi al representation of the pro ess is given in gure 4.2.

Fig. 4.2. Semanti

annotations generation pro ess

The gure shows that by giving e-Le tures as input and through the four steps of the semanti
approa h we
ery pro ess

an enri h e-Le ture with semanti

metadata.

dis overy

It follows a des ription of the semanti

dis ov-

omposed of four logi al steps: Wikipedia denition lookup, Domain disambiguation, Strong link

Analyses, and Summarization.
Suppose one of the terms extra ted from the e-Le ture material is ¤Colle tion¤, whi h is in the list of
the extra ted keywords. Consider a simplied list of extra ted keywords (note the presen e of words in more
than one language!) follows: Elemento, Map, Tipo, Obje t, Method, Interfa e,

omputer s ien e, Colle tion,

Oggetto.
The rst step of the algorithm is to sear h for all the pages whi h

ontain the term ¤Colle tion¤ in

their name. A sear h in the Wikipedia database will nd a relatively large number of pages that satisfy this
requirement due to the dierent meanings the word
found page.

an have.

We then use the links in the disambiguation step.

Consequently we retrieve the links of every
For instan e, in the

ase of having a term

named ¾Colle tion° in the le ture material, a Wikipedia query for the word Colle tion returns the Wikipedia
disambiguation page Colle tion, whi h points to other pages su h as Colle tion(horse), Colle tion(museum),
Colle tion(Joe Sample album), Colle tion(agen y), Colle tion ( omputing), Colle tion
The se ond step

onsists in extra ting the strong links from the

denition. The strong links are used in the third step for

lass.

andidate Wikipedia arti le for ea h

al ulating domain disambiguation, for support and
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for automati

summarization of the

ontent of Wikipedia entries. So in this step we extra t the strong links from

all the Wikipedia pages sele ted during the rst step. For example the strong links for Colle tion ( omputing)
whi h is one of the pages sele ted during the rst step, are: obje t-oriented,

lass, map, tree, set, array, list.

We do the same with all the pages listed in the Wikipedia disambiguation page for

olle tion.

The third step resolves domain ambiguity. We automati ally identify the right Wikipedia denition based
on the domain dened by the multimedia. So we sele t one page among all the ones we retrieved during step one
whi h is in

on ordan e with the domain of interest. The disambiguation fun tion

page its strong links given by step two. In parti ular it looks for
the keywords extra ted from the
with the

orpus terms will be

onsiders for every

orpus. The page whi h has the largest number of links in

onsidered to be the

andidate

orresponden es among the link¤s names and
orresponden e

orre t one and it will be used as the disambiguated term.

Supposing that Colle tion( omputing) is the Wikipedia arti le is the page that responds to this requirement
then every time Colle tion will be mention in the le ture material it will be asso iated with the meaning of
the Wikipedia arti le Colle tion( omputing). The term that has been disambiguated has the same meaning in
Wikipedia and in the

orpus. The result of this step is the identi ation of the disambiguated terms with their

links. In other words this step

ompares the strong links of every

andidate Wikipedia denition with the term

ve tor of the le ture in exam.
During the last step we
le ture has a

reate a summary for the most important words in the le ture. Ea h term in the

orresponding Wikipedia denition and based on the ranking in the term ve tor we

the n most important terms in the e-Le ture.

The summary

most important terms. For every one of them, we download and parse the
Wikipedia page we sele t only the senten es whi h

an identify

reation uses the extra ted strong links of the
orrespondent Wikipedia. From the

ontain a strong link and the term itself. The

ombination

of extra ted senten es permits to generate a reasonably well written arti le summarization.

5. Appli ations.

In this se tion we des ribe some appli ations where our approa h

other appli ations are under

onsiderations.

In parti ular we applied the semanti

NEEDLE [8℄- Next gEneration sEar h engine for Digital LibrariEs -.

an be used. Many

dis overy approa h into

NEEDLE is an e-learning appli ation

whi h aims at indexing, sear hing and presenting stru tured and unstru tured multimedia data. The system
provides a way to sear h e-learning materials through a web-based sear h interfa e.
The e-Learning materials

onsist of video le tures and

orresponding audio tra ks, PowerPoint presentation

slides et . The appli ation's main obje tive is to present the stru tured and unstru tured multimedia e-Learning
materials. The users

ould query the NEEDLE system to sear h for materials of their interest.

The data i. e. video le tures and slides, for NEEDLE

ome from the LODE [5℄ system. LODE is web-based

appli ation for presenting the video le tures syn hronized with presentation slides. The audio

ontent of the

video le tures from the LODE system is trans ribed using spee h re ognition and spee h pro essing tools. The
text

ontent of the trans ription and PowerPoint slides are indexed and sear hed using NEEDLE system.
Most of the

ommer ial sear h engines only oer text based sear h and few also provide image sear h.

However, there is still a need for sear hing video, audio, graphi s et .

Commer ial video hosting sites like

YouTube that oer sear h for video a tually performs the sear h only on the meta-data (text
the video) atta hed with the video. They do not sear h the video/audio
audio

ontent using the trans ript in

ombination with the

ontent des ribing

ontent. We oer textual sear h on

ontent of the do uments whi h

ome with the

video su h as presentation slides; moreover we enan hed the sear h task with sear h suggestion based on the
identi ation of relationship between topi s in Wikipedia and we automati ally extra t also through Wikipedia
labels for des ribing the most import le ture's topi s.
We

•

an summarize with the following points the features where our approa h

Sear h Suggestion and Query Expansion

ould

ontribute:

Wikipedia is used for nding topi s related to the sear hed one. In our sear h user interfa e we show
the hits for the sear hed string and a bun h of links to some related topi s whi h have a
in our repository. A

li k on one of the link will initiate a sear h for the o

orresponden e

urren es of the link term in

the learning material. This is done by viewing all the strong links retrieved through Wikipedia whi h
term appear also in the event material, in this way we
are

•

an suggest dierent sear h terms or topi s that

onne ted to the rst sear hed one.

Automati
For ea h o

Annotation
urren e displayed in the hits, we show some links to related important topi s. The important

topi s automati ally annotate the event with some terms whi h have a predened meaning in Wikipedia.
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In this way there are no more ambiguities in the meaning of a term used for annotation.
advantage of the strong link identi ation in

event is the possibility to automati ally des ribe the most important

•

Automati

Another

ombination with the term ve tor extra ted for every
on epts of the event.

Summarization

The semanti

dis overy approa h des ribed in the previous se tion brought us to the individuation of

the strong links for ea h topi . Based on them we
summarization of the des ription of the topi

an generate for ea h event annotation (topi ) a brief

in Wikipedia.

A

li k on one of the event annotation

will display the summary plus the retrieved hits for that term. In our sear h user interfa e for ea h
event(le ture, seminar, meeting) we show the six most important words and the related summarized
Wikipedia denitions.
In gure 5.1 the possible features derived by the implementation of the semanti

dis overy approa h de-

s ribed above are shown. Figure 5.1 is a s reen shot of NEEDLE where every le ture it is rst summarized by
means of a list of important topi s. So the user looking at the important topi s list
in the hits is relevant or not for ea h sear h and in
le ture itself. Every hit in the le ture is
The result

ase s/he

an understand if a le ture

an go in depth looking at the details hits inside the

omposed of a brief textual des ription an four presentation modalities.

an be analyzed wat hing part of the video where the hit have been found, listening only to the audio,

only wat hing the asso iated slide or having a

ombine view, where video and slide are time-syn hronized.

Fig. 5.1. An appli ation of semanti s extra tion through Wikipedia

On the right most part of gure 5.1 a pop-up window for with a des ription of one of the important terms
of the le ture

an be viewed by

li king on the term. The des ription is a tually the summary of the Wikipedia

arti le whi h refers to the term itself.

In this way there is no ambiguity with the meaning of a term used

for des ribing the multimedia

Below the input eld designed for running new sear hes there is the

ontent.

implementation of the related topi s feature. Based on the last user sear h, the system advi es the user for
related

on epts. A

li k on one related term will initiate a new sear h. In this way the user

onne tions between topi s.

an dis over new
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6. Future dire tions.

One of the a tivities we plan for the near future is related to extending the

Wikipedia module to support various languages. The multilanguage support
between terms in the

onsists in re ognizing relations

orpus whi h are not in English. As a rst step, we¤ll look at the links to the other in-

stan es of Wikipedia in dierent languages. In most

ases, pages in the Wikipedia instan e in one language have

links to pages in many other Wikipedia instan es in other languages. Sin e these links were

reated manually by

the page authors, in most

ases there is no ambiguity in the translation. In

ase a link to the target language of

interest is not present, we

an resort to freely available, albeit less trustable external sour es for translating from

and to English. The Wikipedia pro ess des ribed in the previous se tion will not
dependent pro essing modules su h as language spe i
the related Wikipedia

hange but writing language

stemmers should be added to enable the

ontent found in English with the terms

ontained in the multimedia

omparison of

ontent repository.

Consequently we have s heduled an evaluation of the presented approa h for annotating a large amount of text
resour es and a user based evaluation to assess if the introdu tion of semanti
is a tually bringing an advantage to the student.

We will

multimedia information retrieval

arry out a student¤s performan e evaluation on

some topi s presented in the e-Learning repository and we will

ompare the results with the ones we gathered

last year using a text based sear h that was not semanti ally enhan ed [9℄.

7. Con lusion.

In this paper we des ribed an approa h to semanti ally annotate the

stru tured multimedia repository. The annotation has been done
with lexi ographi

ontent of an un-

ombining the terms extra ted from the

orpus

relationships from Wikipedia. Wikipedia has been used as an alternative to ontologies. The

ontent annotated in this way permits to keep tra k of the relations between annotations. The approa h has
been used for giving sear h suggestions in multimedia information retrieval, in multimedia annotation and for
giving a brief des ription of the topi s of the multimedia event. Our approa h is domain independent, and it
ould in theory also be applied to dierent use

ases where there is a need for

lustering or annotation of a

orpus.
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UNEVENNESS IN NETWORK PROPERTIES ON THE SOCIAL SEMANTIC WEB
RAF GUNS∗
Abstra t.

This paper studies unevenness in network properties on the so ial Semanti

methodology for pro essing and analyzing so ial network data from the Semanti
derived RDF graph

an be

onstru ted that is tailored to a spe i

Web.

question. After a brief introdu tion to the notion of unevenness,

this methodology is applied to examine unevenness in network properties of semanti
entrality measures, it is shown how examinations of unevenness

Web. First, we propose a two-step

Using the SPARQL query language, a

an provide

data. Comparing Lorenz

urves for dierent

ru ial hints regarding the topology of (so ial) Semanti

Web data.
Key words: semanti

1. Introdu tion.
manti

Web, so ial network analysis, SPARQL, unevenness

The

so ial Semanti Web

Web (en oded in RDF) that

Semanti

is a broad, non-te hni al term, referring to data on the Se-

ontain so ial information.

The most prevalent ontology on the so ial

Web is the FOAF (Friend Of A Friend) vo abulary [9℄. FOAF

an express information about people

and the things they make and do and espe ially about how they are related.
so io- ultural ontology that is (partly) based on FOAF and also uses

In this arti le, we will use a

on epts from other well-known ontologies

like Dublin Core.
The Semanti

Web [5℄ in general is

on eived as a large-s ale distributed information system. While some

onstituents are still in development and its
shows the traits of a

su h diverse examples as

omputer networks, so ial networks, neural networks and

omplex system, the Semanti

•

urrent uptake is relatively modest, the Semanti

omplex system. Complex systems are en ountered in many dierent
Web is

Small world properties :

Web graph already
ontexts and in lude

ellular networks [13℄. As a

hara terized by [3, 17℄:

Made famous by Stanley Milgram's [25℄ letter experiment, the small world

notion refers to the fa t that the average shortest path length in a graph is very short ( omparable
to that of a random graph). In pra ti e, this means that it takes only a few steps to rea h any other
(rea hable) node in the network. It is advisable to also take the longest shortest path, known as the

diameter,

into a

ount. During the last de ade, several models have been proposed to a

ount for the

small-world ee t [26, 31℄.

•
•

High lustering : The neighbours of a given node are likely also neighbours of ea h other.
Skewed degree distribution : The probability P (k) that a node has degree k (is onne ted
nodes) is not randomly distributed. Instead, it follows a power law

P (k) ≈ Ak −γ .

to

k

Moreover,

other

omplex

systems typi ally exhibit power law distributions in more than one way. With regard to the Semanti
Web, previous resear h has shown that a diversity of relationssu h as the relation between websites
(domain names) and their number of Semanti

Web do uments or the relation between an ontology

and its frequen y of usefollows a power law [15℄.
These properties, however, raise several questions as well. In this arti le, we rst dis uss a two-step methodology for extra ting the Semanti
rest. We then fo us on the last

Web data (or `semanti
hara teristi

and try to

data' for short) that we are interested in from the
ompare the skewedness of several network measures.

We try to provide an answer to the following two resear h questions.
First, how

an data on the so ial Semanti

Web be used for So ial Network Analysis (SNA)? Signi ant

resear h in this area has already been performed by, among others, Ding et al. [15℄ and Peter Mika [23, 24℄. Mu h
work has

on entrated on a quiring and aggregating data (often FOAF data),espe ially merging information

about unique persons turns out to be far from trivial. In the present arti le, we assume that ` lean' semanti
data are already available and

on entrate on the following step: the development of a methodology for using

one single RDF graph as the `master', whi h

an be used as the basis for several kinds of SNA. Ideally, we

want to keep as mu h information as possible and extra t a multitude of potentially interesting relations. This
parti ular aspe t has re eived less attention so far.
Se ond, it is very rarely examined how skewed a distribution is. How
ti ation of unevenness is
used for

an this notion be measured? Quan-

ru ial for a thorough understanding of a power law distribution; moreover, it

omparison purposes between distributions and between networks.

∗ University of Antwerp, Informatieen Bibliotheekwetens hap, CST, Venusstraat 35, 2000 Antwerpen, Belgium,

raf.gunsua.a .be
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Both questions will be dis ussed and demonstrated using semanti

data from Agrippa.

Agrippa is the

atalogue and database of the Ar hive and Museum of Flemish Cultural Life (AMVC Letterenhuis, lo ated in
Antwerp, Belgium). Where appli able, the RDF version builds upon existing ontologies like FOAF and Dublin
Core. Agrippa

ontains a wealth of information about both the ar hived materials and the so io- ultural a tors

(people and organizations) that have

reated them. We will mostly use Agrippa information about the 237,062

letters present at the AMVC Letterenhuis and their writers and re ipients.

2. Two-step methodology.

Semanti data an be stored in many dierent ways: as a (set of ) do ument(s)

in one of the many RDF syntaxes [4℄; in a ` lassi ' relational database; or in a triplestore, a dedi ated RDF
database. For performan e and

onvenien e reasons, we are using a triplestore, but most te hniques

be performed on, for instan e, RDF do uments.

//www.openrdf.org/.1

Partly due to their distributed nature, semanti

tails out of them? Assuming the existen e of a set of fairly
a two-step methodology, whi h

http:

data may appear quite dazzling: many dierent kinds of

data, drawn from several ontologies, between whi h a multitude of relations exist. How

similar

an also

The triplestore used is Sesame, freely available at

an one make heads or

learly dened questions to be answered, we propose

riti ally depends on the SPARQL query language [27℄ or a query language with

apabilities. In short, the two steps are:

1. Constru t an extra tion query in SPARQL and apply it to the RDF graph. This yields a derived graph,
spe i ally tailored to the question(s).
2. Convert the derived graph to a format intended for SNA.
We will now dis uss both steps in greater detail, using a part of Agrippa as an example (shown in Figure 2.1).
Both Organization and Person are a kind of Agent. A LetterContext ties together the dierent parti ipants
in the a t of letter-writing: the writer(s), the re ipient(s) and the letter as a physi al obje t. A letter

an be

written and re eived by either an Agent or an AliationContext. This refers to a person (the `aliatee') a ting
on behalf of his/her aliation to an organization (the `aliator').

Fig. 2.1. Part of the Agrippa ontology, showing the relations between six

lasses

2.1. SPARQL information extra tion. Four SPARQL query types exist: SELECT, CONSTRUCT, ASK and
DESCRIBE. SPARQL queries are usually SELECT queries, whi h return a table of results. In this step, we employ
CONSTRUCT queries, whi h return a new RDF graph. A similar ar hite ture an also be found in the MESUR
proje t [8, 28℄. We will refer to the original graph as

graph.

First, we

sour e graph and to the newly

onstru ted graph as

derived

ompare the original graph in the triplestore and the questions to be answered. Some questions

simply involve the extra tion of parts of the RDF graph (ignoring the rest), like the following example. Suppose
we want to examine only those letters that were

reated in an organizational

ontext.

extra ting the letters that are written by an Organization or an AliationContext:

PREFIX : <http://anet.ua.a .be/agrippa#>
CONSTRUCT {
? ontext a
:LetterContext ;
1 For an overview of triplestores, see [20℄.

This boils down to
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:hasLetterWriter ?writer ;
:hasRe ipient
?re ipient ;
:hasLetter
?letter .

}
WHERE {
? ontext a
:LetterContext ;
:hasLetterWriter ?writer ;
:hasRe ipient
?re ipient ;
:hasLetter
?letter .
{ ?writer a :Organization } UNION
{ ?writer a :AffiliationContext }
}
Other questions also require knowledge on how relations in the model intera t,these involve both extra tion and

ombination of parts of the model.

Here are two examples from Agrippa. The following query

onstru ts a derived graph of persons and their aliations to organizations. The result is a bipartite graph, i. e.
a graph with two kinds of nodes (persons and organizations).

PREFIX : <http://anet.ua.a .be/agrippa#>
CONSTRUCT { ?person :affiliatedWith ?org }
WHERE {
?aff :hasAffiliator ?org ;
:hasAffiliatee ?person .
}
And the following query

onstru ts a simple derived graph that links author(s) and re ipient(s) of ea h

letter:

PREFIX : <http://anet.ua.a .be/agrippa#>
CONSTRUCT { ?sender <urn:agrext#writesLetterTo> ?re ipient }
WHERE {
? ontext :hasLetterWriter ?sender ;
:hasRe ipient
?re ipient .
}
It should be noted that it is often easier to obtain the desired results using one or more intermediate
extra tion queries. As su h, a derived graph may be ome the sour e graph in a next step and so on. One
for example, use the result of the rst example as the sour e graph for the third example query.

ould,

Although

extra tion queries are obviously not as powerful as a dedi ated program or full-edged reasoner, they are often
su ient and mu h faster to implement.
One of the advantages of storage in a triplestore is availability of the SPARQL proto ol [14℄. As its name
implies, the SPARQL proto ol is designed for ex hanging SPARQL queries and results between

lients and

servers. It is entirely based on Web standards like HTTP and XML.

2.2. Conversion for SNA analysis.

On e a derived graph has been obtained, it

an be studied. There

2 RDF-

exist several proje ts for visualizing and exploring RDF and FOAF data, su h as FOAF Explorer,

3
4 These tools, however, generally do not provide SNA measures like
Gravity and Visual Browser.

and

entrality

lustering, although Flink [23℄ seems a promising ex eption. Moreover, they generally do not s ale to very

large graphs. As long as there exist virtually no appli ations that su
it seems advisable to

onvert the derived graph to a more generi

Thus, while not stri tly ne essary, this step ensures

ompatibility with other SNA eorts and permits

te hniques that are di ult to perform on plain RDF graphs.
with pyNetConv, a Python library that

an

onvert to most

GML.
2 http://xml.mfd-

onsult.dk/foaf/explorer/
h.at/apps/rdf-gravity/
4 http://nlp.fi.muni. z/projekty/visualbrowser/
3 http://semweb.salzburgresear

essfully bring network analysis to RDF,

le format for network analysis.
We handle these

onversions by integrating

ommon formats, in luding Pajek, NetworkX, and
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3. Unevenness.
3.1. The Lorenz urve and the Gini evenness index.

The distribution of degrees on the Semanti

Web islike many other relationshighly uneven: a small number of nodes has a huge amount of links, while
the vast majority has very few. How

an this unevenness be quantied?

Unevenness or inequality has been studied extensively in e onometri s and informetri s.

Sin e not all

existing measures satisfy all ne essary requirements [1, 16℄, we will limit the present dis ussion to two methods,
using the following simple array as an example:

X = (1, 3, 4, 7, 10, 15).

These numbers

ould express the

distribution of wealth, the number of publi ations per author or the number of links per node. Clearly, there is
some unevenness, but how mu h exa tly?
The Lorenz

urve [21℄ is a graphi al representation of unevenness. First, we determine the relative amounts:

xi
ai = P
x
resulting in (1/40, 3/40, 1/10, 7/40, 1/4, 3/8). The horizontal axis of the Lorenz

urve has the points

i/N (i =

1, 2, . . ., N ).

a1 + a2 + . . . + ai .

We thus

The verti al axis of the Lorenz

onstru t the Lorenz

urve has their

umulative fra tion:

urve (Figure 3.1). The diagonal line represents the

possesses the same amount. The further the

urve is removed from the diagonal, the greater the unevenness.

Note that we have ranked our numbers in in reasing order, resulting in a
Lorenz

ase of perfe t evennesseveryone

urve results from ranking in de reasing order and is

onvex Lorenz

urve. The

on ave

ompletely equivalent. Complete unevennessone

person has everything, and the rest nothingwould be represented as a

onvex

urve following the bottom and

the right side of the plot.

Fig. 3.1. Convex Lorenz

urve of the array (1, 3, 4, 7, 10, 15)

Suppose we want to express this unevenness in a number. A good measure is the Gini evenness index
[29℄, originally devised to

hara terize the distribution of wealth over so ial

G′

lasses [18℄,



N
2 X
1
G (X) =
(N + 1 − j)xj  −
µN 2
N
′

j=1

with

xj

Lorenz

ranked in in reasing order and

µ

urve and the Gini evenness index:

the mean of the set xj . There exists a dire t relation between the
G′ is equal to twi e the area under the onvex Lorenz urve.

Web
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ases, an order

an be determined from the

Unevenness in Network Properties on the So ial Semanti

Lorenz

urves determine a partial order: in some, but not all,

omparison of two Lorenz

urves. Indeed, if one

onvex Lorenz

urve is

ompletely below another, then the

former expresses less evenness than the latter. It should be stressed that Lorenz
ea h other. In these

ases, no order

an be determined from the

3.2. Appli ation to Agrippa.
3.2.1. Overview of network measures.
example of 2.1

N = 40, 914

urves may `overlap' or

Let us take the author-re ipient graph

as an example. Ea h node is

ross

urves [29℄.

onstru ted in the last

onne ted by 5.08 links on average, but the a tual in-

and out-degree follow a power law distribution (Figure 3.2). We will

onsider the following network measures,

most of whi h are dened by Wasserman & Faust [30℄:

•
•

Degree entrality (DC): is the number of links onne ted to a given node.
Betweenness entrality (BTC): hara terizes the importan e of a given

node for establishing short

pathways between other nodes.

•
•

Closeness entrality (CC): hara terizes how fast other nodes an be rea hed from a given node.
Pagerank (PR): hara terizes the importan e of a given node by ombining its number of in-links with
the importan e of the nodes that link to it. The algorithm was originally
page's importan e [10℄ but has sin e been used in many other

reated for determining a web

ontexts as well (e.g., [12, 22℄).

This small list of measures is in no way intended to be exhaustive. Many other measures exist and even the
ones listed here have several varieties themselves. They have been
generally used and a
arti le, we used the
The
only

epted. Moreover, they

igraph

an be

hosen be ause they are both well-known and

omputed using standard software tools. For the

http:// neuro vs.rmki.kfki.hu/igraph/.

R pa kage, available at

urrent

entrality measures listed above all have variants for dire ted and undire ted networks, but we will

onsider the dire ted variants. Both degree

in-links and out-links. We
and between in- loseness
betweenness

entrality and

an distinguish between in-degree

ICC ) and out-

entrality (

loseness

loseness

entrality have dierent algorithms for

IDC ) and out-degree entrality (ODC ),
entrality (OCC ). This distin tion is not useful for

entrality (

entrality and PageRank.

Fig. 3.2. Power law distribution for in-degree and out-degree

3.2.2. Comparison of unevenness between network measures.
but the main
only

omponent (N

= 40, 303)

a

The graph is not fully

onne ted,

ounts for the vast majority of nodes (98.5%). Hen eforth, we will

onsider the nodes that are part of the main

distort the overall pi ture. For instan e, a node

v

omponent, sin e very small
in su h a

omponent may have

omponents (e.g.,

CCv = 1,

N = 2)

an

even if its position
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in the overall network is obviously marginal. We therefore
onsider nodes that are part of the main

onsider it methodologi ally more

orre t to only

omponent.

Comparing IDC to ODC and ICC to OCC (Figure 3.3), we see that in both
in-links is more uneven. In spite of this dieren e, it should be noted that in both

ases the measure based on
ases the shape of the Lorenz

urve of the in-link-based measure is similar to that of the out-link-based one.
PageRank is, in a sense, a more rened version of in-degree
the lo al neighbourhood (i. e.

entrality. Whereas the latter only

the number of links to a given node), PageRank also

onsiders

onsiders the status of

the nodes that are linking to a given node by iteratively passing status between nodes. Figure 3.4 shows that
PageRank is a tually more even than in-degree

entrality. In other words: some extreme variations in degree

are `evened out' by looking at a node's status in the entire network rather than just its number of in-links.
Inspe tion of the data reveals that this is almost ex lusively due to nodes with a low number of in-links from
some very high status nodes. Put another way, dieren es between PageRank and IDC may be due to IDC
either `overrating' or `underrating' some nodes; at least for this example, the latter is mostly the
the outliers, PageRank and in-degree
of the Lorenz

urve for

entrality are highly

ase. Despite

orrelated. Figure 3.4 also illustrates the usefulness

omparing dierent measures: it makes it possible to, for instan e,

ompare raw numbers

(IDC) to normalized ones (PageRank).

Fig. 3.3. Comparison of unevenness between in-link-based and out-link-based measures. (a) Comparison of ICC to OCC, (b)

Comparison of IDC to ODC

Betweenness

entrality is remarkably uneven (Figure 3.5). Indeed, we immediately see that more than 80%

of all nodes have zero betweenness

entrality. The Lorenz

urve

learly reveals that betweenness

entrality is

onsiderably less even than any of the other measures dis ussed here.

3.3. Dis ussion.

Comparing the Lorenz

diversied pi ture. Betweenness
PageRank and

loseness

entrality is

urves of the dierent

entrality measures reveals a remarkably

learly least even of all. Subsequently, we get degree

entrality,

entrality. The Gini evenness indi es basi ally tell the same story and are summarized

in Table 3.1.
As a tentative explanation, we suggest that these dieren es may be largely due to the small-world ee t
[26, 31℄. Even marginal nodes are relatively

lose to all others, a

ounting for minimal dieren es in

loseness.

Indeed, the length of the diameterthe longest shortest pathis only 11 and the average shortest path length
only 4.12!
As a whole, the graph ts well into the bow-tie or

orona models [6, 7, 11℄, whi h were originally devised

for modelling and explaining link stru ture on the World Wide Web. The
Largest Strongly Conne ted Component or LSCC (N
(obeying the dire tion of the links).

= 9, 723), a

ore of the main

omponent is the

omponent in whi h any node

an be rea hed

The LSCC itself has a nu leus of hubs [13, 19℄, through whi h almost

all other shortest paths pass. These hub nodes typi ally have extremely high degree

entrality. This has two

Unevenness in Network Properties on the So ial Semanti

Fig. 3.4. Comparison of unevenness between PageRank and in-degree

Fig. 3.5. Unevenness of betweenness

interesting, seemingly opposite, ee ts. On the one hand,
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entrality

entrality

loseness is in reased and

more even. On the other hand, it brings about a very uneven betweenness

loseness

entrality be omes

entrality distribution.

PageRank distribution is more even than one might intuitively expe t. The hubs have a high status, whi h
is partially transmitted to ea h of the nodes they link to.
PageRank than might be expe ted from their in-degree

As su h, a large number of nodes gains a higher

entrality or betweenness

entrality. Indeed, even if no

shortest paths pass through them, their PageRank will still be relatively high. This property of PageRank is
very desirable for ranking Web pages, but may be unwanted in some appli ations of SNA.

4. Con lusions.

We have shown how SPARQL

simple two-step methodology,

an be used in pro essing so ial Semanti

Web data in a

onverting the sour e graph to a better suited derived graph. While SPARQL

is obviously less powerful than a `real' reasoning engine or a dedi ated program, it is often su ient and may
well prove simpler and faster to implement. RDF tools are generally not geared towards SNA, although Flink
[23℄ in orporates some basi

SNA statisti s. Therefore,

but, lu kily, straightforward.

onversion to other formats is

urrently re ommendable
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Table 3.1

Gini evenness index of all

entrality measures in in reasing order of evenness

Centrality measure
Betweenness
In-degree
Degree

G'

entrality

0.01

entrality

0.12

entrality (in and out)

Out-degree

0.25

entrality

0.26

PageRank

0.35

In- loseness

entrality

Out- loseness
Closeness

on rete example, it

0.88

entrality (in and out)

The Lorenz urve and the Gini evenness index
Agrippa as a

0.73

entrality

G′ are two ex

0.94

ellent methods for studying unevenness. Taking

an be seen that unevenness measures may

onrm or enfor e hypotheses

regarding the network topology. In the example dis ussed, the massive dieren e between betweenness
and

loseness

entrality distribution

entrality

onrms the small-world hypothesis and reveals the topology of the graph

with a small nu leus, through whi h most other paths must pass. The example also illustrates the need for a
wide variety of

entrality measures: they are indeed very dierent (as is obvious from just

omparing the Lorenz

urves) and ea h reveals a dierent aspe t of the network.
Most of these results, su h as the establishment of the small-world ee t,
studying the unevenness of network properties. Consequently, the
step: it illustrates how unevenness measures

ould have been a hieved without

urrent paper should be regarded as a rst

an be used to a hieve results similar to existing, well-established

methods. In future resear h, we hope to expand upon these results by studying a greater variety of (so ial)
networks, in luding dierent
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DEEP WEB NAVIGATION BY EXAMPLE
YANG WANG AND THOMAS HORNUNG∗

Abstra t. Large portions of the Web are buried behind user-oriented interfa es, whi h

To make the therein

ontained information a

essible to automati

an only be a

essed by lling out forms.

pro essing, one of the major hurdles is to navigate to the a tual

result page. In this paper we present a framework for navigating these so- alled Deep Web sites based on the page-keyword-a tion
paradigm: the system lls out forms with provided input parameters and then submits the form. Afterwards it
already found a result page by looking for pre-spe ied keyword patterns in the

he ks if it has

urrent page. Based on the out ome either further

a tions to rea h a result page are exe uted or the resulting URL is returned.
Key words: form analysis, deep Web navigation by page-keyword-a tions

1. Introdu tion.

The Web

an be

lassied into two

Surfa e Web and the Deep Web [7℄. The Surfa e Web
ontain links to other pages and

ategories with respe t to a

onsists of stati

ess patterns:

the

and publi ly available Web pages, whi h

an be represented as a dire ted graph. This Web graph

an be traversed by

rawlers (also known as spiders) and the found pages are then traditionally indexed by sear h engines.
The Deep Web in

ontrast

onsists of dynami ally generated result pages of numerous databases, whi h

an be queried via a Web form. These pages
therefore

hallenging to index their

annot be rea hed by following links from other pages and it is

ontent. Figure 1 depi ts the general intera tion pattern between the user

and a Deep Web site. The user lls out the form eld with the desired information (1) and the Web form is
sent to the server where it is transformed in a database query.

In this phase it is possible, that the system

needs further user input due to ambiguity in the underlying data, e.g. there might be too many results for a
query, and the user has to provide further information on intermediate pages (2). Finally, the Web server has
gathered all ne essary information to generate the result page and it is delivered to the user (3).
[12℄ dis overed an exponential growth and great subje t diversity of these Deep Web sites. Among others
they arrived at the following

•
•
•

on lusions:

There are approximately 43.00096.000 Web-a

essible databases,

The Deep Web is 400500 times larger than the Surfa e Web,
95% of the available data and information on the Deep Web is freely available.

Taking into a

ount this vast amount of high-quality data, whi h is geared towards human visitors, it is not

surprising that many dierent resear h questions are a tively pursued in this area at the moment, e.g. verti al
sear h engines [13℄.
In this paper we present

DNavigator,

a framework to automate the ne essary intera tion steps to obtain

data from Deep Web sites. The idea is to re ord the user intera tions from the initial Web form to the desired
result page.

These intera tions are generalized, where two dierent phases

an be distinguished: the lling

out and submission of the frontend form ( f. (1) in Figure 1) and the a tions performed on intermediate pages
( f. (2) in Figure 1). Consequently, DNavigator

onsists of two

omponents: Web form analysis and Deep Web

navigation modeling.
This framework has been motivated by the FireSear h proje t [15℄, whi h is geared towards

olle ting and

analyzing Deep Web data at query time. The ultimate extra tion and labeling of data from the result page is
done with the ViPER extra tion system [23℄. However, as the framework has been implemented in JavaS ript
and Java as a Firefox plugin it

ould be used with minor modi ations in other proje ts, e.g. for a domain-spe i

Meta Sear h engine, where the relevant Deep Web sour es

ould be integrated by an interested

ommunity, as

well.
The paper is stru tured as follows: we start with a des ription of the two main

omponents of our framework,

namely the analysis of form elds in Se tion 2 and the navigation model in Se tion 3. Se tion 4 deals with the
intri a ies of implementing our resear h prototype in the Firefox browser. In Se tion 5 we present an evaluation
of our system and in Se tion 6 we dis uss related work. Finally, we give an outlook on future work in Se tion 7
and

on lude with Se tion 8.

∗ Institute of Computer S ien e, Albert-Ludwigs University Freiburg, Germany,

{wangy,hornungt}informatik.uni-freiburg.de
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Fig. 1.1. A

2. Form analysis.

essing a Deep Web site

Web forms are omnipresent: whether the user sear hes for information on Google,

parti ipates in an online vote, or

omments an entry in a blog, she always provides information via lling out

and submitting a form. On a more te hni al level, ea h input element (in the
all elements in the form eld that

an be provided with a value, e.g.

ontext of this paper we refer to

he kboxes, as input elements) of a Web

form is asso iated with a unique ID and on submission of the form the value assignments are en oded as either
GET or POST HTTP request [3℄.

Fig. 2.1. Web form with HTML representation

Figure 2.1 shows an example of a simple Web form.

name

is

s1 and

The unique ID for the input element labeled

First

thus the asso iated HTTP GET request looks as follows:

GET /sear h. gi?s1=Yang&s2=Wang HTTP/1.1
Host: www.example.org
User-Agent: Mozilla/4.0
A ept: image/gif, image/jpeg, */*
Conne tion: lose
In Se tion 2.1 we dis uss how to map user-dened labels onto input elements, while we deal in Se tion 2.2
with the problem of dependen ies between dierent input elements.
generate a valid HTTP POST/GET request based on the

Finally, in Se tion 2.3 we show how to

olle ted data.
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2.1. Labeling of Input Elements.

Initially for ea h new Web page we store all o

urring forms with

all input elements, IDs and the range of legal values (i. e. for dropdown menu lists, this would be the set of
legal options), in a database for later analysis. Afterwards the user

an load the desired form eld and label the

desired input elements, e.g. in Figure 2.2 the maximum desired pri e the visitor is willing to pay for a used

ar

has been labeled Pri e-To. The labeling of the Web forms is inspired by the idea of so ial bookmarking [14℄:
ea h user has a personal, evolving vo abulary of tags. Here a tag is a

ombination of a string label with an

XML datatype [15℄. The example in Figure 2.2 shows the user vo abulary in the upper

orner, where the size

of the labels is determined by the frequen y they have been used before.
Overall she has labeled six input elements, e.g. the desired brand and the make of the
for ea h labeled input element, if they are stati

or if there are any dynami

ar. Now we

he k

dependen ies, whi h might be due

to Ajax intera tions with the server. Note, that only these input elements of the form

an be used later on for

querying that have been labeled in this stage.

Fig. 2.2. Labeling of input elements

Our running example is the analysis of a Web sear h engine for used
where ea h

ar model depends on its

one of the other input elements is

ars (http://www.autos

out24.de),

ar make. The other input elements are stati , i. e. they do not

hange if

hanging.

2.2. Dependen y Che k of Input Elements.

The dynami

and stati

ombinations are determined

automati ally after the user has nished labeling the desired input elements based on the following idea: modify
the rst dropdown menu (only dropdown menus are
other input element types are assumed to be stati
available options have hanged. If this is the

urrently

onsidered as

andidates for dynami

elements, all

by default) and he k all other labeled dropdown menus, if the

ase, then modify the dependent dropdown menu to un over layered

dependen ies and mark the dependent menu as dynami . After all dropdown menus have been he ked, we mark
all menus that are not dynami

as stati . To avoid loops, we only

parti ipated in a dependen y in the
ar model would not be

urrent analysis

onsidered if we

he k for further dynami

Figure 2.3 and Figure 2.4 show the resulting stati
After the dependen y

he k possible dropdown menus that have not

y le before, e.g. in the example shown in Figure 2.2 the

and dynami

dependen ies for the

ar make input element.

dependen ies for our running example.

he k, the form is submitted and either a POST or GET HTTP request [3℄ is gener-

ated, whi h en odes the value assignments for the input elements. Here we store the request URL, the a tion
attribute of the form, and the spe i

value assignments, whi h are later used for building new requests oine.
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Fig. 2.3. Relation tree for stati

Fig. 2.4. Relation tree for dynami

2.3. Simulation of Web Form Behavior.
simulate the Web form behavior: we

input elements for

http://www.autos out24.de

input elements for

http://www.autos out24.de

Using the gathered data we now have two possible options to

an either use the variable bindings for the user-dened tags to ll out and

submit the Web form online, taking into

onsideration the dynami

and stati

dependen ies or we

an dire tly

generate a POST/GET HTTP request oine. For obvious reasons, we usually prefer the oine generation, but
as is dis ussed in Se tion 5.2 it is sometimes ne essary to (automati ally) ll out the Web form online.
Suppose the user provided the following variable bindings for our running

ar sear h example

Car-Brand=BMW
Car-Model=850
and the originally

aptured request URL was

http://www.autos out24.de/List.aspx
with the following sear h part

vis=1&make=9&model=16581&...
Now we rst mat h the tags to the
value, yielding

make=13
model=1664

orresponding URL eld and the string representation to the asso iated
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These two key-value pairs

an then be inserted in the original sear h part, whi h gives us the new sear h part:

vis=1&make=13&model=1664&...

Depending if a POST or GET request is required, the variable bindings are either en oded in the body of
the message or dire tly in the URL.
After the HTTP request is send to the server, we either dire tly get ba k the result page, or alternatively an
intermediate page. In the latter

A tion paradigm, whi

3. Deep Web navigation.
the system

ase we automati ally navigate to the result page based on the

The navigation model is a

ru ial part of our system. Based on the model

an determine anytime, if it has already rea hed the result page or if it is on an intermediate page.

Additionally the model determines the a tions, whi h should be performed for a spe i
to

Page-Keyword-

h is presented in the next se tion.

intermediate page, e.g.

li k on a link or ll out a new form eld. The key idea of our Page-Keyword-A tion paradigm is that the

system rst determines its lo ation (intermediate vs. result page) based on a page keyword and then invokes a
series of asso iated a tions if appropriate.

Fig. 3.1. Navigation pro ess

3.1. Deep Web Navigation.
the system with a value map that
eld

ontains dynami

The overall navigation pro ess is illustrated in Figure 3.1: the user provides

ontains for ea h desired input element label/value

input elements for whi h she has provided input label/value

they are legal. If so, we subsequently ll out and submit the form eld with these

ombinations. If the form
ombinations we

he k if

ombinations, whi h yields a

new Web page (additionally, we use the information obtained during form analysis for dire tly generating the
request POST/GET URL; thereby we
he k, if we

whi h result in a new Web page and
as we

an oine mimi

the behavior of the form eld). For this Web page we

an nd one of our dened keywords ( f. Se tion 3.2). If so, we perform the asso iated
he k again if we are on a intermediate page. The

an nd keywords on the Web page. To avoid an innite loop, the user

a tions

ontinues as long

an spe ify an upper bound on the

number of possible intermediate pages, after whi h an error message is returned. If we
on the

y le

annot nd a keyword

urrent Web page, we have found the goal page and return its URL.

3.2. Intermediate Page Keyword.

Deep Web pages are typi ally

a ba kground database is lled into a predened presentation template.

reated dynami ally, i. e. data from
Therefore, we

an usually identify

xed elements, whi h are part of the template and are almost identi al between dierent manifestations. After
the form analysis is nished the user

an iteratively submit the form with dierent options. If an input value

ombination leads her to an intermediate page, she
following.
required.

an identify the relevant keyword as des ribed in the

If she has already rea hed a result page for a value
Note that as long as she is in the

ontext of the

ombination no further user intera tions are

urrently a tive form eld, she

series of intermediate pages and for ea h page spe ify a series of a tions.
intermediate page we opted for a stati

text eld. The reason is that it

an also a

ess a

For the identi ation of a spe i

an be in luded in many HTML elements,

e.g. the div, h2, or the span tag and given our template assumption they serve as a su ient dis riminatory
fa tor. Other more advan ed te hniques based on visual markers on the page or more IR-related te hniques,
su h as text

lassi ation approa hes [19℄,

In Figure 3.2 we have marked potential

ould be used in this

ontext as well and are planned as future work.

andidates for keywords with a re tangle.
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Fig. 3.2. Intermediate pages for

The most likely
for the

http://www.autos out24.de

andidates whi h are most

hara teristi

(left) and

http://www.imdb. om (right)

are en ir led with an ellipse, e.g. the error message

ar sear h servi e shown on the left. After the user has identied the keyword in the page, she

an now

spe ify a tions that should be performed in order to rea h the result page.

3.3. Intermediate Page A tions.

The above spe ied keywords

an be used to identify intermediate

pages. However, our ultimate goal is to nd a result page given a set of input value
form eld. Therefore some a tions, su h as
form, have to be performed to a

ombinations for the initial

li king on a link or lling out and submitting a new (intermediate)

ess the nextpreferably resultpage.

In order to uniquely identify the

appropriate HTML elements on whi h the stored a tions should be exe uted, we dened a path addressing
language

alled KApath, whi h is a semanti

element, the system rst nds the

subset of XPath [5℄. In order to a

ess the appropriate a tion

ommon an estor of the keyword element and the a tion element and then

des ends downwards in the a tion element bran h. Afterwards, the registered a tions are exe uted for the found
a tion element. Thus, KApath supports the following path expressions:

•

/Node[aname1=avalue1 =℄ . . . [anamen=avaluen ℄:
mat hes the spe ied attribute name-value

•
•
•

The element in the DOM tree that

ombinations of type Node,

/P: Immediate parent node of urrent node,
/P::P: All (transitive) parent nodes of urrent node,
/P::P/Node[aname1=avalue1 ℄ . . . [anamen=avaluen ℄:
DOM tree that mat hes the spe ied attribute name-value

The rst found parent node in the

ombinations starting from the

urrent node

and is of type Node,

•
•
•

/Child: Immediate hild nodes of urrent node,
/Child::Child: All (transitive) hild nodes of the urrent node,
/Child::Child/Node[aname1=avalue1 ℄ . . . [anamen=avaluen ℄:

in the DOM tree that mat hes the spe ied attribute name-value

The rst found

hild node

ombinations starting from the

urrent

node and is of type Node.
Figure 3.3 shows an example how the asso iated a tion element in a page

an be referen ed with respe t

to the page keyword with a KApath expression. Here, the TBODY node is the rst

ommon parent node for

both (keyword and a tion) elements. Therefore the system automati ally generates a KApath expression whi h
allows optional intermediate elements between the keyword and the rst
orre t a tion element it is

ru ial to

ommon parent node. For nding the

onsider its attributes as well.

If the desired a tion elements have no (e.g. links) or dynami

attributes (e.g. visibility), we additionally

store the absolute path from keyword to a tion element and the tree stru ture starting from the
Another situation where we
and the

ommon parent.

an make use of the absolute path is when the HTML page stru ture has

ommon parent node is still on the same level in the DOM tree but in another bran h.

stru ture is helpful if there are

hanges on the way downwards from the

ommon parent node.

hanged
The tree
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Fig. 3.3. Example KAPath expression, whi h allows optional HTML elements in the intermediate page

3.4. Re ording User A tions.
omplete navigation model.

Based on the user's browsing behavior, the system

First, she identies the keyword for an intermediate page by

relevant text in the Web page. Then, the system determines the
the relevant

an generate the
li king on the

losest surrounding HTML element and stores

ontext information. Afterwards, the system monitors the user behavior and stores ea h a tion she

performs until she rea hes a new page. Based on this a tion log, the system
paths and tree stru tures for ea h a tion.
To ease the re ording of the user a tions we have implemented
Chi kenfoot [8℄. This intermediate s ript language is

an automati ally determine the

WS ript, a HTML a

tion language similar to

onvenient, be ause in order to nd the HTML elements

on whi h the a tions have to be invoked we have to rely on the navigation stru tures dened in Se tion 3.3.
Therefore, the provided a tions have a navigation and (if appli able) an input part.
The following types of a tions are supported by our system:

link(absolute path, KApath, tree stru ture),
enter(absolute path, KApath, tree stru ture, element name, element ID,

•
•

Cli king on links:

•

Sele ting a he kbox or radio button:

Entering text in input elds:

input value),

ID),

li k(absolute path, KApath, tree stru ture, element name, element

Sele ting an option from a dropdown menu: dropdown(absolute path, KApath, tree stru ture, option
text, element name, element ID), and
• Submitting forms: li k(absolute path, KApath, tree stru ture, element name, element ID).

•

The element name and ID that are present for some a tions are identi al to the name and ID attributes of
the underlying HTML element and are used rst to nd the relevant HTML element. If the lookup by ID and
name fails, the sear h for the a tion element

ontinues with the KApath as des ribed in Se tions 3.3 and 4.2.

For example the following a tion expression would enter

Hallo World

into the text input eld of the HTML tree

in Figure 3.3:

enter(/ParentNode/ParentNode/ParentNode/Child[1℄/Child[1℄/Child[0℄
,/P::P/TBODY[a1=v1℄[a2=v2℄/Child::Child/INPUT[a3=v3℄,
TBODY(TR,TR)/TR(TD,TD)/TD(INPUT),Hallo World)
Together, keyword and the asso iated a tions form the navigation model for this intermediate page ( f.
Figure 3.3).

4. Implementation.

In this se tion, we des ribe in detail the implementation of DNavigator. Be ause

the framework is geared towards
tool must be easy to use.

asual Web users, important requirements must be met, most notably the

The DNavigator fun tionality is implemented as a Firefox extension in Java and

JavaS ript running a MySQL database for storing the ne essary metadata ( f. Figure 4.1). LiveConne t [11℄
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provides JavaS ript with the ability to

reate and manipulate standard Java obje ts so that the system

onne t to the database, e.g. to store the extra ted dynami

an

dependen ies and the navigation model, and fet h

the predened navigation models from the database to manipulate an intermediate page.

Fig. 4.1. System ar hite ture

The rest of this se tion des ribes the implementation as well as the main issues we solved while implementing
the system.

4.1. Navigation Model Creation.

The system tra ks a user's navigation a tions on an intermediate

page by adding JavaS ript event handlers to Web pages before re ording. These event handlers are invoked
when

ertain user a tions o

ur (e.g.,

li king on text,

li king on a link,

hanging the sele ted option in a

dropdown menu, et .), whi h are supported by our system. The re ording pro ess is as follows: when the user
presses the analysis button in the Firefox plugin window, the system sets event handlers on all

li kable elements

in the page displayed in the browser (i. e., handlers for links, handlers for forms, et .). When an event res,
the system re ords all the ne essary information for the event, e.g. KApath, absolute path, tree stru ture et .
It must then wait until the following page is loaded to repeat the pro ess of adding handlers and waiting for
events.
In order to determine the KApath, absolute path and tree stru ture with respe t to the keyword and a tion
element the system traverses the Do ument Obje t Model [1℄ tree starting from both elements.

4.2. Deep Web Navigation.

After submitting the oine generated HTTP request, the rst web page

is returned from the target server. The system inserts an
page has been
system will

onload

handler in the Web page to dete t when the

ompletely loaded. Then, after the page has been downloaded, the navigation is invoked, i. e. the

he k whether one of our predened keyword elements exist in this returned page. If this is the

ase,

it is an intermediate page. Be ause for ea h keyword element we have saved its HTML type, attributes sequen e
and

ontained text, the

he k pro ess was realized in JavaS ript using the do ument obje t and node obje t

based on the DOM tree, i. e. with the method

getElementsByTagName().

elements that have identi al HTML types as keyword element. After the

The system rst nds all HTML

omparison between the attributes of

these found elements and the stored attributes of the keyword element, and between the saved keyword text
and the found keyword text, the system

an determine whether a saved keyword (keyword element) exists in

this intermediate page.
For any intermediate page a number of related a tions must be performed, so that the system is able to
navigate in the dire tion of the result page. Before su h a tions are exe uted, the system must rst nd the
a tion-related elements, i. e. we must nd all HTML elements, on whi h the a tion-events have to be a tivated.
For this goal we use WS ript that was presented in Se tion 3.4. The asso iated s ript will be fet hed from the
database using the Website ID and the identied keywords. Afterwards, an interpreter fun tion is invoked to
parse and exe ute every WS ript expression step by step. Here, we iteratively use the following approa hes:
1. When the

orresponding element's attributes

found with the method

getElementById()

id or name are available, the a
getElementsByName().

and

tion element

an be easily
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2. Otherwise, we try to nd the a tion element based on the KApath-expression.
3. Finally, if the a tion element after exe uting the rst two strategies

annot be found, the system uses

the absolute path and the tree stru ture to lo ate the a tion element.
The exe ution of related a tions is simulated using DOM Level 2 events [1, 2℄, i. e. fake event obje ts are

do ument. reateEvent() method.
element.dispat hEvent() method.

reated using the
using the

5. Evaluation.
a

Afterwards, they are a tivated on the desired a tion element

In our experiments, we evaluated the following aspe ts for our two major

ura y and runtime. For this, we sele ted 100 Deep Web sites from dierent domains, e.g.

video sear h.

60 of them were dire tly adopted from the website table in [7℄, be ause they

omponents:

ar sear h and
ontain a large

amount of data. The others were sele ted by a fo used sear h on Google on Deep Web repositories. For a full
list of the tested Web sites we refer the interested reader to [25℄.

5.1. Experimental Results.

All experiments have been

ondu ted on a Thinkpad T60 (Intel Core Duo

2 Pro essor T7200 2,00Ghz with a 667MHz front side bus and 2GB of main memory) running Windows Vista,
MySQL Server 5.0, Java JDK 1.6 and Firefox 2.0.0.12. The maximal download rate of the internet

onne tion

was 2048 Kbit/s and the maximum upload rate 256 Kbit/s.

5.1.1. Frontend Analysis.
the

orre t stati

and dynami

For 99% of the tested Web sites the frontend analysis was su

essful, nding

dependen ies. Depending on the number of items in the dropdown menus of the

form elds, the time needed for analysis took from 0.5 to 30 se onds, i. e. 4.28 se onds on average. Sin e this
analysis has only to be performed on e, we feel that performan e optimizations for this analysis are of limited
benet, be ause our major fo us is on

orre tly identifying hidden dependen ies between the dropdown menus.
Table 5.1

Time (in se onds) for navigation experiments.

# Int. Pages

# Web Sites

Page Load

1 Model

6 Models

0

58

2.25

2.26

2.31

1

22

-

4.60

4.66

2

14

-

6.47

6.55

3

4

-

8.12

8.23

4

1

-

9.70

9.83

5

1

-

11.06

11.22

5.1.2. Deep Web Navigation.

For 96% of the tested Web sites we were able to su

essfully nd a

keyword and to navigate to the desired result page. The navigation pro ess took from 2.26 to 11.22 se onds,
i. e. 3.79 se onds on average. As shown in Table 5.1 most of the time was spend for loading pages, i. e. 2.25
se onds on average. The
models for ea h page. As

olumns labeled

1 Model

and

an be seen, the overhead for

6 Models

indi ate the number of registered navigation

he king multiple models was marginal in

ontrast to

the time spent for loading pages. This is due to the fa t that the exe ution of the a tions is performed by the
browser on the

lient side and sin e no

omputationally intensive algorithm is required to identify intermediate

pages.

5.2. Open Issues. Our evaluation revealed the following open issues of our system.
5.2.1. Frontend Analysis.
•

Delayed AJAX intera tions: For one Web site we were unable to

orre tly dete t the dynami

den ies be ause the server took longer than our spe ied threshold to

depen-

hange the items in the respe tive

dropdown menu.
This

ould be remedied by in reasing our threshold value to some extent, but further investigation is needed

to nd a general solution for this problem.

5.2.2. Deep Web Navigation.
•

Dynami

request URLs: Usually, dierent request URLs only dier in the sear hpart, i.e. the part of

the URL after ?, due to dierent variable bindings, whi h are transferred to the server. Two Web sites
in our test bed used dierent paths as well, whi h our system

onverts into illegal request URLs.
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•

Hidden form elements: Sin e the user
form elements that have to be

•

an only drag labels to visible form elements, values in hidden

orrelated with visible elements

annot be dete ted by our system.

Session IDs: Session IDs are often used to tra k user intera tions with Web pages and are only valid
for a

ertain period. Be ause we are not able to produ e a new (fake) session ID for ea h servi e, the

oine generated URL be omes invalid over time.
All of the abovementioned issues

ould be solved by lling out the frontend form at runtime and skipping

the oine generation of the URL for su h resour es.

•

Stati

URLs: Our system determines, if a new Web page has been loaded based on the

If the URL does not

urrent URL.

hange after a form has been submitted, we are not able to initiate the navigation

pro ess and add the required event handler as des ribed in Se tion 4.2.
This
a

an be solved by using another metri

for determining if a new Web page has been loaded, e.g.

he ksum of the Web page.

6. Related Work.

[22℄ presents a framework

alled DEQUE for querying Web forms where input values

are allowed from relations as well as from result pages.

As a part of their system they also model Web

form interfa es, but their fo us is more on the modeling of

onse utive forms and they did not

onsider the

dependen ies between form input elements.
A number of navigation

on epts have been proposed for a

essing Deep Web sour es. [10℄ and [18℄ proposed

pro ess-oriented navigation maps, whi h des ribe a set of paths from a start page to a result page. But these
maps rely on

onse utive state transitions and xed intera tions between them. In [16℄ the user a tions from

a spe ied start page over possibly multiple intermediate pages to an end page are re orded in a navigation
map.

The a tions that link two adja ent pages are strongly

onne ted as well.

A sophisti ated Deep Web

navigation strategy based on the bran hed navigation model is proposed in [6℄. The navigation is represented as
a sequen e of pages, with envisioned future support for standard pro ess-ow languages su h as WS-BPEL [4℄.
In [21℄ a navigation sequen e was spe ied in NESQL [20℄. The NESQL expression
a tion elements, for instan e, their spe ied names and types.

these element properties. By storing histori al information from previous a
utilizing browser pools, their system tries to reuse the

ontains metadata about

Ea h expression will be interpreted based on
esses of a Deep Web resour e and

urrent state of a browser. [24℄ des ribe a system

alled

WebVCR, whi h is able to re ord and replay a series of browser steps as a smart bookmark, but they do not
onsider optional intermediate pages.
Our framework is not dependent on a rigid sequen e of intermediate pages, be ause for ea h new page all
keyword patterns are

he ked and therefore the previous state of the system is not important for our page-

oriented navigation model. Besides, we do not need a

omplex navigation algebra or

al ulus for the navigation

pro ess be ause we just save the above des ribed navigation model for ea h intermediate page. For instan e,
the framework proposed by [10℄ relies on a subset of serial-Horn Transa tion F-Logi

[17℄.

As dis ussed in

Se tion 3.4, the saved a tion sequen es are just ma ro pro edures, whi h are interpreted by our JavaS ript
ma ro engine.

7. Future Work.

At the moment we only perform a hard string mat h between user inputs and the

options in a dropdown menu.

If the strings do not mat h exa tly an error is returned.

At the moment we

are investigating approximate string mat hing te hniques [9℄ to alleviate this problem to some extent.
alternative would be to use semanti

apture the similarity between the two

ar

[26℄ tries to automate the extra tion of query
ranges of input values. This

An

similarity metri s, su h as proposed in [27℄, whi h would also be able to
ompanies

Toyota

and

Lexus

(a division of Toyota). The work by

apabilities, su h as labeling form input elements and nding legal

ould be interesting to

ombine with our approa h to suggest tags to the user, or

to try to mat h the labels on the Web form with the tags in the user vo abulary and thus easing the labeling
of the Web forms.
Our experiments suggest that the determination of a suitable keyword is
 ation of an intermediate page, and that for some

ru ial for the su

essful identi-

ases it might be better to skip the oine generation of

the start URL. Currently, we are extending our resear h prototype to a

ept a list of keywords and work on

an algorithm to automati ally suggest meaningful and dis riminatory keywords. Ultimately, we are interested
in generalizing the

on ept of immediate page identi ation to more elaborate te hniques, su h as the visual

appearan e of the Web page.

8. Con lusion.
Web sites, whi h

In this paper we presented DNavigator, a framework for a

essing result pages of Deep

ontributions are twofold: rst, a frontend analysis has been des ribed, whi h needs only to
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be performed on e, and afterwards the system

an simulate the behavior of the Web form oine. Se ond, we

have proposed a simple but ee tive Deep Web navigation strategy, whi h repla es a heavy-weight navigation
al ulus with an intermediate page identi ation pro edure and a set of a tions that navigate to the next page.
The proposed navigation strategy has the following benets:
1.

It is stateless.
on a spe i

2.

Be ause for ea h page, we

he k all available navigation models, we are not dependent

navigation order.

Simple extensibility.

If the system en ounters a new and so far unknown immediate page, the user

an

easily extend the existing navigation model with only a few steps.

3.

Simple presentation of the model.

Ea h navigation model has an intuitive textual representation whi h

is easier to understand and use than a

ompli ated navigation

To sum up, DNavigator oers a simple user interfa e, but su

al ulus.

essfully deals with most of the problems that are

posed by real-world Deep Web sites as our evaluation has shown.
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DERIVING A LIGHTWEIGHT CORPORATE ONTOLOGY FORM A FOLKSONOMY:
A METHODOLOGY AND ITS POSSIBLE APPLICATIONS
CÉLINE VAN DAMME∗
, TANGUY COENEN†
,
Companies use

Abstra t.

ompany-spe i

onsuming and there exists a

However, the

orporate ontology from a

of possible appli ations for the

ost-e iently derives

orporate folksonomy, (2) by means of a folksonomy dataset from a European
ompany-spe i

ompany,

terminology, (3) we dete t a number

ompany when implementing the presented methodology on a

additional evaluation, we asked the

orporate folksonomy and (4) as an

ompany to briey evaluate the results and possible appli ations.

Key words: ontology, folksonomy,

1. Introdu tion.

ontrast, folksonomies or the at bottom-up

reated. In this paper, (1) we present an approa h that

we provide preliminary eviden e that our suggested approa h ree ts the

orporate

urrent ontology engineering te hniques are time-

on eptual mismat h among developers and users. In

onstituted by web users' tags are rapidly

a lightweight

EDDY VANDIJCK∗

terminology that may dier from the terminology used in existing

ontologies (e.g. Tove) and therefore need their own ontology.
taxonomies

AND

ompany, appli ations

It has been stated, e.g. in [24, 6℄ that ontologies improve the

ommuni ation among

humans or ma hines sin e they provide a shared understanding of a domain. This makes that ontologies are
very useful for

ompanies. For instan e they

At this moment, there exist several
These ontologies des ribe general

an help to improve the

ommuni ation between employees.

orporate ontologies, for instan e Tove [7℄ and Enterprise ontology [26℄.

on epts and relations related to enterprise and pro ess modeling. We believe

these kinds of ontologies may not be useful for every enterprise sin e
terminology and

onsequently have their own

ompanies have a

orporate-spe i

on epts. In our opinion, an enterprise may need its own

orporate

ontology.
Building ontologies with the

urrent ontology engineering te hniques have disadvantages. First of all, it is

a very time- onsuming pro ess [2℄ and se ondly the a tual users are not involved in the developing pro ess. As
a

onsequen e there exists a

on eptual mismat h between the developers and the a tual users' vo abulary [11℄.

These disadvantages are not present in the relatively new
resulting folksonomy.

ategorization method

alled tagging and its

Following the Web2.0 paradigm, a growing number of websites in orporate a tag-

ging/folksonomy me hanism. They allow users to refer to resour es (bookmarks, pi tures or s holarly publi ations) on the web with freely sele ted keywords or tags. The users are not restri ted to a
produ ed by a group of experts.
parti ipators in

Users

ontrolled vo abulary

an enter any words that enter their mind. This makes them a tive

reating new tags. Aggregating this user

reated meta data leads to a at, bottom-up taxonomy,

also known as a folksonomy.
Despite the strengths, tagging has its weaknesses: no
to the tags. As a
tags

on eptual meaning or hierar hi al relations are added

onsequen e, tags have no synonyms or homonyms. Furthermore, spe ialized as well as general

an be used to annotate the same resour e [9, 10℄. These weaknesses

tools that enable them to add more information to their tags (e.g.

an be solved by (1)giving the users

luster tags as on Deli ious) [10℄ and/or (2)

trying to generate more information on the tags by employing text mining, statisti al te hniques and asking
additional feedba k from the

ommunity [4℄.

The last few years, we observe a growing attention of the semanti
resulting folksonomies.

web

ommunity for tagging and its

At the one hand, we observe resear hers that try to enri h the at ambiguous tags

with existing online resour es (e.g. Google, Wordnet, existing ontologies) [22℄ and on the other hand, there are
resear hers that

onsider this user

In this paper, we argue that
pli able to a

reated meta data as a valuable sour e to develop ontologies [4℄.
ost-e iently deriving a lightweight ontology from a folksonomy is also ap-

orporate folksonomy. We regard a lightweight ontology as the simplest form of an ontology: an

ontology where only one relation is in luded or a taxonomy as des ribed by [25℄. We propose a 6-step approa h
whi h in ludes several te hniques su h as the Levenshtein metri ,
sitive redu tion and visualization.
ontology

an be built from a

plemented our approa h on a
and Fren h are the two o ial

o-o

urren e,

onditional probability, tran-

Although, some suggestions have already been made on how a

orporate

orporate folksonomy [3℄, no resear h results have been published so far. We imorporate folksonomy of a large European distribution

ompany in whi h Dut h

ompany languages. We obtained the simplest form of an ontology, a lightweight

∗ MOSI, Vrije Universiteit Brussel, Pleinlaan 2, 1050 Brussel, Belgium, { vdamme, eddy.vandij k}vub.a
† STARLab, Vrije Universiteit Brussel, Pleinlaan 2, 1050 Brussel, Belgium, Tanguy.Coenenvub.a .be
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ontology, and visualized it with the open sour e tool Graphviz (http://www.graphviz.org/). By means of the
generated lightweight ontology, we were able to dete t other possible appli ations than the one to improve the
ommuni ation among the employees in the

ompany. As an additional evaluation, we asked the

ompany to

evaluate the results and its appli ations.
The paper is stru tured as follows: we provide an overview of related work in se tion 2. In se tion 3, we
dis uss all the te hniques of the methodology and explain how they
In se tion 4, we elaborate on the
approa h to the dataset.

We des ribe possible appli ations of the approa h for the

Se tion 6 dis usses our ndings and presents future resear h. A

2. Related Work.
sonomies in a

an be integrated in our 6-step approa h.

orporate folksonomy dataset dis uss the general results of applying our
ompany in se tion 5.

on lusion is provided in se tion 7.

At the time of writing, few papers have been written on dis ussing the use of folk-

ompany. The authors in [17℄ present a so ial bookmarking tool,

tag their bookmarks from the

alled Dogear, that lets employees

orporate intranet and the World Wide Web. The advantages of

ollaborative

tagging in the enterprise are dis ussed in [12℄. The authors suggest that tagging

an be used as an expert lo a-

tion tool that fa ilitates the pro ess of organizing meetings with experts in the

ompany. Tags are a ree tion

of people's interest and/or knowledge and

an as a

onsequen e be seen as a tool to dete t experts and their

domain of expertise.
However, the authors in [17, 12℄ do not explain how to make the tags less ambiguous nor turning them
into an ontology. This is dis ussed in [3℄.
Management ontology from a

The authors propose to derive a CRM or Customer Relationship

orporate folksonomy. They suggest an integrated visual approa h that integrates

text mining te hniques, tags and user feedba k. Ea h time the employee adds a message or note to the CRM
system, tags are required. At the same time, automati
tf-idf s ore is

keywords are dete ted based on the tf-idf s ore. The

al ulated by multiplying the word's do ument frequen y by the logarithm of its inverse do ument

frequen y in the set of relevant

ompany do uments. The higher the s ore, the more des riptive the keywords

are [20℄. In a rst phase the user has to indi ate whether there exists a relationship between the tags and the
keywords with the highest tf-idf s ore. The relationship has to be spe ied in a se ond phase. In this approa h,
the human eort as well as the implementation time is very high. We also have to point out that the proposed
approa h still has not been tested.
Literature on folksonomies enri hment or turning folksonomies into ontologies is

urrently more

the domain of the World Wide Web. In [21℄ tags of the photo-sharing site Fli kr (http://www.Fli

ommon in

kr. om/)

were used in an experiment to indu e a taxonomy, the simplest form of an ontology [25℄. The approa h of [21℄
is based on statisti al natural language pro essing te hniques where a subsumption or hierar hi al relation was
dedu ted. The authors of [22, 4℄ both suggest to in lude dierent te hniques as well as the wealth of existing
online web resour es su h as Wordnet, Wikipedia, Google, online di tionaries and existing ontologies.

The

authors in [22℄ present an approa h to enri h tags with semanti s to make it possible to integrate folksonomies
and the semanti web. The authors use online lexi al resour es (e.g. Wordnet, Wikipedia, Google) and ontologies
to map tags into

on epts, properties or instan es and determine the relations between mapped tags. However,

the resour es are tapped in one way (e.g. Wikipedia is used as spelling
not involved to
ree t new

he ker for tags) and the

ommunity is

onrm the semanti s obtained from existing ontologies and resour es. Consequently, tags that

on epts, relations or instan es or new relations between tags are negle ted. On the

ontrary, the

opposite is suggested in [4℄: ontologies are derived from folksonomies. Online lexi al resour es are suggested
to be exploited in several ways. For instan e Wikipedia is suggested as a spelling
nding

on epts and homonyms. Furthermore, the authors suggest involving the

However, a

orporate folksonomy diers from a folksonomy

their underlying motivations and the environment

he ker as well as a tool for
ommunity.

reated on the World Wide Web. The users,

an be dierent. In

ase of a

orporate folksonomy the user or

employee is known and will not always tag voluntarily. An employee may be enfor ed to tag or may be given an
in entive by the

ompany. As a

onsequen e, the amount of additional feedba k asked from the users to

a lightweight ontology should be redu ed. Labor

involved with the feedba k pro ess should be minimized. In
the

ooperation of the

ommunity:

ontrast to web

the ontology

losed

ases they are anonymous. Company-spe i

ompany environment whi h makes it hard to in lude web resour es in

onstru tion pro ess. The terminology may

a small group of employees.

ommunities it is far easier to ask

ommunity members have a dierent mindset than employees and are more

willing to parti ipate in additional pro esses. However, in most
terminology is mostly used in a

reate

osts are very high and therefore the number of employees

ontain terms whi h have a spe i

meaning for only
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3. Methodology.

In this se tion, we rst des ribe the dierent te hniques we implement in the 6-step

methodology, motivate why we do not in lude other te hniques or online resour es yet, and then elaborate on
how we integrate the sele ted te hniques as a whole.

3.1. Overview of te hniques.
3.1.1. Levenshtein metri .
distan e between two words.

The Levenshtein metri

More spe i ally, it

is a text similarity metri

whi h

al ulates the

ounts how many letters have to be repla ed, deleted or

inserted to transform one word into the other [13℄. It is a valuable te hnique to verify the similarities of two
tags. In order to

al ulate the distan e, rst all possible tag pairs have to be made. In [22℄ a threshold value of

0.83 is used to indi ate that two tags are similar. Yet tests showed us that a threshold value of 0.83 ex luded
a number of similar tags. For instan e, the Dut h nouns

ets

and

etsen

or

bi y le

and

bi y les

in English,

express the same thing but do not agree in number. Both tags are the same and their Levenshtein similarity is
lower than 0.83. We believe this te hnique should be employed at a lower threshold value, we suggest 0.65, and
in lude human feedba k. A representative employee that is very well aware of all the terminology used in the
ompany

an be asked to

As a tag

onrm or reje t the similarity.

leaning method, we prefer this one to the one often suggested in literature, stemming. A stemming

algorithm redu es tags to their stems or roots. The algorithm removes suxes and hereby e.g. redu es the words

linked

and

language
or they

links

to

link

[19℄.

The algorithm in ludes rules that are language dependent.

an be lost be ause of the stemming algorithm. These words

Company-spe i

an dier from the general spelling rules

an be abbreviations. Some languages, su h as Dut h, in orporate English words in the vo abulary

without adjustments to the Dut h language.
When stemming algorithms are used, there should be a way to determine the language of the tags and
whether it involves

orporate-spe i

3.1.2. Co-o urren e.

language.

Luhn [14℄ stated that the frequen y of words in a text

to dete t relevant keywords for a do ument. Later, resear hers in the domain of
started to use the statisti al te hnique
to

o-o

urren e, the o

luster terms [18℄. [15℄ used a methodology based on

without a

orpus or set of related do uments. The

o-o

o-o

an be used as a te hnique

omputational linguisti s have

urren e of two words used together in a text,
urren e to sele t the keywords for a do ument

urren e te hnique is also proposed in the literature

on folksonomies [21, 22℄. For ea h tagged resour e all the tag pairs are determined. The tie strength between a
tag pair is in reased ea h time two tags are used together.
It is interesting to know whi h tags are often used together to have already an idea whi h terms are often
used together.

3.1.3. Conditional Probability.

A rule based on the

onditional probability denition was proposed in

[16, 21℄. More spe i ally, the rule tries to nd out whether one of the tags in the pair
and the other one as narrower term. By applying the denition of the
probability is

al ulated by dividing the

o-o

an be dened as broader

onditional frequen y, the

onditional

urren e of the tag pair by the frequen y of the individual tags.

Results vary between 0 and 1. The higher the result, the more the term is used in

ombination with the other

term and

onsequently the more depended it is of the other term. When the dieren e between the two results

ex eeds a

ertain threshold value, in [21℄ the threshold value is set to 0.8, a subsumption relationship is found.

Finding an appropriate threshold value should be determined based on trial and error testing.

3.1.4. Transitive Redu tion.

In [21℄ the authors remove the roots that are logi ally above the parent

nodes. However, we believe transitive redu tion, a te hnique from graph theory, is far more interesting. Transitive redu tion redu es the edges of a graph G to a graph G' by keeping all the paths that exist between the
nodes in Graph G [1℄. The edges are

onsequently removed be ause of the implied transitivity.

3.1.5. Visualization Te hniques.

The use of visualization is proposed in [3℄ to lower the barriers to

parti ipate in naming the relations between

on epts. In literature, several approa hes for visualizing tags and

lightweight ontologies are des ribed. In [27℄ CropCir les are suggested to help people understand the
of a

lass hierar hy.

We hypothesize that visualizing the lightweight

omplexity

orporate ontology may fa ilitate the

validation pro ess of the approa h.

3.2. Other Te hniques and online resour es.
te hniques) or online resour es

Of

ourse, a lot of other te hniques (e.g.

ould be interesting to extend the ontology with more relationships.

lustering
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In [22, 4℄ the use of online resour es su h as Google, Wikipedia, online di tionaries is suggested as additional
mean. The resour es are regarded as spelling
spe i

gara

he kers and as a mean for retrieving

on epts. The

terminology makes it hard to use some of the sour es on the internet. For instan e, a

tag, used as the abbreviation of the Dut h word

did not nd any link referring to the
term, but the

garage.

When using

gara

as a sear h term for Google, we

orre t meaning of the term. On Wikipedia, we found a page des ribing the

on ept or des ription attributed to it was in orre t. On Wikipedia,

name of a Spanish newspaper. This
terminology of the

ompany-

ompany had a

gara is a Basque word and the

auses problems. We have to know whether the tag belongs to the spe i

ompany or not. In order to nd this out, human feedba k is ne essary. However, asking

employees to verify the word's ba kground

an qui kly be ome too time- onsuming. Therefore, we de ided not

to in lude any web resour es yet.

3.3. 6-Steps Approa h .

Based on the te hniques dis ussed in previous se tion, we explain how they

an be integrated into our 6-step approa h to derive a

3.3.1. Step 1: Sele tion of the Tags.
available at

orporate ontology form a

orporate folksonomy.

First, we remove all the Dut h stop words (Based on the list

http://snowball.tartarus.org/algorithms/dut h/stop.txt) and lter the messages with fewer

than 2 tags.

We then withdraw the less frequently used tags by ranking the tags in an absolute frequen y.

Although in the domain of automati

indexing upper as well as lower bounds are used to ex lude non-signi ant

words, we assume that removing the upper bound tags will remove important

ompany-spe i

elements for

our lightweight ontology [8℄.

3.3.2. Step 2: Clean the Tags.

Sin e folksonomies do not restri t its user to use a

or predened keywords, tags are polluted (e.g. plural and singular tags) and need to be
Levenhstein similarity metri

ontrolled vo abulary

leaned up. We use the

ombined with human feedba k.

Based on a trial and error method, we de ide to take 0.65 as a threshold value. All the tag pairs that rea h
a Levenhstein similarity of 0.65 will be presented and when two keywords are similar, the user has to
orresponding

he k the

he k button, as visualized in gure one.

Then, the tag with the lowest frequen y will be repla ed with the one with the highest frequen y. We opt
for this rule sin e we believe that the tag with the highest frequen y determines how the word should be written
by the wisdom of the

rowds in the

ompany [23℄.

In gure 3.1, there are 4 tag pairs
be repla

he ked as similar. The tags with the highest frequen y are always on

winkel winkels ) or (shop shops ) translated into English, the tag winkels will
ed with winkel in the database. Whereas the tag pair (artikel1234 artikel1235 ) will not be adjusted.

the left. In the

Latter tag pair

ase of the tag pair (

ontains dissimilar tags be ause they express dierent arti le numbers.

After the adjustment, we resele t the tags following the same pro edure as des ribed in the rst step.

3.3.3. Step 3: Co-o urren e.

For ea h message we make all the tag pairs. Then, we ount the frequen y

of ea h unique tag pair. The more two tags are used together, the higher this frequen y or

o-o

urren e value.

Again, we de ide to in lude only the ones with the highest frequen y to nd the most frequent relations.

3.3.4. Step 4: Finding Broader/Narrower Relations.

We want to derive the simplest form of an

ontology and therefore need to nd the broader/narrower relations between the terms, for instan e the relation
between

animal

and

dog.

Therefore, we divide the

We apply the
o-o

onditional probability fun tion as des ribed in previous se tion.

urren e of the tag pair by the frequen y of the tag itself. We did some manual

tests de iding on 0.70 as the most appropriate threshold value. The higher the threshold value, the broader and
the less deep the resulting ontology will be. For instan e, when the tag pair

animal dog

o

urs a 100 times and

the frequen y of both tags is respe tively 500 and 120, we obtain the following results: animal = 0.2 and dog
= 0.83. The tag dog ex eeds the threshold value of 0.70 and therefore the relation between

animal-dog

an be

onsidered as a broader narrower relationship.

3.3.5. Step 5 & 6: Transitive Redu tion and Visualization.

First, we apply the transitive redu tion

and then we visualize the remaining relations through Graphviz.

4. Dataset.

In this se tion, we present the

our approa h to this dataset.

orporate folksonomy dataset and explain the results of applying
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Fig. 3.1. Asking human feedba k based on the Levenshtein metri

4.1. Des ription orporate folksonomy.
distribution

We have implemented our approa h in a large European

ompany with headquarters in Belgium in whi h Dut h and Fren h are the two o ial

languages. The

ompany

ompany employs more than 15.000 people a ross Europe.

Tagging has been used on all their

ommuni ation messages for more than 20 years. Messages su h as letters

and faxes that are not sent ele troni ally are manually s anned, tagged and ar hived into an information system.
Tags repla e the subje t line of the message. Tagging is
messages

an be

messages have default tags. In
Manually

ompletely integrated in the

orporate

reated manually, automati ally and semi-automati ally. The automati
ase of semi-automati

reated messages require user

messages, the author has to add

ulture. The

and semi-automati
omplementary tags.

reated tags.

Initially, tags were introdu ed to solve the information retrieval problem sin e full text sear h engines were
not available at the time. Tagging has remained part of the

ommuni ation messaging system. However, the

ambiguity of the at tags and the information overload obstru ts the sear h pro ess. The
some tag rules su h as a minimum number of tags, no stop words, no plurals and no
a minority of the employees in the

ompany introdu ed

onjugated verbs, but only

ompany obeys all these rules.

Even though the tagging system at this

ompany is somewhat dierent from

urrent web-based tagging

pra ti es, the 20-years worth of tagged messages represented a real opportunity to test out the approa h in a
real-life

ase. Su h

ases are rare, as not many organizations have adopted tagging in a way whi h allows the

analysis of a large body of tags. Tagging is so widely adopted and part of the
tags

orporate

ulture we believe the

an be made to represent a non-toy lightweight ontology.

4.2. Tag datasets.

In 2006, more than 8.000.000 messages were

total were used. 91% of the messages are

reated and roughly 60.000.000 tags in

reated by Dut h speaking employees.

Due to the large size of the dataset and limited

omputer power, we de ided to make a sele tion of the tags.

We fo used our analysis on the tags added to Dut h messages. More spe i ally, we analyzed 2 dierent message
types individually: qui k internal messages and notes sin e these are often used message types in the

ompany.
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As we dis uss in the following paragraphs, we split the dataset into two sets and applied the 6-steps approa h
to tags annotated to qui k internal and notes message types from both datasets.

4.2.1. Tag dataset 1: tags from automati , semi-automati and manual messages.
ginning, we were not able to make a distin tion between tags from automati , semi-automati
messages sin e a unique eld to lter out the manual ones is not stored by the
tag dataset

onsisted of tags from the automati , semi-automati

Some information systems in the

ompany

ertain issues, for instan e an employee

an send automati

onrms to be present at a

At the be-

and manual

ompany. Therefore, the rst

and manual messages.
messages to the employees to inform them on
ertain meeting and the system automati ally

sends a message to the person who organized the meeting. Tags are automati ally generated and added to the
message. In the

ase of semi-automati

messages, a message is based on an existing template in luding a list

of tags that have to be extended. Whereas in the
manually

ase of manual messages, the message as well as the tags are

reated.

We applied the approa h to this dataset and after tag

leansing, we sele ted a group of tags (approximately

150) with a very high frequen y (between 5000 and 147.000) to grasp the meaning and interrelations of these
frequently used tags. We did the same for the sele tion of tag pairs.
In gure 4.1, a part of the obtained lightweight ontology of the qui k internal messages is visualized. We
renamed the top level node name_of_shop to guarantee the anonymity of the

ompany.

Fig. 4.1. Partial results obtained from analyzing the qui k internal messages from dataset 1

4.2.2. Tag dataset 2: tags from manual messages.
the

After presenting and dis ussing former results at

ompany, we realized it would be interesting to lter out the manual

sages are automati ally

reated tags. Apparently, many mes-

reated and therefore partially inuen e the results re eived through previous dataset.

Based on the additional information given by the

ompany, we were able to write a small s ript that allows

us to make a distin tion between the dierent kinds of messages. In total there are around 7.340.000 Dut h
messages

reated in 2006. 72% of them are automati ally

reated, 23% manually and 5% semi-automati ally.

The same steps of the approa h were applied to this dataset. Again, we sele ted a set of tags whi h have a
frequen y of more than 1.000, and employed the same threshold values as des ribed in the approa h. Finally,
we re eived the result displayed in gure 4.2.

4.3. Dis ussion of Results.

When visually

that the 2 generated lightweight ontologies

omparing the output of the two message types, we noti e

ontain dierent terms. This means that the tag usage between the

two message types diers. Consequently, we will need to nd a way to map the dierent partial results into a
omplete ontology.
We noti e that we have

aptured other relations than merely broader/narrower or

instan e the relation between the tags

name of shop

and

baby,

an not really be

a kind of relations. For
a kind of relation

onsidered as
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Fig. 4.2. Partial results obtained from the message type Notes from the se ond dataset

but more like a

is related to relation.

It provides more information regarding a sto k item of the shop. Therefore,

it would be interesting to nd a way to

apture these dierent kinds of relations and also

he k whether we may

still apply transitive redu tion.
We also observed that the graphs, as in gure 3.1, in lude some tags
su h as

arti le, bebe, magasin, pie e, re hange.

When having a

are some bilingual messages with bilingual tags. The tags

orresponding to the Fren h language

loser look at the data set, we noti ed that there

an not be dire tly ltered from the database sin e

there is no unique identier. Looking at the results, we observed a pattern: the same tag relation exists between
the Dut h and Fren h tag pair e.g. in gure 3.1 (artikel, baby) and (arti le, bebe). We also observed this in the
other results whi h are not visually in luded in this paper.
Tests with the Levenhstein metri , revealed that we
similarity among both languages e.g.
metri

fa tuur

an eliminate some Fren h tags due to the

in Dut h and

fa ture

in Fren h.

lose

In this way, the Levenshtein

an redu e the pollution by Fren h tags.

By applying our approa h to these tags, we have redu ed their tag's weaknesses as des ribed in the rst
se tion. We now know with whi h other terms tags are mostly used together, for instan e the tag
used together with the tag

name_of_shop.

fout

is often

Pollution su h as singular and plural tags is ltered out.

Sin e some parts of the obtained lightweight ontology are logi ally interpretable, we briey veried the
results by presenting them to the IT-dire tor and the

ommuni ation system's analyst of the

veried the results by looking at the visualizations and he king the tags in the
system.

They both

onrmed that it ree ts the

approa h would be valuable to improve the

ompany's terminology.

ompany. They

ommuni ation system messaging

Therefore, we

on luded that the

ommuni ation among the employees. It visualizes how terms are

often used together. When applying the approa h on the tag dataset of every department, we should be able
to

ompare the terminology of the dierent departments.

5. Possible Appli ations.

ommuni ation in the

ompany as

motivated by [24, 6℄. However, we believe that the methodology whi h we presented in this paper

Ontologies

an be used to improve the

an be used

for other appli ations than merely improving the

ommuni ation among the employees in the

ompany. The

fa t that the methodology is based (1) on the analysis of meta data or tags generated by the employees in
the

ompany and (2) the tagging pro ess of the

ompany under study is

ompletely integrated with the a tual

business pro esses, generates a broad overview on the a tivities taken pla e over a

ertain time period.

As we will explain in the next paragraphs, we believe the visualization obtained from the approa h
be used as a de ision tool for management, follow-up tool for new terminology and as a tool for the

ould

reation of

new teams.

5.1. De ision Management Tool.
orporate ontology from a folksonomy

We believe that our methodology of building a visual lightweight

an be

onsidered as a kind of business intelligen e tool.

intelligen e aims at dis overing interesting information based on analyzing the existing data in the
order to improve the de ision making pro ess and generate a

Business
ompany in

ompetitive advantage [5℄.

By observing gure 1, we noti ed two remarkable relations. On the one hand, we saw that there exists a
link between the

fout

or

mistake

name of shop

in English.

(we renamed this tag to guarantee the anonymity of the

On the other hand, we found a relationship between the

ompany) and the tag

name of shop

and the
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Tongerl

tags

and

Fil3965.

The tag

Tongerl

is used as the abbreviation for a Belgian

ID of one of the shops. The rst mentioned relationship

the relationship between these tags should be further investigated. The latter one

Fil3965

has high sales revenue or high

results

ould be

ustomer's

the

Fil3965

is the

ould indi ate that the shop

omplaints. By taking the time fa tor into a

ount, these

ompared over dierent time periods. Therefore, the approa h presented in this paper might

be an interesting tool for high-level managers in the
level

ity and

ould be a signal that something is wrong and that

ompany's issues su h as

ompany. High-level managers are more fo used on higher

orporate strategy and are not always aware of all the things that are going on in

ompany. The visualization of the lightweight ontology obtained through our approa h

ould support them

in their daily work and help them in de ision making. Therefore, we regard it as a kind of tool for de ision
making or a sort of add-on for an existing business intelligen e tool.

5.2. Follow-up Tool for new Terminology.
tool for new

orporate terminology.

ompany a quisition, su h an approa h
ompany, the a quired

The proposed approa h

ould be valuable as a follow-up

It reveals how new terms are utilized and interpreted.
ould be very interesting. When a

ompany will have to apply new terminology to improve the

between both of them.

Again, the time fa tor

In the

ase of

ompany gets a quired by another
ommuni ation pro ess

an be in luded in the pro ess to evaluate and

ompare the

results.

5.3. Creating Teams.

When new teams have to be set up, the approa h might be helpful to

most appropriate employees. This visualization shows how tags are
the terms that are related to a
new team. Of
tags,

ertain word, the

orresponding employees

ourse, so ial networking te hniques [16℄ whi h

hoose the

ombined with other ones. By sele ting all
ould be sele ted for the

an be used to

reation of a

luster employees based on shared

an be used as an additional te hnique to nd employees.

6. Dis ussion and Future Resear h.
the IT-dire tor and
of the approa h.
ompany.

Next to briey validating the approa h by presenting the results to

ommuni ation system's analyst of the

ompany, we also dis ussed the possible appli ations

In their opinion, the rst and third appli ation benet would be most interesting to their

They even suggested a visual sear h tool as an additional appli ation.

Su h as tool

ould be an

extension of the suggested management tool. When the manager nds an interesting hierar hi al relation or
luster, he should be able to

li k on it to retrieve the

orresponding messages.

We plan to expand our tests to other message types to verify the appli ations whi h we dedu ed from our
urrent results. In addition, we should set up fo us groups with employees of the
the possible appli ations

ompany where the results and

an be extensively dis ussed. The approa h should be further extended and in lude

more te hniques and algorithms su h as

lustering te hniques. In this way, more relations might be in luded in

the ontology.
A threshold value that determines the minimal optimal frequen y of a

ertain tag to be taken into a

ount

when applying our methodology should also be found.
When taking tags into a

ount for business intelligen e appli ations, the quality of the tags, be omes an

important issue. Tagging does not restri t its users to use a predened
use whatever tags or keywords they like. Sin e no

ontrolled vo abulary, they are free to

ontrol me hanism is in luded, there is no

ertitude regarding

the quality of the tags. Therefore, metri s to automati ally dete t high quality tags be omes a real ne essity.
Further, we will try to nd a method to map the ontologies obtained by applying the approa h to dierent
message types. However, we believe a

ost-benet analysis should also be built-in in the approa h to evaluate

whether a more extended version of the ontology will generate the ne essarily return on investment. Currently,
the approa h minimizes the human input and in this way a lightweight-ontology is
the

ost-e iently derived from

orporate folksonomy.

7. Con lusion.
the employees.

Sin e

Companies need a

ontology engineering te hnique based on
folksonomy into a lightweight
to an existing

orporate ontology be ause it

an improve the

ommuni ation among

urrent ontology engineering te hniques have some disadvantages, we proposed a new
orporate folksonomies. It is a 6-step approa h to turn a

orporate ontology. By means of a

orporate folksonomy dataset. Based on a rst small validation we

lightweight ontology ree ts the

on luded that the obtained

ompany's terminology and might help to improve the

the employees. We also dedu ed a number of possible appli ations for a
follow-up tool for new terminology and as a tool for the

orporate

orporate folksonomy, we applied our approa h
ommuni ation among

ompany: de ision tool for management,

reation of new teams.
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FUZZY CONSTRAINT-BASED SCHEMA MATCHING FORMULATION
ALSAYED ALGERGAWY, EIKE SCHALLEHN,
The deep Web has many

Abstra t.

a

on eptual

hallenges to be solved.

AND

GUNTER SAAKE∗

Among them is s hema mat hing.

onne tion between the s hema mat hing problem SMP and the fuzzy

parti ular, we propose the use of the fuzzy
mat hing problem.

onstraint optimization problem as a framework to model and formalize the s hema

By formalizing the SMP as a FCOP, we gain many benets.

optimization problem with a set of soft

In this paper, we build

onstraint optimization problem FCOP. In

onstraints whi h are able to

a tual algorithm solution be omes independent of the

First, we

on rete graph model, allowing us to

algorithm by introdu ing a new level of abstra tion. Moreover, we

ould express it as a

ombinatorial

ope with un ertainty in s hema mat hing.

ould dis over

Se ond, the

hange the model without ae ting the

omplex mat hes easily. Finally, we

ould make

a trade-o between s hema mat hing performan e aspe ts.
Key words: s hema mat hing,

1. Introdu tion.
Web

onstraint programming, fuzzy

onstraints, obje tive fun tion

The deep Web (also known as Deepnet or the hidden Web) refers to the World Wide

ontent that is not a part of the surfa e Web.

magnitude larger than the surfa e Web [4℄.

It is estimated that the deep Web is several orders of

As the number of deep Web sour es has been in reasing as the

eorts needed to enable users to explore and integrate these sour es be ome essential.
systems have been developed to open the deep Web to users.
S hema mat hing is the task of identifying semanti
s hemas.
and

It plays a

S hema mat hing

is the

As a result software

ore task of these systems.

orresponden es among elements of two or more

entral role in many data appli ation s enarios [22, 17℄: in

data integration, to identify
data warehousing,

hara terize inter-s hema relationships between multiple (heterogeneous) s hemas; in

E-business, to help to map messages between dierent XML
the Semanti Web, to establish semanti orresponden es between on epts of dierent web sites
ontologies; and in data migration, to migrate lega y data from multiple sour es into a new one [10℄.
to map data sour es to a warehouse s hema; in

formats; in

Due to the

omplexity of s hema mat hing, it was mostly performed manually by a human expert. However,

manual re on iliation tends to be a slow and ine ient pro ess espe ially in large-s ale and dynami
ments. Therefore, the need for automati

environ-

s hema mat hing has be ome essential. Consequently, many s hema

mat hing systems have been developed for automating the pro ess, su h as Cupid [17℄, COMA/COMA++ [6, 1℄,
LSD [8℄, Similarity Flooding [20℄, OntoBuilder [13℄, QOM [12℄, BTreeMat h [11℄, S-Mat h [14℄, and Spi y [3℄.
Manual semanti

mat hing over omes mismat hes whi h exist in element names and also dierentiates between

dieren es of domains. Hen e, we
automati

mat hing may

ould assume that manual mat hing is a perfe t pro ess. On the other hand,

arry with it a degree of un ertainty, as it is based on synta ti , rather than semanti ,

means. Furthermore, re ently, there has been renewed interest in building database systems that handle unertain data in a prin ipled way [9℄. Hen e a short rant about the relationship between databases that manage
un ertainty and data integration systems appears. Therefore, we should surf for a suitable model whi h is able
to meet the above requirements.
A rst step in dis overing an ee tive and e ient way to solve any di ult problem su h as s hema
mat hing is to

onstru t a

omplete problem spe i ation. A suitable and pre ise denition of s hema mat hing

is essential for investigating approa hes to solve it.

S hema mat hing has been extensively resear hed, and

many mat hing systems have been developed. Some of these systems are rule-based [6, 17, 20℄ and others are
learning-based [16, 7, 8℄. However, formal spe i ations of problems being solved by these systems do not exist,
or are partial. Little work is done towards s hema mat hing problem formulation e.g. in [25, 23℄.
In the rule-based approa hes, a graph is used to des ribe the state of a modeled system at a given time,
and graph rules are used to des ribe the operations on the system's state.
using graph rules has a worst

ase

algorithm of exponential time

omplexity is una

a hieve a

As a

onsequen e in pra ti e,

omplexity whi h is exponential to the size of the graph.

eptable performan e it is inevitable to

to be mat hed. Beside that, there is a striking

eptable for serious system implementation.

Of

ourse, an

In general, to

onsequently exploit the spe ial properties of both s hemas

ommonality in all rule-based approa hes; they are all based on

ba ktra king paradigms. Knowing that the overwhelming majority of theoreti al as well as empiri al studies
on the optimization of ba ktra king algorithms is based on the

ontext of

onstraint problem (CP), it is near

∗ Department of Computer S ien e, Magdeburg University, 39106 Magdeburg, Germany (Alshahat|eike|sakeovgu.de).
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to hand to open this knowledge base for s hema mat hing algorithms by reformulating the s hema mat hing
problem as a CP [24, 18, 5℄.
To summarize, we are in a need to a framework whi h is able to fa e the following
1.

hallenges:

formalizing the s hema mat hing problem :

Although many mat hing systems have been developed to

solve the s hema mat hing problem, but no

omplete work to address the formulation problem. S hema

mat hing resear h mostly fo uses on how well s hema mat hing systems re ognize

orresponden es. On

the other hand, not enough resear h has been done on formal basi s of the s hema mat hing problem.
2.

trading-o between s hema mat hing performan e aspe ts : The performan e of a s hema mat hing
system omprises two equally important fa tors; namely mat hing ee tiveness and mat hing e ien y.
The ee tiveness is
e ien y is

on erned with the a

ura y and the

orre tness of the mat h result while the

on erned with the system resour es su h as the response time of the mat h system. Re ent

s hema mat hing systems report

onsiderable ee tiveness [6℄, however, the e ien y aspe ts remain a

missing area and represent an open

hallenge for the s hema mat hing

ommunity. Improving s hema

mat hing e ien y results in de reasing mat hing ee tiveness, so a trade-o between the two aspe ts
should be
3.

onsidered.

dealing with un ertainty of s hema mat hing:

S hema mat hing systems should be able to handle

un ertainty arises during the mat hing pro ess from dierent sour es. Re ently, there has been renewed
interest in building database systems that handle un ertain data and its lineage in a prin ipled way, so
a short rant about the relationship between databases that manage un ertainty and lineage and data
integration systems appears. In addition to, in order to fully automate the mat hing pro ess, we make
use of extra tor tools whi h extra t dierent data models and represent them as a

ommon model. The

extra tion pro ess brings errors and un ertainties to the mat hing pro ess

In this paper, we build a on eptual onne tion between the s hema mat hing problem (SMP) and the fuzzy
onstraint optimization problem (FCOP). On one hand, we onsider s hema mat hing as a new appli ation of
fuzzy

onstraints; on the other hand, we propose the use of the fuzzy

onstraint satisfa tion problem as a new

approa h for s hema mat hing. In parti ular, in this paper, we propose the use of the FCOP to formulate the
SMP. However, our approa h should be generi , i. e. have the ability to

ope with dierent data models and be

used for dierent appli ation domains. Therefore, we rst transform s hemas to be mat hed into a
model

alled rooted labeled graphs. Then we reformulate the graph mat hing problem as a

There are many benets behind this formulation. First, we gain dire t a

ommon data

onstraint problem.

ess to the ri h resear h ndings in the

CP area; instead of inventing new algorithms for graph mat hing from s rat h. Se ond, the a tual algorithm
solution be omes independent of the

on rete graph model, allowing us to

hange the model without ae ting

the algorithm by introdu ing a new level of abstra tion. Third, formalizing the SMP as a FCOP fa ilitates
handling un ertainty in the s hema mat hing pro ess. Finally, we

ould simply deal with simple and

omplex

mappings.
The paper is organized as follows: Se tion 2 introdu es ne essary preliminaries. Our framework to unify
s hema mat hing is presented in Se tion 3 in order to illustrate the s ope of this paper. Se tion 4 shows how
to formulate the s hema mat hing problem as a

onstraint problem. Se tion 5 des ribes the related work. The

on luding remarks and ongoing future work are presented in Se tion 6.

2. Preliminaries.
and
basi

This paper is based mainly on two existing bodies of resear h, namely graph theory [2℄

onstraint programming [24, 18, 5℄. To keep this paper self- ontained, we briey present in this se tion the
on epts of them.

2.1. Graph Model.

A s hema is the des ription of the stru ture and the

of a set of related elements su h as tables,

olumns,

ontent of a model and

lasses, or XML elements and attributes.

onsists

There are

many kinds of data models, su h as relational model, obje t-oriented model, ER model, XML s hema, et . By
s hema stru ture and s hema

ontent, we mean its s hema-based properties and its instan e-based properties,

respe tively. In this subse tion we present formally rooted (multi-)labeled dire ted graphs used to represent
s hemas to be mat hed as the internal

ommon model.

A rooted labeled graph is a dire ted graph su h that nodes and edges are asso iated with labels, and in
whi h one node is labeled in a spe ial way to distinguish it from the graph's other nodes. This spe ial node is
alled the root of the graph. Without loss of generality, we shall assume that every node and edge is asso iated
with at least one label: if some nodes (resp. edges) have no label, one
is asso iated with every node (resp. edge). More formally, we

an add an extra anonymous label that

an dene the labeled graph as follows:
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Definition 2.1.

A Rooted Labeled Graph G is a 6-tuple G = (NG , EG , LabG , sr , tar, l) where:

• NG = {nroot, n2 , . . . , nn } is a nite set of nodes, ea h of them is uniquely identied by an obje t identier
(OID), where nroot is the graph root.
• EG = {(ni , nj )|ni , nj ∈ NG } is a nite set of edges, ea h edge represents the relationship between two

nodes.
LabG ={ LabN G , LabEG } is a nite set of node labels LabN G , and a nite set of edge labels LabEG .
These labels are strings for des ribing the properties (features) of nodes and edges.
• sr and tar: EG 7→ NG are two mappings (sour e and target), assigning a sour e and a target node to
ea h edge (i. e. if e = (ni , nj ) then src(e) = ni and tar(e) = nj ).
• l : NG ∪ EG 7→ LabG is a mapping label assigning a label from the given LabG to ea h node and ea h
edge.
• |NG | = n is the graph size.
•

Now that we have dened a

on rete graph model, in the following subse tion we present basi s of

onstraint

programming.

2.2. Constraint Programming.

Many problems in

omputer s ien e, most notably in Arti ial Intelli-

Semanti s hema mat hing is also an intelligen e pro ess whi h aims at mimi king the behavior of humans in nding semanti orresponden es between
s hemas' elements. Therefore, onstraint programming is a suitable s heme to represent the s hema mat hing
problem.
gen e,

an be interpreted as spe ial

ases of

Constraint programming is a generi
parti ularly

ombinatorial, problems.

attra ting widespread

framework for de larative des ription and ee tive solving for large,

Not only it is based on a strong theoreti al foundation but also it is

ommer ial interest as well, in parti ular, in areas of modeling heterogeneous optimization

and satisfa tion problems. We, here,
denitions for CSPs,

onstraint problems.

on entrate only on

onstraint satisfa tion problems (CSPs) and present

onstraints, and solutions for the CSPs.

A Constraint Satisfa tion Problem P is dened by a 3-tuple P=(X,D,C) where,
a nite set of variables.
is a olle tion of nite domains. Ea h domain Di is the set ontaining the
possible values for the orresponding variable xi ∈ X .
• C = {C1 , C2 , . . . , Cm } is a set of onstraints on the variables of X.
Definition 2.3. A Constraint Cs on a set of variables S = {x1 , x2 , . . . xr } is a pair Cs = (S, Rs ), where
Rs is a subset on the produ t of these variables' domains: Rs ⊆ D1 × · · · × Dr → {0, 1}.
Definition 2.2.

• X = {x1 , x2 , . . . , xn } is
• D = {D1 , D2 , . . . , Dn }

The number

r

of variables a

onstraint is dened upon is

alled arity of the

onstraint. The simplest type is

unary onstraint, whi h restri ts the value of a single variable. Of spe ial interest are the onstraints of arity
two, alled binary onstraints. A onstraint that is dened on more than two variables is alled a global onstraint.
the

Solving a CSP is nding assignments of values from the respe tive domains to the variables so that all
onstraints are satised.

Definition 2.4. (Solution of a CSP) An assignment Λ is a solution of a CSP if it satises all the onstraints
of the problem, where the assignment Λ denotes an assignment of ea h variable xi with the orresponding value
ai su h that xi ∈ X and ai ∈ Di .
Example 1. (Map Coloring) We want to olor the regions of a map, shown in Fig. 2.1, in a way that no
two adja ent regions have the same

olor. The a tual problem is that only a

available. Let's we have four regions and only three

ertain limited number of

olors. We now formulate this problem as

olors is

CSP = (X, D, C)

where:

• X = {x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 } represents the four regions,
• D = {D1 , D2 , D3 , D4 } represents the domains of
{red, green, blue}, and
• C = {C(x1,x2) , C(x1,x3) , C(x1,x4) , C(x2,x4) , C(x3,x4) }
su h that C(xi,xj) = {(vi, vj) ∈ Di × Dj|vi 6= vj}.

the variables su h that
represents the set of

D1 = D2 = D3 = D4 =

onstraints must be satised

As shown in Example 1, there are a number of solutions to the spe ied CSP. Any one of them is

onsidered

a solution to the problem. However, in the s hema mat hing eld, we do not only sear h for any solution but
also the best one. The quality of solution is usually measured by an appli ation dependent fun tion
obje tive fun tion. The goal is to nd su h a solution that satises all the
the obje tive fun tion. Su h problems are referred to as

alled the

onstraints and minimize or maximize

onstraint optimization problems (COP).
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Fig. 2.1. Map

oloring example

Definition 2.5. A Constraint Optimization Problem Q is dened by ouple Q =(P,g) su h that P is a
CSP and g : D1 × · · · × Dn → [0, 1] is an obje tive fun tion that maps ea h solution tuple into a value.
Example 2. (Traveling Salesman) The traveling salesman problem is to nd the shortest losed path by
whi h

ity out of a set of

n

ities is visited on e and only on e.

While powerful, both CSP and COP present some limitations. In parti ular, all

onstraints are

onsidered

mandatory. In many real-world problems, su h as the s hema mat hing problem, there are onstraints that
be violated in solutions without
mandatory, this often
are found.

auses problems to be unsolved. If these

eptable. If these

ould

onstraints are treated as

onstraints are ignored, solutions of bad quality

This is a motivation to extend the CSP s heme and make use of soft onstraints.

in onsistent

A way to

ir umvent

onstraints problems is to make them fuzzy [15℄. The idea is to asso iate fuzzy values with the

elements of the
A

ausing su h solutions to be una

onstraints, and

ombine them in a reasonable way.

onstrain, as dened before, is usually dened as a pair

onsisting of a set of variables and a relation

on these variables. This denition gives us the availability to model dierent types of un ertainty in s hema
mat hing. In [9℄, authors identify dierent sour es for un ertainty in data integration. Un ertainty in semanti
mappings between data sour es

an be modeled by exploiting fuzzy relations while other sour es of un ertainty

an be modeled by making the variable set a fuzzy set. In this paper, we take the rst one into a

ount while

the other sour es are left for our ongoing work.

Definition 2.6. (Fuzzy Constraint) A Fuzzy Constraint Cµ on a set of variables S = {x1 , x2 , . . . , xr }
Q
is a pair Cµ = (S, Rµ ), where the fuzzy relation Rµ , dened by µR : xi∈var(C) Di 7→ [0, 1] where µR is the
membership fun tion indi ating to what extent a tuple v satises Cµ .
• µR (v) = 1 means v totally satises Cµ ,
• µR (v) = 0 means v totally violates Cµ , while
• 0 < µR (v) < 1 means v partially satises Cµ .
Definition 2.7. A Fuzzy Constraint Cµ on a set of variables S = {x1 , x2 , . . . xr } is a pair Cµ = (S, Rµ ),
Q
where the fuzzy relation Rµ , dened by µR : xi ∈var(C) Di → [0, 1] where µR is the membership fun tion
indi ating to what extent a tuple v satises Cµ .
• µR (v) = 1 means v totaly satises Cµ ,
• µR (v) = 0 means v totaly violates Cµ , while
• 0 < µR (v) < 1 means v partially satises Cµ .
Definition 2.8. A Fuzzy Constraint Optimization Problem Qµ is a 4-tuple Qµ = (X, D, Cµ, g) where X
is a list of variables, D is a list of domains of possible values for the variables, Cµ is a list of fuzzy onstraints
ea h of them referring to some of the given variables, and g is an obje tive fun tion to be optimized.
In the following se tion we shed the light on our s hema mat hing framework to determine the s ope of
s hema mat hing understanding.

3. A unied s hema mat hing framework.

Ea h of the existing s hema mat hing systems deals with

the s hema mat hing problem from its point of view. As a result the need to a generi

framework that unies

the solution of this intri ate problem independent on the domain of s hemas to be mat hed and independent on
the model representations be omes essential. To this end, we suggest the following general phases to address the
s hema mat hing problem. Figure 2 shows these phases with the main s ope of this paper. The four dierent
phases are:

•

importing s hemas to be mat hed;

TransMat

Phase,
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Fig. 3.1. Mat hing Pro ess Phases

•
•
•

Pr-mat hing Phase,
Mat hing Phase, and
h result; MapTrans Phase.

identifying elements to be mat hed;
applying the mat hing algorithms;
exporting the mat

In the following subse tion we introdu e a framework for dening dierent data models and how to transform
them into s hema graphs. This part follows the same pro edure found in [25℄ to show that dierent data models
ould be represented by s hema graphs.

3.1. S hema Graph.

To make the mat hing pro ess a more generi pro ess, s hemas to be mat hed should

be represented internally by a

ommon representation. This uniform representation redu es the

the mat hing pro ess by not having to
s hema mat h implementation

an be applied to s hemas of any data model su h as

SQL, XML, UML, and et

Therefore, the rst step in our approa h is to transform s hemas to be mat hed into a

.

ommon model in order

to apply mat hing algorithms. We make use of rooted labeled graphs as the internal model. We

TransMat ; Transformation for Mat

omplexity of

ope with dierent representations. By developing su h import tools,

all this phase

hing pro ess.

In general, to represent s hemas and data instan es, starting from the root, the s hema is partitioned into
relations and further down into attributes and instan es. In parti ular, to represent relational s hemas, XML
s hemas, et . as rooted labeled graphs, independently of the spe i

sour e format, we benet from the rules

found in [25, 21℄. These rules are rewritten as follows:

•

Every prepared mat hing obje t in a s hema su h as the s hema, relations, elements, attributes et .
is represented by a node, su h that the s hema itself is represented by the root node. Let s hema
onsist of

m

∀
•

S

elements (elem), then

elem ∈ S ∃ ni ∈ NG ∧ S 7→ nroot, s.t. 1 ≤ i ≤ m

The features of the prepared mat hing obje t are represented by node labels

LabN G.

Let features

(f eatS ) be the property set of an element (elem), then

∀
•

feat ∈ featS ∃ Lab ∈ LabN G

The relationship between two prepared mat hing obje ts is represented by an edge. Let the relationships
between s hema elements be (relS ), then

∀
•

rel ∈ relS ∃ e(ni , nj ) ∈ EG

s. t.

src(e) = ni ∈ NG ∧ tar(e) = nj ∈ NG

The properties of the relationship between prepared obje ts are represented by edge labels
features

rf eatS

be the property set of a relationship

∀

rel,

then,

rfeat ∈ rfeatS ∃ Lab ∈ LabEG

LabEG .

Let
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(a) Two relational s hemas

(b) S hema graphs

Fig. 3.2. Two Relational S hemas & their S hema Graphs (without labels)

(a) Two XML s hemas

(b) S hema graphs

Fig. 3.3. Two XML s hemas & their s hema graphs (without labels

The following two examples illustrate that how these rules
to make our approa h a more generi

an be applied to dierent data models in order

approa h.

Example 3. (Relational Database S hemas) Consider s hemas S and T depi ted in Fig. 3.2(a) (from [20℄).
S and T are tables and attributes. Applying the above rules, the two s hemas S hema S and
S hema T are represented by SG1 and SG2 respe tively, su h that SG1 = (NGS , EGS , LabGS , sr S , tarS , lS ),
The elements of

where

NGS = {n1S , n2S , n3S , n4S , n5S , n6S },

EGS = {e1−2 , e2−3 , e2−4 , e2−5 , e2−6 },

LabGS = LabN S ∪ LabES = {name, type, data type} ∪ {part-of, asso iate},
sr S , tarS , lS

are mappings su h that

sr S (e1−2 ) = n1S , tarS (e2−3 ) = n3S

shows only the nodes and edges of the s hema graphs (SG2

and lS (e1−2 )

= part-of.

Figure 3.2(b)

an be dened similarly).

In this example, we exploit dierent features of mat hing obje ts su h as name, datatype, and type. These
features are represented as nodes' labels.

These features shall be the input parameters to the next phase.

For example, the name of a mat hing obje t in
and another mat hing obje t from
used to determine semanti

SG2,

relationships.

exploit more features as needed.

SG1

will be used to measure linguisti

its datatype is to measure datatype

However, our approa h is exible in the sense that it is able to

Moreover, in this example, we exploit one stru tural feature part-of  to

represent stru tural relationships between nodes at dierent levels.

Other stru tural features e.g.

tion relationship, that is a stru tural relationship spe ifying both nodes are
is represented between keys.

n6T

and

n9T

similarity between it

ompatibility, and its type is

asso ia-

on eptually at the same level,

One asso iation relationship is represented in Fig. 3.2(b) between the nodes

to spe ify a key/foreign key relation.

Visually, asso iation edges are represented as dashed

lines.

Example 4.

framework

(XML S hemas) This example that we dis uss illustrates how our unied s hema mat hing

opes with dierent

hoi es of the models to be mat hed.

Now

onsider two XML s hemas in

Fig. 3.3(a) (from [25℄). The s hemas are spe ied using the XML language deployed on the website biztalk.org
designed for ele troni

do uments used in e-business. The s hema graphs (without labels) of these s hemas are

shown in Fig. 3.3(b). The labels of nodes and edges are the same as Example 3.
Examples 3 and 4 illustrate that using Trans-Mat phase aims at mat hing dierent s hema models. The
mat hing algorithm (Mat hing Phase) does not have to deal with a large number of dierent models.

The

mat hing algorithm only deals with the internal representation. So far, re ent s hema mat hing systems dire tly
determine semanti

orresponden es between two s hemas elements as a graph mat hing problem. In this paper,
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we extend the internal representation, s hema graphs, and reformulate the graph mat hing problem as a fuzzy
onstraint optimization problem.

4. S hema Mat hing as a FCOP.
4.1. S hema Mat hing as Graph Mat hing.

S hemas to be mat hed are transformed into rooted

labeled graphs and, hen e, the s hema mat hing problem is

onverted into graph mat hing.

There are two

graph isomorphism and graph homomorphism. In general, a mat h of one graph into
another is given by a graph morphism, whi h is a mapping of one graph's obje t sets into the other's, with some

types of graph mat hing:

restri tions to preserve the graph's stru ture and its typing information.

Definition 4.1.

A Graph Morphism φ : SG1 → SG2 between two s hema graphs

SG1 = (NGS , EGS , LabGS , srcS , tarS , lS )

and SG2 = (NGT , EGT , LabGT , srcT , tarT , lT )

is a pair of mappings φ = (φN , φE ) su h that φN : NGS → NGT (φN is a node mapping fun tion) and
φE : EGS → EGT (φE is an edge mapping fun tion) and the following restri tions apply:
1. ∀n ∈ NGS ∃ lS (n) = lT (φN (n))
2. ∀e ∈ EGS ∃ lS (e) = lT (φE (e))
3. ∀e ∈ EGS ∃ a path p′ ∈ NGT × EGT su h that p′ = φE (e) and φN (srcS (e)) = srcT (φE (e)) ∧
φN (tarS (e)) = tarT (φE (e)).
The rst two

onditions preserve both nodes and edges labeling information, while the third

preserves graph's stru ture. Graph mat hing is an isomorphi

mat hing problem when

it is homomorphi . Obviously, the s hema mat hing problem is a homomorphi

Example 5.

ondition

|NGS | = |NGT | otherwise

problem.

For the two relational s hemas depi ted in Fig.3.2(a) and its asso iated s hema graphs shown

in Fig.3.2(b), the s hema mat hing problem between s hema
graph mat hing problem between
Graph mat hing is

SG1

and

onsidered to be one of the most

is due to two major problems.

S

and s hema

T

is

onverted into a homomorphi

SG2.

The rst problem is the

omplex problems in
omputational

omputer s ien e. Its

omplexity

omplexity of graph mat hing.

time required by ba ktra king in sear h tree algorithms may in the worst

The

ase be ome exponential in the size

of the graph. Graph homomorphism has been proven to be NP- omplete problem [19℄. The se ond problem
is the fa t that all of the algorithms for graph mat hing mentioned so far

an only be applied to two graphs

at a time. Therefore, if there are more than two s hemas that must be mat hed, then the

onventional graph

mat hing algorithms must be applied to ea h pair sequentially. For appli ations dealing with large databases,
this may be prohibitive. Hen e,

hoosing graph mat hing as platform to solve the s hema mat hing problem

may be ee tive pro ess but ine ient.

Therefore, we propose transforming graph homomorphism into a

FCOP.
Now that we have dened a graph model and its homomorphism, let us

onsider how to

onstru t a FCOP

out of a given graph mat hing problem.

4.2. Graph Mat hing as a FCOP.
between the elements of two s hemas.

In the s hema mat hing problem, we are trying to nd a mapping

Multiple

onditions should be applied to make these mappings valid

solutions to the mat hing problem, and some obje tive fun tions are to be optimized to sele t the best mappings
among mat hing result. The analogy to

onstraint problem is quite obvious: here we make a mapping between

two sets, namely between a set of variables and a set of domains, where some
So basi ally, what we have to do to obtain an equivalent

onditions should be satised.

onstraint problem CP for a given s hema mat hing

problem (knowing that s hemas to be mat hed are transformed into s hema graphs) are:
1. take obje ts of one s hema graph to be mat hed as the CP's set of variables,
2. take obje ts of other s hema graphs to be mat hed as the variables' domain,
3. nd a proper translation of the

onditions that apply to s hema mat hing into a set of fuzzy

onstraints,

and
4. form obje tive fun tions to be optimized.
We have dened the s hema mat hing problem as a graph mat hing homomorphism
by formalizing the problem

φ

as a FCOP problem

Qµ = (X, D, Cµ , g).

To

φ.

We now pro eed

onstru t a FCOP out of this

problem, we follow the above rules. Through these rules, we take the two relational database s hemas shown
in Fig. 3.2(a) and its asso iated s hema graphs shown in Fig. 3.2(b) as an example, taking into a

|NGS (= 6)| < |NGT (= 10)|

as follows:

ount that
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•

variables

XN

X

and from

is given by

EGS

are

X = NGS

S

where the variables from NGS are alled node
X
S E
X =S
XN XE
= {xn1 , xn2 , xn3 , xn4 , xn5 , xn6S} {xe1−2 , xe2−3 , xe2−4 , xe2−5 , xe2−6 }
• The set of domain D is given by D = NGT EGT , where the domains from NGT are alled node
domains DN and from EGT are alled edge domains DE ,
S
= {Dn1 , Dn2 , Dn3 , Dn4 , Dn5 , Dn6 } {De1−2 , De2−3 , De2−4 , De2−5 , De2−6 } where Dn1 = Dn2 = Dn3 =
Dn4 = Dn5 = Dn6 =
{n1T , n2T , n3T , n4T , n5T , n6T , n7T , n8T , n9T , n10T } (i. e. the node domain ontains all the se ond s hema
graph nodes) and De1−2 = De2−3 = De2−4 = De2−5 = De2−6 =
{e1−2T , e1−3T , e2−4T , . . . , p1−2−4T , . . . } (i. e. the edge domain ontains all the available edges and paths
in the se ond s hema graph) (the edge e1−2 reads the edge extends between the two nodes n1 and n2
su h that e1−2 = e(n1 , n2 )).
The set of variables

EGS

alled edge variables

Using this formalization enables us to deal with holisti

mat hing. This an be a hieved by taking the obje ts

of one s hema as the variable set, while the obje ts of other s hemas as the variable's domain. Let we have n
S
P
XE , DN = ni=2 DN i ,
s hemas whi h are transformed into s hema graphs SG1, SG2, . . . , SGn then X = XN
Pn
DE = i=2 DEi . Another benet behind this approa h is that our approa h is able to dis over omplex mat hes
of types

1:n

n:1

and

very easily. This

an be a hieved by allowing a value may have multiple values from its

orresponding domain and a value may be assigned to multiple variables.
In the following subse tions, we demonstrate how to
order to obtain a

onstru t both

onstraints and obje tive fun tions in

omplete problem denition.

4.3. Constraint Constru tion.

The exploited

onstraints should ree t the goals of s hema mat hing.

S hema mat hing based only on s hema element properties has been attempted. However, it does not provide
any fa ility to optimize mat hing. Furthermore, additional onstraint information, su h as semanti relationships
and other domain

onstraints, is not in luded and s hemas may not

they des ribe. Therefore, in order to improve performan e and
should be in luded. In this paper, we are
shall

lassify

onstraints.

ompletely

on erned with both synta ti

and semanti

onstraints that should be in orporated in the CP model into
In the following, we

onstraint are not
onstraints are

onsider only the

onstraints

apture the semanti s of data

orre tness of mat hing, additional information
mat hing. Therefore, we

: synta ti onstraints

and

semanti

onstru tion while the fuzzy relations of fuzzy

onsider sin e it depends on the appli ation domain. For example, as shown below, domain

risp

µC (v) = 1,

onstraints, i. e.

while the stru tural

onstraints are soft

onstraints with

dierent degree of satisfa tion.

4.3.1. Synta ti Constraints.
1.

Domain Constraints : It states that a node variable must be assign a value or a set of values from its

orresponding node domain, and an edge variable must be assigned a value from its orresponding edge
dom
dom
∀xni ∈ XN and xej ∈ XE ∃ a unary onstraintCµ(x
and Cµ(x ) ensuring domain
ni )
ei
onsisten y of the mat h where,

domain. That is

dom
= {di ∈ DN i },
Cµ(x
ni )
dom
= {di ∈ DEi }
Cµ(x
ei )
2.

Stru tural Constraints : There are many stru tural relationships between s hema graph nodes su h

as:

•

Edge Constraint :

It states that if an edge exists between two variable nodes, then an edge (or

path) should exist between their
target nodes are

xns

and

xnt ∈ X∃

orresponding images.
two binary

That is ∀xei ∈
src
Cµ(x
and
ei ,xns )

onstraints

XE and its sour e and
tar
Cµ(x
representing
ei ,xnt )

the stru tural behavior of mat hing, where:

src
= {(di , dj ) ∈ DE × DN |src(di ) = dj }
Cµ(x
ei ,xns )
tar
C(x
= {(di , dj ) ∈ DE × DN |tar (di ) = dj }
ei ,xnt )

• ∀

two variables nodes

xni

and

xnj ∈ X∃

a set of binary

relationships between s hema graph nodes as follows:

onstraints des ribing the hierar hi al
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(a)

parent
Parent Constraint Cµ(x
ni ,xnj )

representing the stru tural behavior of parent relationship,

where

parent
Cµ(x
= {(di , dj ) ∈ DN × DN | ∃e(di , dj )
ni ,xnj )
(b)

child
Child Constraint Cµ(x
ni ,xnj )

representing the stru tural behavior of

child
Cµ(x
= {(di , dj ) ∈ DN × DN | ∃e(di , dj )
ni ,xnj )
( )

s.t. src(e) = di }

sibl
Sibling Constraint Cµ(x
ni ,xnj )

hild relationship, where

s.t. tar(e) = dj }

representing the stru tural behavior of sibling relationship,

where

sibl
Cµ(x
= {(di , dj ) ∈ DN × DN | ∃dn
ni ,xnj )

4.3.2. Semanti Constraints.

The rst

onstraint type

relationships between s hema graph nodes. In order to
as the semanti

feature we make use of the following

1. Label Constraints:

∀xni ∈ XN

and

s.t. parent(dn , di ) ∧ parent(dn , dj )}

onsiders only the stru tural and hierar hi al

apture the other features of s hema graph nodes su h

onstraint.

∀xei ∈ XE ∃

a unary

onstraint

Lab
Cµ(xni)

and

Lab
Cµ(xei)

ensuring the

semanti s of the predi ates in the s hema su h that:

Lab
Cµ(xni ) = {dj ∈ DN |lsim(lS(xni ), lT (dj )) ≥ t}
Lab
Cµ(xei ) = {dj ∈ DE|lsim(lS(xei ), lT (dj )) ≥ t}
where
and

t

lsim

is a linguisti

similarity fun tion determining the semanti

similarity between nodes/edges labels

is a predened threshold.

The above synta ti

and semanti

onstraints are by no means the

ments. Other kinds of domain knowledge

an also be represented through

is asso iated with a membership fun tion

µ(v) ∈ [0, 1]

ised.

If

µ(v) = 0,

this means

v

ontextual relationships between eleonstraints. Moreover, ea h

to indi ate to what extent the

totally violates the

onstraint and

µ(v) = 1

onstraint

onstraint should be sat-

means

v

totally satises it.

Constraints restri t the sear h spa e for the mat hing problem so may benet the e ien y of the sear h proess.

On the other hand, if too

omplex,

onstraints introdu e additional

omputational

omplexity to the

problem solver.

4.4. Obje tive Fun tion Constru tion.

The obje tive fun tion is the fun tion asso iated with an opti-

mization pro ess whi h determines how good a solution is and depends on the obje t parameters. The obje tive
fun tion

onstitutes the implementation of the problem to be solved.

parameters.

The input parameters are the obje t

The output is the obje tive value representing the evaluation/quality of the individual.

In the

s hema mat hing problem, the obje tive fun tion simulates human reasoning on similarity between s hema
graph obje ts.
In this framework, we should
is

onsider two fun tion

omponents whi h

onstitute the obje tive fun tion.

f

ost whi h determines the ost of a set onstraint over variables. The se ond
alled energy fun tion fenergy whi h maps every possible variable assignment to a ost. Then, the obje tive

The rst is
fun tion

alled

ost fun tion

ould be expressed as follows:

X
g = mis| max(

5. Related Work.

set of

onstraints

f

ost

+

X

set of assignment

fenergy )

S hema mat hing is a fundamental pro ess in many domains dealing with shared data

su h as data integration, data warehouse, E- ommer e, semanti

query pro essing, and the web semanti s.

Mat hing solutions were developed using dierent kind of heuristi s, but usually without prior formal denition
of the problem they are solving. Although many mat hing systems, su h as Cupid [17℄, COMA/COMA++ [6, 1℄,
LSD [8℄, Similarity Flooding [20℄, OntoBuilder [13℄, QOM [12℄, BTreeMat h [11℄, S-Mat h [14℄, and Spi y [3℄,
have been developed and dierent approa hes have been proposed to solve the s hema mat hing problem, but
no

omplete work to address the formulation problem. S hema mat hing resear h mostly fo uses on how well

s hema mat hing systems re ognize

orresponding s hema elements. On the other hand, not enough resear h

has been done on formal basi s of the s hema mat hing problem.
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Most of the existing work [22℄ dene mat h as a fun tion that takes two s hemas (models) as input, may
be in the presen e of auxiliary information sour es su h as user feedba k and previous mappings, and produ es
a mapping as output. A s hema

onsists of a set of related elements su h as tables,

olumns,

lasses, or XML

elements and attributes.

A mapping is a set of mapping elements spe ifying the mat hing s hema elements
1
2
together. Ea h mapping element is spe ied by 4-tuple element hID, Si , Sj , Ri where ID is an identier for the
1
2
mapping element that mat hes between the element Si of the rst s hema and the element Sj of the se ond one
and

R

indi ates the similarity value between 0 and 1. The value of 0 means strong dissimilarity while the value

of 1 means strong similarity. But, in general, a mapping element indi ates that

S1

are related to

ertain element(s) of s hema

S2.

Ea h mapping element

expression whi h spe ies how the two elements (or more) are related.

ertain element(s) of s hema

an have an asso iated mapping

S hema mat hing is

onsidered only

with identifying the mappings not determining the asso iated expressions.
In the work of A. Doan [7℄, they formalize the s hema mat hing problem as four dierent problems:
1.

The basi 1-1 Mat hing ;

given two s hemas

S

and

T

(representations), for ea h element s of S, nd

the most semanti ally similar element t of T, utilizing all available information. This problem is often
referred as a one-to-one mat hing problem, be ause it mat hes ea h element s with a single element.
For example, the

hID1,

between the element S.

S.Address, T.CAddress, 0.8i mapping element indi ates that there a mapping
Address of s hema S and the element T.CAddress of s hema T with a degree of

similarity 0.8.
2.

Mat hing for Data Integration ;

given sour e s hemas

S1, S2,. . . ,Sn

and mediated s hema T, for ea h

element s of Si nd the most similar element t of T.

3.

Complex Mat hing ;
operators that
Fun tion

let

S

and

T

O ={O1, O2,. . . ,Ok}

be two data representations. Let

an be applied to the elements of T a

be a set of

ording to a set of rules R to Figure 2: Mat hing

onstru t formulas. For ea h element s of S, nd the most similar element t, where t

an be

either an element of T or a formula from the elements of T, using O and R.

4.

Mat hing for Taxonomies ;
nd the most similar

given two taxonomies of

on epts

S

and

T,

for ea h

on ept node s of S,

on ept node of T.

For ea h of these problems, Doan shows input information, solution output, and the evaluation of a solution
output. In general, the input to a problem

an in lude any type of knowledge about the s hemas to be mat hed

and their domains su h as s hema information, instan e data, previous mat hings, domain

onstraints, and user

feedba k.
Zhang and et. el. [25℄ formulate the s hema mat hing problem as a
The authors

ombinatorial optimization problem.

ast the s hema mat hing problem into a multi-labeled graph mat hing problem.

The authors

propose a meta-meta model of s hema: multi-labeled graph model, whi h views s hemas as nite stru tures
over the spe i

signatures. Based on this multi-labeled s hema, they propose a multi-labeled graph model,

whi h is an instan e of multi-label s hema, to des ribe various s hemas, where ea h node and edge
asso iated with a set of labels des ribing its properties. Then they
sure based on the

onstru t a generi

ontrast model and propose an optimization fun tion to

an be

graph similarity mea-

ompare two multi-labeled graphs.

Using the greedy algorithm, they design an optimization algorithm to solve the multi-labeled graph mat hing
problem.
Gal and et al. [13℄ propose a fuzzy framework to model the un ertainty of the s hema mat hing pro ess
out ome.

The framework aims at identifying and analyzing fa tors that impa t the ee tiveness of s hema

mat hing algorithms by redu ing the un ertainty of existing algorithms. To spe ify their belief in the mapping
quality, the authors asso iate a

onden e measure with any mapping among attributes' sets. They use the

framework to dene the monotoni ity property as a desired property of the s hema mat hing problem, so one
an safely interpret a high

onden e measure as a good semanti

mapping.

The re ent work for [23℄ introdu es a formal spe i ation for the XML mat hing problem. The authors
dene the ingredients of the XML s hema mat hing problem using
problems

an be dened through variables, variable domains,

distinguish between the

onstraint satisfa tion problem and

onstraint logi

programming. Mat hing

onstraints and an obje tive fun tion.

They

onstraint optimization problem and show that the

optimization problem is more suitable for the s hema mat hing problem.

They make use of

ombination of

lustering methods and the bran h and bound algorithm to solve the s hema mat hing problem.
In our formulation approa h, we have some

ommon and distin t features with the other related work. The

ommon features in lude transforming s hemas to be mat hed into s hema graphs, i. e. rooted labeled graphs,
and making use of the

onstraint programming as a framework to extend the graph mat hing problem into a
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onstraint optimization problem. However, our approa h introdu es distin tly the use of fuzzy
order to ree t the nature of the s hema mat hing problem. As well as the use of the fuzzy

onstraint in

onstraint enables

us to model un ertainty in the s hema mat hing pro ess.

6. Summary and Future Work.

In this paper, we have investigated an intri ate problem; the s hema

mat hing problem. In parti ular, we have introdu ed a fuzzy
mat hing problem. To this end, we build a

on eptual

onstraint-based framework to model the s hema

onne tion between the s hema mat hing problem and

fuzzy

onstraint optimization problem.

fuzzy

onstraint optimization, and on the other hand we propose the use of fuzzy

On one hand, we

onsider s hema mat hing as a new appli ation of
onstraint optimization as a

new approa h for s hema mat hing.
Our proposed approa h is a generi

framework whi h has the feature to deal with dierent s hema repre-

sentations by transforming the s hema mat hing problem into graph mat hing. Instead of solving the graph
mat hing problem whi h has been proven to be an NP- omplete problem, we reformulate it as a
problem. We have identied two types of
well as, we make use of the fuzzy

onstraints synta ti

and semanti

onstraint

to ensure mat h semanti s. As

onstraints in order to enable us modeling un ertainty in the s hema mat hing

pro ess. We also shed light on how to

onstru t obje tive fun tions.

The main benet of this approa h is that we gain dire t a

ess to the ri h resear h ndings in the CP area;

instead of inventing new algorithms for graph mat hing from s rat h. Another important advantage is that the
a tual algorithm solution be omes independent of the

on rete graph model, allowing us to

hange the model

without ae ting the algorithm by introdu ing a new level of abstra tion.
Understanding the s hema mat hing problem is

onsidered the rst step towards an ee tive and e ient

solution for the problem. In our ongoing work, we will exploit

onstraint solver algorithms to rea h our goal.
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Abstra t. The in reasing need of small knowledge-intensive
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ompanies for loosely- oupled

ollaboration and ad-ho

knowledge

sharing has led to a strong requirement for an alternative approa h to developing knowledge management systems. This paper
proposes a framework for managing organisational knowledge that builds on a so io-te hni al perspe tive and
as well as te hnology as two highly inter onne ted
enterprise so ial software
of Semanti

omponents. We introdu e a

onsiders people

on eptualised system ar hite ture that merges

hara teristi s from the realm of Enterprise 2.0, and information pro essing te hniques from the domain

Web te hnologies. In order to deliver a KM approa h that

ould assist in redu ing the so io-te hni al gap, we suggest

deploying su h a solution using an integrated so iote hni al implementation methodology.
Key words: knowledge management, so io-te hni al approa h, SMEs, enterprise so ial software, semanti

web te hnologies,

system ar hite ture

1. Introdu tion.

The majority of today's enterprise knowledge management tools, te hniques and metho-

dologies have been developed with large rms in mind [25℄, and thus adhere to requirements that are inevitably
in

oni t with the pe uliarities of small knowledge-intensive

ompanies [12℄. Current Knowledge Management

(KM) systems are not only expensive to pur hase, but also require the

ommitment of signi ant resour es to

their deployment, maintenan e, and daily operation. The amount of eort required for performing a tivities
ore to KM systems, su h as designing taxonomies,
is disproportionate to the resour e

lassifying information, and monitoring fun tionality [33℄

apa ity of most SMEs.

Moreover, typi al knowledge management sys-

tems pla e emphasis on predetermined workows and rigid information-push approa hes [26℄ that ree t the
philosophy behind working pra ti es in large enterprises.
In

ontrast, SMEs rely mostly on informal person-to-person

[12℄ that take pla e in largely ad-ho

ommuni ations and people- entri

operations

and non-standardised ways [33℄. By and large, size and stru ture imply

that SMEs have a set of distin tive needs that

all for the deployment of a new breed of digital environments

for generating, sharing, and rening organisational knowledge. The management of knowledge in idiosyn rati
environments su h as those of small knowledge-intensive rms

an, in ee t, signi antly benet from key

har-

a teristi s of enterprise so ial software, like lightweight deployment, exibility and simpli ity of use, emergent
and self-organising knowledge stru tures, and

ollaboration-oriented philosophy.

Nevertheless, in the absen e of a knowledge representation s heme to assist in the interpretation of the
a

umulated information, the evolution of

ontent in a bottom-up fashion may hinder the ee tiveness of

managing this information and eventually prevent knowledge workers from transforming it into knowledge.
To that end, the enhan ement of enterprise so ial software with intelligent information pro essing
through the use of semanti

apabilities

te hnologies appears as a rather promising dire tion. Su h a blend would result in

onsiderable improvements to the usability and ee tiveness of enterprise so ial software, and would enable an
SME-fo used KM system to demonstrate the immediate and profound eviden e of benets needed for knowledge
workers to a

ept it and use it in their every-day a tivities.

The underpinning motivation in this arti le is

that by leveraging enterprise so ial software appli ations with semanti
awareness, we

an a hieve signi ant benets in managing

people- entred and ad ho

information pro essing and

ontextual

ontent and knowledge, while allowing for informal,

every-day pro edures to be employed.

The aim of this paper is to propose an alternative approa h to developing organisational knowledge management systems for small knowledge-intensive

ompanies. In

ontrast to typi al approa hes, where knowledge
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management systems require spe i
lutions that

pro essual use, we suggest that fo us should be shifted to delivering so-

an organi ally adapt to their every-day work pra ti es and problem solving a tivities without

imposing them from outside or above [36℄.

This approa h to enterprise knowledge management aims at the

reation of an environment where en ouragement of a tive so ial intera tion between individuals and teams,
empowerment of parti ipation, and self-motivated engagement
sustainable

an promote innovation and assist in attaining

ompetitive advantage. This perspe tive suggests a

ombination of the up to date largely dis on-

ne ted so ial and te hni al organisational system views.
The stru ture of the paper is the following. In the next part of this arti le, we analyse the main premises
of the so iote hni al theory. We investigate this

on ept, showing the link with the OrganiK knowledge man-

agement approa h and the attempt for an improved so iote hni al t. In the third se tion of this study, we
present the OrganiK approa h to knowledge management. We dis uss the so iote hni al OrganiK knowledge
management framework, whi h

omprises of two pillars: a people- entred and a te hnology- entred knowledge

management strands. We outline both of these approa hes and illustrate a

on eptualised system ar hite ture.

In the following part of this arti le, we illustrate the anti ipated OrganiK implementation methodology whi h
is inline with the main foundations of the so iote hni al theory. Next, we outline some impli ations for both
theory and pra ti e. We

on lude with

urrent resear h limitations future investigation dire tions.

2. So io-te hni al Knowledge Management Perspe tives.

Knowledge management literature has

often fo used on two seemingly disjoint approa hes: people- entred and te hnology- entred strategies [20, 31℄.
Nevertheless, it is proposed that overly stressing the importan e of either te hnologi al or so ial
knowledge management

an sometimes be misleading and

sin e these two approa hes may, in some

omponents of

ondu ive to less ee tive organisational initiatives,

ontexts, be of equal usefulness [3, 42℄. Drawing upon the basis of

so iote hni al theory we argue that is ne essary to equally

onsider people, te hnologies and organisational

environment (internal as well as external), in order to advan e the prospe t of su

essfully deploying knowledge

management initiatives [10℄.
This paper adopts the view, following Lytras and Pouloudi [24℄, that knowledge management
a so io-te hni al phenomenon where the basi

so ial

support from Information and Communi ation Te hnology (ICT) appli ations (p.
approa h to leveraging organisational knowledge

an be seen as

onstru ts su h as person, team and organisation require
64).

A so io-te hni al

onsiders people and te hnology as two highly inter onne ted

omponents of a single system and is applied to the study of the relationships and intera tivities between the
so ial and te hni al stru tures of an organisation [8℄. Furthermore, we
so ial stru tures as

ontextually and mutually

onsider both te hnologi al as well as

onstitutive whi h are often driven by

o-evolutionary in idents

to previously unpredi ted dire tions [22, 34℄.
The tension between the so ial and te hni al organisational stru tures an be di ult to harmonise, however.
The mutual

onstitutive role of people and te hnology inside organisations leads to a

ontinuous negotiation

pro edure between these two elements. Te hni al infrastru tures ae t organisational behaviour, while so ial
stru tures of organisations shape te hnology's fun tionality.
notion of `interpretive exibility' of te hnology to

Orlikowski [34℄ refers, in this

hara terise the way in whi h users

ontext, to the

onstitute and interpret

te hnology through shared understandings and meanings during its design and use. She stresses, nevertheless,
that there are limits to the extent interpretive exibility of te hnology
hara teristi s of te hnology itself and by the institutional
is a

an be exerted, imposed by the material

ontexts of its design and development. Hen e, there

o-evolutionary pro edure between software systems and the organisational so ial stru tures (e.g. individuals

and teams) in whi h ea h are for ed to adapt

ontinually by the modi ations of the one another [22℄.

However, it appears that so ial requirements are often negle ted in the pro ess of designing and implementing organisational knowledge management solutions. Overly emphasising on the te hni al requirements of
su h a solution (i. e. hardware and software
requirements of the initiative (i. e.

omponents) often results in diminished attention for the so ial

organisational and so ial issues).

Su h a pra ti e has led to what has

be ome known as the so io-te hni al gap [36℄. As illustrated in the following graphi al representation of this
divide (Figure 2.1), the te hni al sub-system leaves a signi ant part of the so ial sub-system virtually unsupported. The so iote hni al gap indi ates a weakly supported so ial sub-system by the te hni al stru tures of
the organisation.
So iote hni al theory fo uses on the joint optimisation of both te hni al as well as so ial stru tures of the
organisation whi h

onstitute the total work system [21℄. Tools, te hni al infrastru tures,

assets ne essary to produ e

ertain outputs

odied knowledge

omprise the te hni al sub-system of the organisation [16℄.

On
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Fig. 2.1. So io-te hni al gap: software and hardware systems provide support for the te hni al subsystem, while the so ial

subsystem remains virtually unsupported (adapted from [36℄)

the other hand, attitudes, beliefs, relationships and results of work arrangements
system of the organisation [35℄.

onstitute the so ial sub-

As shown in Figure 2.2, the main premise of so iote hni al studies is the

ontextual and mutual interdependen e of so ial as well as te hni al sub-systems of organisations [22℄. Postimplementation studies also suggest that often information systems are adapted in use and their organisational
role if often reinterpreted and re onstru ted through negotiated intera tion [7, 11, 13, 40℄. Our approa h follows
the so iote hni al paradigm and studies the relationships and interrelationships between the so ial and te hni al
parts of the total system [9℄. It fo used on the interrelated
together and, in a

ommuni ations whi h bond the relevant

omponents

ordan e with the so iote hni al model it attempts to jointly optimise both elements.

  
  

  

       

      
 

Fig. 2.2. So iote hni al theory attempts to jointly optimise both the te hni al as well as the so ial stru tures of the organisation

We propose an organi
29℄, in whi h the

perspe tive to organisational knowledge management system development [36, 10,

hara teristi s of the resulting te hni al sub-system emerge from a

ontinuous negotiation

pro edure among the so ial a tors of the organisation and adaptation through user involvement and engagement.
This approa h attempts to
that

an promote the

reate an iterative dialogi

reation of a

relationship between the so ial and te hni al sub-systems

ollaborative environment for

reating, sharing and distilling information in

organisational settings.
OrganiK envisions resulting in a knowledge management solution with advan ed exibility and adaptability
to

urrent and future needs of the so ial a tors of

ompanies, in whi h it will be deployed. This knowledge

management initiative should result in a te hni al system with fun tionalities taking into a

ount the individuals'

attitudes, beliefs and so ial relationships and allowing them to have high level of autonomy in order to engage
into every-day problem solving a tivities. Su h a vision is inline with the so iote hni al theory approa h whi h
emphasises the link between knowing and a tion,

onsidering the

ontinuous interplay and mutual

onstrains

of both so ial and te hni al organisational sub-systems. OrganiK knowledge management initiative attempts
to advan e the user involvement and engagement during the system design phase. Furthermore, we
the OrganiK knowledge management solution implementation as a pro edure of

inter-play between the organisation's individuals, teams and te hni al tools. This indi ates the
environment in whi h permanent adaptation and
is though to be an important

on eive

ontinuous negotiation and
reation of an

o-evolution of the inseparable nature of systems and people

hallenge in order to approa h an optimsed t between these two elements. As
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shown in Figure 2.3 the integrated so iote hni al approa h of OrganiK envisions providing enhan ed support for
the so ial stru tures of the organisation and regards implementation and deployment as an ongoing pro edure
and not as an individual and isolated task.

 




  



 
Fig. 2.3.



OrganiK's so iote hni al approa h attempts to support both the te hni al as well as the so ial stru tures of the

organisation

3. The OrganiK Approa h to Knowledge Management: Towards a So io-te hni al t.

An

integrated so io-te hni al knowledge management perspe tive is a prerequisite in attempting to redu e the divide
between the te hni al and so ial organisational sub-systems. Therefore, we propose a so ially-driven perspe tive
to organisational knowledge management [30℄, in whi h the

hara teristi s of the resulting te hni al sub-system

emerge from pro esses of negotiation among the so ial a tors of the organisation and adaptation through user
involvement and engagement. This approa h attempts to

reate an iterative relationship between the so ial and

te hni al sub-systems and aims at the harmonisation of people and te hnology inside organisational settings.
The vision of the proposed approa h is to enable knowledge workers in small knowledge-intensive
ee tively manage organisational knowledge with the support of an organi
The major

•

ompanies to

knowledge management framework.

omponents of the proposed knowledge management framework are the following:

A people- entred knowledge management

on eptualisation, fo using on so ial pro esses and work pra -

ti es of the organisational stru tures (i. e. individual, team, business units). Situated innovation pra ti es, utilisation of so ial networks and enhan ement of organisational adaptation
fundamental

•

A te hnology- entred knowledge management

ollaborative bookmarking tools and sear h engines)

te hnologies (ontology-based annotation, semanti

Figure 3.1 illustrates the

ore

text analysis, logi -based reasoning).

omponents of the OrganiK knowledge management framework.

3.1. OrganiK's people- entred knowledge management approa h.
from the

omprise

on eptualisation, fo using on the integration of enter-

prise so ial software appli ations (wikis, blogs,
with semanti

apabilities

omponents of this so ially-fo used approa h.

hara teristi s and pe uliarities [12℄ of knowledge intensive SMEs.

The OrganiK approa h stems
The knowledge management

literature has often emphasised the la k of uptake of formal knowledge management initiatives in SMEs [28, 43,
33℄. However, we propose that there are spe i

hara teristi s inherent to SMEs whi h lead to impli it pra ti es

that, although in some ways dierent to more formal initiatives in larger organisations,

an nevertheless, be

related to the management of knowledge.
qIt has long been proposed [19, 32℄ that the size of a

ompany is often

orrelated with parti ular stru tural

ongurations and patterns and pra ti es of organisational behaviour, namely, the predominan e of atter
stru tures and of task orientation. Emergent and
[32℄, in

rafted strategies tend to predominate over planned strategies

ompanies that tend to be more  onstrained by resour e s ar ity [43℄ (p. 47) than larger

ounterparts

and therefore may have to adapt faster to survive. Aspe ts related to sour es of power and authority in SMEs
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Fig. 3.1. The proposed OrganiK knowledge management framework

remain

ontroversial. Authors su h as Handy [19℄ have in seminal studies emphasised the strength of power

ultures in small organisations,

entred around the gure(s) of key individual(s), often the founder(s) of the

ompany. Alvesson [1℄, on the other hand, adds that in the spe i

ase of knowledge intensive SMEs, there tends

to be a shift from managerial approa hes, based upon dire tion, planning and

ontrol, to less pres riptive and non

managerial approa hes, where negotiated, rather than expli it san tion-based management, may predominate.
The

hara teristi s of size, stru ture, behaviour and pra ti es in SMEs

an be related, in turn, to dierent

pro esses of organisational learning and of managing knowledge, as proposed by Desouza and Awazu [12℄, who,
in a

ase based study of twenty ve North Ameri an SMEs, identied a series of

ommonalities in this respe t.

These in lude a strong emphasis on so ialisation, as the key vehi le for knowledge sharing, and on the ta it
ommon understanding of situations and issues, rather than a relian e on expli it knowledge repositories and
formal pro esses. This leads to two further

orrelated aspe ts: i) a strong awareness of the ` ommon knowledge'

of the rm, i. e., knowledge that is known and shared by all its members, and ii) a faster spread of its knowledge
base than would be found on larger

ompanies, based on people

entred pro esses, rather than te hnology

entred pro esses. It appears, therefore, that the organisational learning and knowledge management pra ti es
in SMEs tend to be more

ongruous with apprenti eship based learning, rather than with formal training, and

therefore more amenable to management approa hes that are more fo used on emergen e and self regulation,
rather than on planning and

ontrol [41℄.

The mu h debated la k of uptake of formal knowledge management initiatives in SMEs should then be rethought in terms of fo using on the spe i ity of the
and impli it pra ti es that

ontext of SMEs and examining more

losely the informal

hara terise their organisational learning pra ti es. Knowledge intensive SMEs are

an ideal ground to explore this perspe tive and alternative pra ti es in knowledge management. On the basis
of these premises, the people- entred knowledge management approa h of the OrganiK framework takes into
onsideration: i) innovation pra ti es, ii)

ommunities of pra ti e and so ial networks, and iii) organisational

adaptation a tivities of small knowledge-intensive
knowledge management people

ompanies.

The following gure illustrates the OrganiK

entred pillar. We will now dis uss ea h of its elements in turn.

3.1.1. Innovation pra ti es.

The

on ept of innovation is impli it in many knowledge management

denitions and pra ti es [31℄. Innovation is often approa hed as a result of su

essful knowledge management

initiatives and emphasis is pla ed on the utilisation of knowledge for an organisation to gain enhan ed learning
and innovation

apabilities [24℄.

In our approa h we view knowledge and innovation management as two

interlinked pro esses through a knowledge innovation pro ess model, proposed by Bibikas et al. [5℄. Our resear h
draws upon the work of Amidon [2℄ and explores the
 . . . the
to the su

on ept of Knowledge Innovation, whi h is dened as:

reation, evolution, ex hange and appli ation of new ideas into marketable goods and servi es, leading
ess of an enterprise, the vitality of a nation's e onomy and the advan ement of so iety (p. 7). The
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Fig. 3.2. The proposed OrganiK KM people- entred pillar

on ept of Knowledge Innovation is parti ularly important to small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) whi h
in reasingly need to develop their innovation

apabilities. This need derives from potential stronger

ompetitive

apa ities of larger organisations, enabling them to erode traditional SME ni he markets.

3.1.2. Communities of Pra ti e and So ial networks.
rst

The term

ommunities of pra ti e (CoP) was

on eptualised by Lave and Wenger [23℄ in order to illustrate forms of so ial organisation independent

from formal organisational stru tures and pro edures, binding its members based on similar interests and
problem-solving fo used a tivities.

Communities of pra ti e are voluntary and emergent groups of people,

whose management is based upon self-regulation and a ta it understanding of
pra ti es, largely led by mutual trust [14℄. In this

ontext, knowledge

an be

ommon interests and shared

ontinuously shared and negotiated

among so ial a tors, members of these networks [37℄. In the OrganiK framework

ommunities of pra ti e and

so ial networks are enabled in a manner whi h in ludes more than internal organisational stru tures (e.g.
employees, shareholders, business units, et ), but, rather, integrates elements from the outer environment, su h
as

ustomers, suppliers, partners and even

ompetitors. CoPs and so ial networks are of parti ular importan e

to the viability of SMEs, sin e small knowledge-intensive
so ial day-to-day

ompanies usually operate utilising

ad-ho

and largely

ollaborative work pra ti es both inside their organisational stru tures and in their outer

business environment.

3.1.3. Organisational adaptation.

Typi ally, organisations manage their

umulative knowledge through

two largely dened strategies: knowledge exploitation and knowledge exploration [27℄. These perspe tives represent two dis rete approa hes on managing organisational knowledge. Knowledge exploitation entails organisational learning pra ti es whi h optimise existing pro esses and improve pre-existing know-how. On the
knowledge exploration

onsists of organisational learning pra ti es that

ontrary,

reate new knowledge for the develop-

ment of novel produ ts, servi es and pro esses. However, organisational adaptation requires a balan ed adoption
of both exploration and exploitation strategies to be su
importan e to SMEs, sin e their

ore

essful [27℄. Organisational adaptation is of parti ular

ompetitive advantage in relation to larger and globalised rms is their

potential rapid responsiveness and qui k market adaptation. Boisot [6℄ suggests that the management of

ore

ompeten es, key to the a hievement of ompetitive advantage, requires the ability to deal with a omplex regime
that relies on organisations possessing greater and enhan ed information pro essing
ganisations that do not possess them. We suggest that the management of

ore

apabilities than those or-

ompeten es is based upon the

development of adaptive strategies involving the balan e between exploration and exploitation for knowledge.
The OrganiK approa h aims therefore to support the interplay between a tive so ial networks, knowledge
innovation pro esses and organisational adaptation in dynami

knowledge intensive SME

ontexts, as key ele-
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ments for

ompetitiveness, through its

on eptual framework and the exibility brought by the integration of

enterprise so ial software appli ations with semanti

te hnologies.

3.2. OrganiK's te hnology- entred knowledge management approa h.

The te hnology- entred

knowledge management approa h of the OrganiK framework largely envisions an integration of elements from
the domains of Enterprise 2.0 and Semanti

Web te hnologies. We argue that the use of a new breed of emerging

ollaborative environments in small knowledge intensive organisations

an fa ilitate knowledge work [36, 30, 29℄.

These new digital environments for generating, sharing and rening knowledge are often popular on the Internet,
where they are

olle tively labelled as Web 2.0 te hnologies. Lately, the emerging te hnologies supporting Web

2.0 appli ations are entering enterprise bounded environments for

reating and sharing organisational knowledge.

M Afee [29℄ introdu ed the term Enterprise 2.0 in order to dene the employment of so ial software pra ti es
inside organisational settings for information and knowledge management [29℄.
Although the use of Web 2.0 te hnologies in business premises

an be viewed from varying perspe tives and

an be referred to employing dierent names (i. e. so ial software, so ial
prise 2.0, et ), their

•
•

ore operations

Sear h, to provide me hanisms for dis overing information.
Links, to provide guidan e to knowledge workers to dis over and later evaluate the needed knowledge

while ensuring emergent stru ture to online

•
•

omputing, enterprise Web 2.0, Enter-

an be summarised in the following, known as the SLATES framework [29℄:

ontent.

Authoring, to enable knowledge workers to widely share their know-how.
Tags, to present an alternative navigational experien e exploiting unhierar

hi al

ategorisation of

on-

tent.

•

Extensions,

to exploit

ollaborative intelligen e by suggesting

ontextually relevant re ommendations

to knowledge workers.

•

Signals, to automati

ally alert knowledge workers for newly available and relevant

ontent.

From a te hnologi al point of view the abovementioned SLATES framework is hardly new, sin e these
te hnologies existed almost sin e the beginning of the Internet.
and more easy to use, they also
in organisations.

onvey a novel perspe tive

Namely, unlike

However, not only are they be oming more

on erning the pro ess of managing knowledge

urrent knowledge management te hnologies, where parti ular tools usu-

ally predene their employment (i. e.

presenting

ertain business rules and somehow inexible pro essual

requirements), enterprise so ial software is seemingly abstra ted from its pra ti al use.
the tools are not dening their utilisation in a stri t and deterministi
be eventually emergent a

ording to adapting needs, ideas, organisational poli ies et .

prise so ial software appears to be able to
of su

essful enterprise systems [36℄.

This indi ates that

manner, while their deployment

ontinuously adapt to its environment, a distin tive

Also, while

an

As a result, enterhara teristi

urrent enterprise knowledge management software pla es

emphasis on pro edural tasks and routine information in a stru tured manner with spe ied up front roles,
Enterprise 2.0 te hnologies lets stru ture emerge, rather than imposing it. In enterprise so ial software,

om-

muni ation and knowledge sharing stru ture are to a very large extent self-emerged and organi . Hen e, Patri k
and Dotsika [36℄ argue that so ial software presents enhan ed adaptive
ronment,

ontrary to the

apabilities with regard to its envi-

ase in whi h the environment is required to adapt to the fun tionalities of the

software.
Our aim is to provide knowledge workers with a

ollaborative workspa e that

grated Web 2.0 appli ations, augmented with natural language pro essing and semanti
apabilities.

This approa h presents two signi ant benets.

omprises a set of inteinformation integration

First, the formality of semanti s

an de rease

information ambiguity and in rease data interoperability. Information silos a ross data and appli ations should
ommuni ate with one-another with
hara teristi s to

ompatible knowledge models. Se ond, semanti s oer ma hine-pro essable

ontent, thus making possible knowledge sharing and utilisation a tivities by means of intel-

ligent software tools [36℄.
We

onsider formal knowledge modeling approa hes

omplementary to the dynami

and emergent nature

of so ial software tools. Thus, in our knowledge management te hnologi al strand we attempt to merge the
formality of semanti

te hnologies with the bottom-up and non-standardised

hara teristi s of enterprise so ial

software.
The use of semanti

•

Semanti
ner.

te hnologies in the envisaged solution

onsists of the following key fun tionalities:

knowledge representation: representing knowledge in a formal, ma hine understandable man-
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•

Semanti

resour e annotation:

annotating knowledge artefa ts and other resour es by referen e to

on epts dened in an ontologi al model.

•

Semanti

inferen e: performing automated logi -based reasoning to infer new, impli it knowledge based

on what has been already asserted in an expli it manner.

•

Semanti

sear h and dis overy: using ontologi al terms to des ribe a sear h query and rely on logi -

based reasoning to derive the mat hing results.
Ea h of the aforementioned fun tions

orresponds to one or more of the

omponents in the SLATES en-

terprise so ial software framework dis ussed previously, and, as presented in Figure 3.3, it envisions enhan ing
enterprise so ial software basi

hara teristi s.

  
   
      

  
 
  
 




  
 
  


  

 


  
  

Fig. 3.3. Integrating

  
   
   

omponents of the SLATES framework with ma hine pro essable semanti s

3.3. Con eptualised Ar hite ture.
te hni al ar hite ture. The ar hite ture

In this Se tion we give an overview of the anti ipated OrganiK

onsists of

features mentioned in the earlier se tion.

A

omponents that fun tion on dierent layers, providing the

on eptualisation of the proposed ar hite ture is illustrated in

Figure 3.4. The part visible to the end user is represented in the
workspa e to knowledge workers and

Client Interfa e Layer.

It oers a

ollaborative

omprises a wiki, a blog, a so ial bookmarking tool and a sear h interfa e.
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Ea h of the

lient interfa es

orresponds to a server-side

Component Interfa e Layer.

re ommender system, a semanti
the

text analyser, a

omponent interfa es are envisioned to a

their

omplexity from users. The

and semanti

omponent in the next layer of the ar hite ture; the

The server-side building blo ks that

omprise the

ess multiple of the servi es in the business logi

Metadata Layer

are a

layer, yet hiding

refers to repositories used for the persisten e of synta ti

metadata supporting the fun tionality of all server-side

Ba k-O e Integration Layer

Business Logi Layer

ollaborative ltering engine and a full-text indexer. Ea h of

omponents, while the

Datasour es and

refers to business information systems and any form of resour e

ontainer that

an enterprise may depend on for its daily operations.
The fun tionality of the

•

The

ore

Wiki Component

omponents in the proposed ar hite ture is envisaged as follows:

is a web-based authoring tool allowing knowledge workers to

reate, edit, and share knowledge artefa ts su h as do uments, diagrams, et .

ollaboratively

The traditional wiki

metaphor is extended by the possibility to bind a wiki arti le to a knowledge artefa t, making the wiki
page

•

The

represent the knowledge artefa t.
Blog Component provides a simple

ontent management tool enabling knowledge workers to build

and maintain open proje t monitoring diaries,

omplete with links to relevant resour es and user

om-

mentary.

•

The

So ial Bookmarking Component

enables knowledge workers to organise and annotate resour es

relevant to their a tivities (e.g. intranet do uments, web resour es, wiki entries, blog posts, et ) and
share them with their

•

The

o-workers.

Semanti Sear h Component

supports browsing, ltering, sear hing, retrieving and displaying

knowledge resour es leveraging fulltext indexing, semanti

annotation indexing, and logi -based infer-

en ing.

•

The

Re ommender System fo

uses on the suggestion of tags and

lassi ations for

system (e.g. wiki entries, bookmarked do uments and websites, blog posts and

ontent added to the
omments, et .), and

the suggestion of information items relevant to the sear h query or feed subs ription of a user.

•

The

Semanti Text Analyser

employs linguisti

and statisti al pro essing fun tions on the textual

ontent of knowledge artefa ts added to the system, in order to perform named entity re ognition
and term

lassi ation.

among resour es that

The obje tive is to identify

on epts of interest and establish relationships

an be subsequently used by the Re ommender System for suggesting tags and

lassi ations with respe t to a taxonomy/ontology.

The metadata

reated by the Semanti

Text

Analyser is indexed together with the do ument in the Metadata Layer.

•

The

Collaborative Filtering Engine

enables individual knowledge workers to benet from the

experien e built within groups of peers. Annotations are envisaged to be

folksonomy.

generating an emerging

This

olle tive

reated by dierent users, thus

omponent analyses the subje tive views that are expli itly

or impli itly expressed by other knowledge workers and generates a model of metadata terms and their
relations to users and do uments. These

an assist in the sele tion and re ommendation of resour es,

as well as inuen e the ranking of sear h results.

•

The

Full Text Indexer

omplements the

is an indispensable

omponent of the ar hite ture's

Business Logi

layer and

ontent retrieval te hniques proposed above. Content edited by users is expe ted to

be ome indexed. It is also envisioned to

onne t multiple ba k-o e data sour es by partially indexing

existing data sour es and appli ations for enhan ed subsequent retrieval.
Additionally to the presented
ar hite ture whi h are bound to
mentioned

omponents, we expe t requirements for modi ations and

hanges in this

ome during the design and development of the system. However, the above-

ore elements have been known to be needed in order to support the so io-te hni al implementation

methodology we follow.

Groza et al. [17℄ found similar system requirements trough s enarios and end-user

interviews during the related NEPOMUK resear h proje t.
Components involved in the indexing and metadata storage fun tions are assembled in a pipe ar hite ture,
passing the results of one element as input for the next.
hite ture (UIMA) ar hite ture [18℄
modules. A

hallenge

IBM's Unstru tured Information Management Ar-

omprises a role model and good basis for the intera tion between these

on erning the te hni al ar hite ture is to nd su h role models that t our requirements

and reuse existing frameworks to realise the ar hite ture as su h (e.g. frameworks on the ar hite tural abstra tion level of Java Platform, Enterprise Edition (Java EE), Servi e-Oriented Ar hite ture (SOA) frameworks,
ontent management frameworks su h as Java Spe i ation Requests 170). The same question of reuse also
applies for ea h individual

omponent.
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on eptual ar hite ture for semanti ally-enri hed enterprise so ial software
Table 3.1

Asso iation among

omponents in SLATES and our proposed ar hite ture

SLATES Framework

Proposed Ar hite ture

Sear h

Semanti

Links

Collaborative Bookmarking

Sear h

Authoring

Wiki and Blog spa es

Tags

Collaborative Bookmarking, Wiki and Blog spa es

Extensions

Re ommender System

Signals

Really Simple Syndi ation (RSS)

To summarise, the enhan ement of enterprise so ial software tools with ma hine-pro essable semanti s
and their respe tive pro essing te hniques is expe ted to yield signi ant benets with respe t to e ien y of
information management, and

ontribute towards improving the overall user experien e of knowledge workers.

Finally, as illustrated in Table 3.1, the proposed OrganiK ar hite ture attempts to integrate enterprise
so ial software's basi
orresponds to spe i

hara teristi s with semanti

te hnologies, sin e ea h suggested ar hite tural

4. Planed so iote hni al Implementation Methodology.

The envisioned OrganiK implementation

methodology was designed in order to address three signi ant hallenges often found in
proje ts [21℄:

•
•
•

omponent

SLATES framework element.

omplex te hnologi al requirements;
non-standardised and non-routine knowledge-intensive work pro esses; and
onsiderable so ial inuen es in work habits.

omplex pro ess analysis
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Therefore, the expe ted OrganiK so iote hni al implementation methodology attempts to provide a balan ed and holisti

analysis of both the so ial as well as the te hni al aspe ts of the investigated pro esses, in

order to implement the nal solution. Our approa h draws upon the basi s of so iote hni al design methodology
[15, 39℄ also taking into

onsideration its modi ations [21℄. Our methodology

omprises of two parallel stud-

ies. The rst is fo used on the te hni al subsystem (e.g. infrastru ture, software tools, information systems),
while the other explores ways to en ourage knowledge-worker engagement and involvement. Figure 4.1 below
illustrates this integration attempt with regards to the interplay between the so ial and te hni al sub-systems.
The OrganiK implementation methodology

onsists of ve phases: Initial Pro ess S anning, Te hni al Sub-

system Analysis, So ial Subsystem Analysis, Interpretation of results, and Solution Design and Implementation.
Ea h phase is dis ussed below.

Social Subsystem:
Individuals, teams,
business units, roles,
relationships, work
arrangements, etc

Sociotechnical
implementation
approach

Technical Subsystem:
Infrastructure, production
processes, business
information systems,
other software tools, etc

Fig. 4.1. Integrating so ial and te hni al subsystems for the implementation of our solution

4.1. Phase One: Initial Pro ess S anning.

This rst stage of the implementation methodology aims

to fa ilitate a general understanding of the organisation for whi h the OrganiK solution is implemented for. It
is the initial step in order to

omprehend the purpose, the pro ess and the environment of the system under

review [38℄. The s ope of that phase is to reveal the main problems on whi h the analysis should fo us [4℄. Main
work pro ess, general organisational ontexts that inuen e the pro ess (e.g. organisational history, relationships
and experien es) are to be investigated in this step. In this phase, the resear h team is expe ted to develop
boundaries in whi h the subsequent analysis will take pla e, as well as a stru ture and approa h for the eort [21℄.
On e the Initial Pro ess S anning phase will be

omplete the analysis will progress to the se ond phase of the

implementation methodology, the Te hni al Subsystem Analysis.

4.2. Phase Two: Te hni al Subsystem Analysis.
the te hni al aspe ts of the total work system [21℄. To a

The aim of this phase is to investigate in detail

omplish su h a task we will identify and map the

detailed spe i ations of the main work pro esses (i.e. their inputs, transformation pro edures and nal outputs).
Furthermore, we will

lassify the main tools (e.g. business information systems, software tools, intranets, et )

whi h play a role in the value
quality, or performan e.

hain of the organisation and present signi ant

onsequen es on

ost, s hedule,

On e the Te hni al Subsystem Analysis in nished, the results are expe ted to be

jointly evaluated with those of the So ial Subsystem Analysis.

4.3. Phase Three: So ial Subsystem Analysis.

The s ope of this phase is to investigate the

entral

elements of the so ial sub-system of the organisation. The aim is to identify the role of the so ial stru tures in
the performan e of the te hni al

onguration. So ial roles, relations and needs of individuals and teams are

fo al points of su h an investigation. Also, so ial dynami s, organisational design, pro ess

ontext and other

non-te hni al inuen es are to be explored [21℄. The so ial subsystem analysis phase is expe ted to take pla e
in parallel with the te hni al one.

4.4. Phase Four: Analyses Interpretation.
te hni al and so ial subsystem analyses. A
system is the

The s ope of this phase is to blend and integrate the

omprehensible understanding of the holisti

so iote hni al work

hallenge here. Joint optimisation of both subsystems is the prerequisite [21℄. The resear h team

is expe ted to identify all major requirements and integrate both the te hni al as well as the so ial aspe ts for
the design of the OrganiK solution.

4.5. Phase Five: Solution Design and Implementation.

This last phase of the implementation

methodology fo uses on the transformation of the abovementioned requirements into te hni al and so ial aspe ts
of the OrganiK solution.
ontinuous

Details of the te hni al needs will materialise into

on rete software tools, while

oa hing and support to the so ial a tors will be provided by the resear h team.
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5. Dis ussion and Future Resear h.

This paper theoreti ally investigates an approa h to developing

organisational knowledge management systems for small knowledge-intensive
approa hes employed in present-day, we suggest that a spe i

ompanies. In

ontrast to other

pro essual use should not be imposed onto

knowledge workers, but rather, the provided knowledge management solutions should be able to organi ally
adapt to their every-day work pra ti es and problem solving a tivities.

Despite the fa t that the OrganiK

resear h proje t is still at a rather initial stage, we envisage a system that is utilised and organi ally in orporated
into every-day

ad ho

and knowledge-intensive SME work pra ti es. Our obje tive is to realise a KM system

with in reased so ial a

eptan e and a positive impa t on redu ing the so io-te hni al gap. In parti ular, we

propose an OrganiK knowledge management framework that adopts a so iote hni al perspe tive to leveraging
organisational knowledge, and

onsiders people and te hnology as two highly inter onne ted

adopt the interse tion of so ial software and semanti
this vision, and present a high-level

A knowledgment.

omponents. We

te hnologies as the te hnologi al baseline towards realising

on eptual ar hite ture of the envisaged solution.

An earlier version of this paper was presented at the 2nd Workshop on So ial Aspe ts

of the Web (SAW 2008), held in

onjun tion with the 11th International Conferen e on Business Informa-

tion Systems (BIS 2008), Innsbru k, Austria, May 2008 and appears in the pro eedings for that workshop.
We appre iate the helpful

omments of the anonymous reviewers, the workshop's parti ipants,

hair Dominik Flejter. Resear h proje t OrganiK (An organi
pean knowledge-intensive

ommittee and

knowledge management system for small Euro-

ompanies) is funded by the European Commission's 7th Framework Programme for

Resear h and Te hnology Development under Grant Agreement 222225 (Resear h for the benet of SMEs).
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FROM BUSINESS RULES TO APPLICATION RULES IN RICH INTERNET
APPLICATIONS
KAY-UWE SCHMIDT, ROLAND STÜHMER∗
,
Abstra t. The in rease of digital bandwidth and

AND

LJILJANA STOJANOVIC†

omputing power of personal

omputers as well as the rise of the Web 2.0

ame along with a new web programming paradigm: Ri h Internet Appli ations. On the other hand, powerful server-side business
rules engines appeared over the last years and let enterprises des ribe their business poli ies de laratively as business rules. This
paper addresses the problem of how to

ombine the business rules approa h with the new programming paradigm of Ri h Internet

Appli ations. We present a novel approa h that reuses business rules for deriving de larative presentation and visualization logi .
In this paper we introdu e a rule-driven ar hite ture

apable of exe uting rules dire tly on the

lient by implementing the Rete

algorithm. We propose to use de larative rules as platform independent language des ribing the appli ation and presentation logi .
By means of AJAX we exemplarily show how to use
Appli ations. We

lient-side exe utable rules for adapting the user interfa e of Ri h Internet

all our approa h ARRIA: Adaptive Rea tive Ri h Internet Appli ations. In order to show the usability of our

approa h we explain our approa h based on an example taken from the nan ing se tor.
Key words: ri h internet appli ation, de larative user interfa e, rule engine, event

1. Introdu tion.

Today's business world is

Thus in re ent years business pro esses do not

ondition a tion rules, AJAX

hara terized by globalization and rapidly

hanging markets.

hange yearly but monthly, the produ t life y le has shrunk from

months to weeks in some industries and the pro ess exe ution time has de reased from weeks to minutes as a
result of the te hnologi al progress over the last few years. On the other side, the life
stayed
dynami

onstant over time [23℄.

y le of IT appli ations

Business rules already proved their potential of bridging the gap between

business pro esses and stati

IT appli ations. By de laratively des ribing the poli ies and pra ti es of

an enterprise the business rules approa h oers the exibility needed by modern enterprises.
At the same time with the dawn of the Web 2.0, a new te hnology for web appli ations appeared: AJAX [15℄.
Be ause of the Web 2.0 and AJAX, Ri h Internet Appli ations (RIAs) emerged from their shadow existen e
in the World Wide Web.

AJAX, in

ontrast to Adobe Flex (http://www.adobe.

om/produ ts/flex),

now

enables RIAs running in browsers without the need for any additional plug-in. Several Web 2.0 appli ations
use AJAX heavily in order to provide a desktop-like behavior to the user.
RIAs, be ause of the broad bandwidth of today's Internet
and

heap personal

omputers.

Besides AJAX, other prominent members of the RIA enabling te hnologies

are: Adobe Flex, Mi rosoft Silverlight (http://www.mi

openlaszlo.org), to

Now the time seems right for

onne tions, as well as the availability of powerful

rosoft. om/silverlight), OpenLaszlo (http://www.

mention just a few.

Given those two trends observable in today's IT lands ape, traditional ways of programming web appliations no longer meet the demands of modern Ri h Internet appli ations. So, the stri t distin tion between
de larative business logi

and hard

oded presentation logi

does no longer hold. As web

to highly responsive Web 2.0 appli ations like Gmail (http://mail.google.
business rules also have to provide the same responsiveness in order to stay
In this paper we propose a novel, de larative ar hite ture for RIAs.

om),

itizens are a

ustomed

web appli ations based on

ompetitive.
We

oined our proposed system

ar hite ture ARRIA whi h stands for Adaptive Rea tive Ri h Internet Appli ation.

In our ar hite ture all

business rules, ae ting the UI and not demanding intensive ba k-end pro essing, are transferred into a

lient-

readable format at design time. We

all these rules in the following appli ation rules. At run-time the appli ation

rules are exe uted dire tly on the

lient by a

to user intera tions.

lient-side rule engine.

That enables a RIA to rea t straight

The event patterns triggering the rules are found by a

omplex event pro essing unit.

After identifying appropriate events, the appli ation rules, in the form of event
are exe uted dire tly on the

lient.

ondition a tion (ECA) rules,

As a proof-of- on ept and in order to evaluate the idea of ARRIAs we

prototypi ally realized a rule-driven RIA using AJAX as

lient-side te hnology.

The paper is stru tured as follows: In Se tion 2 we present an example in order to motivate our work. The
following Se tion 3 des ribes the histori al development of rule-driven systems.

In Se tion 4 we analyze the

semanti

We present in Se tion 5 our

and synta ti

requirements for a

lient-side exe utable rule language.

JSON rules approa h, an implementation of these requirements. Based on our motivating example we show in
∗ SAP AG, Resear h, Vin enz-Prieÿnitz-Straÿe 1, 76131 Karlsruhe, {Kay-Uwe.S hmidt, Roland.Stuehmer}sap.
† FZI Fors hungszentrum Informatik, Haid-und-Neu-Straÿe 10-14, 76131 Karlsruhe, Stojanovi fzi.de
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Se tion 6 how to derive appli ation rules from business rules. Additional, in this se tion we show an exemplary
JSON rule for manipulating obje ts.

The ar hite ture of our ARRIA approa h is detailed in Se tion 7. The

subsequent Se tion 8 elaborates on the implementation details. Se tion 9 gives an overview of related resear h
in the led of rule-driven RIAs, and, nally, the paper

loses with Se tion 10,

on lusions and prospe ts for

future work.

2. Motivating example.

For motivating our work we

hose an example from the nan ing se tor. The

example illustrating our approa h is an online appli ation for a loan.

The use

ase is as follows: A person

wants to apply for a loan from a bank. S/he visits the web portal of that bank in order to ll in the online
loan appli ation. Figure 2.1 shows the form. The web site oers four input possibilities: rst, the name of the
appli ant; se ond, the amount of the requested loan; third the in ome of the appli ant, and, nally, the kind of
employment. The two buttons below the form submit or

an el the loan appli ation.

The IT department of the bank de ided to implement the online loan appli ation as RIA in order to take
advantage of the advan ed visualization te hniques. The RIA shall give immediate feedba k to the borrower
signaling the probability of a

eptan e. Therefore, a tra

light was additionally introdu ed on the web page.

The lights indi ate the status of the appli ation for a loan. A
the loan will be granted.
a

epted. Finally a

The tra

Yellow

means that a

green light indi

light shall

red

light signals a low or zero probability that

lerk has to de ide whether or not the loan appli ation will be

ates that, based on the input data, the loan will be granted in all probability.

hange as the user lls in the online form without expli itly asking the server. That leads

to a desktop-like behavior of the web appli ation.

Fig. 2.1. Motivating example taken from the nan e se tor

The business logi

of the appli ation for a loan is well understood and written down as business rules, sin e

they are subje t to frequent

hanges. The RIA, and, espe ially, the manipulation of the tra

light,

an reuse

and

an be built upon these business rules. The rules shown in Example 1 de laratively represent the business

logi

behind a loan appli ation. For the sake of simpli ity we abstra t from the amount of the loan. The rules

are written in the

IF/THEN

syntax be ause of its simpli ity and its

ommonness of use.

Example 1 Business Rules.

IF C.in ome
L.state
IF C.in ome
L.state
IF C.in ome

{\textgreater}= 1000 AND NOT C.selfEmployed THEN
= ''a epted''
{\textgreater}= 1000 AND C.selfEmployed THEN
= ''to be he ked''
{\textless} 1000 THEN L.state = ''reje ted''

Figure 2.1 b) depi ts the UML

lass diagram of the business obje ts (BOs). BOs are obje ts that en apsulate

real world data and business behavior asso iated with the entities that they represent [20℄. They are also
obje ts in a domain model.

alled

A domain model represents the set of domain obje ts and their relationships.

The two BOs engaged in our example are

Customer

and

LoanAppli ation.

They are

onne ted by the relation
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appliesFor
store

whi h links one

ustomer spe i

lass hold loan spe i

ustomer to one or many loan appli ations. The attributes of the

lass

data like the amount or the approval status of the appli ation. A loan appli ation

have the following statuses:

a epted, to be he ked

or

reje ted.

The business rules depi ted in Figure 2.1 a) dene the business logi
C is a pla eholder for

ustomer

attributes like name, in ome and employment status, whereas the attributes of the loan

Customer

obje ts and L for

LoanAppli ation

an

of when to grand a loan appli ation.

obje ts. The rst rule states that if the

borrower's in ome is grater then or equal to 1000 Euro and s/he is not self employed the loan will be granted
in all probability. The se ond business rule states that if the in ome is greater then or equal to 1000 and s/he
is self employed a

lerk has to judge manually whether the loan will be granted or not. If the in ome is less

then 1000 the loan will not be granted at all. In our example, all business rules are atomi . That means they
are independent of ea h other and pairwise disjun t.

3. The evaluation of rule-driven web appli ations.
on the web page paradigm as depi ted in the left graphi

Lega y rule-driven web appli ations are based

in Figure 3.1. The web page paradigm states that

every web page in a series of pages is downloaded separately. User data are

olle ted in forms on the

lient

and are sent to the server by user request. On the server side a produ tion engine pro esses the input data
and exe utes a tions manipulating business obje ts. Based on the modied business obje ts a new web page is
reated and sent ba k to the

lient. Business rules in the ba k-end de laratively des ribe the business logi

of

the web appli ation.

Plain HTML Rendering

Rich Client Engine

Rich Client Engine
Presentation Logic

Presentation Logic

Presentation Rules

ECA
Rule Engine

Browser

Browser

Web Page Paradigm

Server

Browser

Rich Internet Applications

Rule-enabled Rich Internet Applications

Server

Server

Presentation Logic
Business
Rules
Engine

Business Rules

Business
Rules
Engine

Business Logic

Web Application Server

Business
Rules
Engine

Business Rules

Business Logic

Business Rules

Business Logic

Web Application Server

Web Application Server

Fig. 3.1. Evolution of rule-driven web appli ations

Ri h Internet Appli ations (RIAs) break the web page paradigm by introdu ing ri h
and asyn hronous
from

lient-side fun tionality

in Figure 3.1 depi ts the evolution of RIAs

ommon rule-driven web appli ations. Up to date browsers provide a ri h

dynami
but

ommuni ation fa ilities. The middlemost graphi

lient engine

apable of exe uting

presentation logi s. Together with the business logi , the produ tion system stays on the server side

an be requested asyn hronously. That is, business rules

an be evaluated without being expli itly triggered

by a user request.
Turning RIAs based on server-side rules into

lient-side rule-driven RIAs, that benet from the best of the

two worlds, is not trivial. Swit hing from the request/response

ommuni ation of web appli ations relying on

the web page paradigm to the asyn hronous ommuni ation of RIAs goes only half way. Although asyn hronous
ommuni ation with the web server allows a RIA to reload only altered data rather then the page as a whole,
as well as to pre-load

hunks of data that might be good

andidates for displaying next, the desired desktop-like

responsive behavior is not a hieved. This is be ause business rules and espe ially business rules

on erned with

the presentation layer are still evaluated on the server-side. Every user intera tion, from pressing a button to
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hovering the mouse over an artifa t on the web site, must be pro essed on the server in order to let business
rules re appropriate a tions as rea tion to a user input. Also the advantage of the de larative
is getting lost by only applying the rule paradigm to business logi
logi

is also a good

hara ter of rules

and not to presentation logi . Presentation

andidate for de larative modeling be ause it remains un hanged even for dierent platforms.

4. Requirements for a Client-Side Appli ation Rule Language.

For managing the proposed

side rule engine, an appropriate rule language is an indispensable prerequisite.
requirements spe i

The language must

lient-

onsider

to Ri h Internet Appli ations.

The semanti s of our ECA rule language is
a tions by themselves. The semanti s of ea h

onstituted by the semanti s of the events,

onstituent

onditions and

an be separately dened, for example by redu tion

to their respe tive underlying languages. But there is more to it than that. On top of the
the overall semanti s of the language as a whole must be

omposed semanti s

laried: the relationships between events,

onditions

and a tions.
The so- alled

oupling modes from early resear h on ECA rules in the HiPAC proje t [12℄ (p.129-143) point

out several relationships between events and
an event has o

onditions.

urred. No mode is dened requiring

However, in all

ases a

ondition is evaluated after

onditions to be fullled during the entire o

urren e of

an event. More re ent works, e.g. in [3℄, suggest a revised semanti s for ECA rules. It is stated there that
the

omplete

ondition of a rule has to be satised during the whole dete tion time of the

i. e. from the beginning of the o
last

onstituent event.

established for

urren e of the rst

This understanding of ECA rules

omplex events. Interval-based semanti s views an event as having a duration, instead of viewing

onstituent event. Therefore, an a

duration.

urren e of its

onforms to the notion of interval-based semanti s

it as an instant at dete tion time. The duration lasts from the start of the rst
the last

omposite event,

onstituent event up to the end of the o

ompanying

onstituent event to the end of

ondition should span the entire interval of the event

The downsides of not using interval-based semanti s are pointed out by Galton and Augusto [14℄

and Berstel [3℄ for

onditions. For events this in ludes unexpe ted results from transitivity of multiple sequen e

operators, and for

onditions it in ludes possible mat hes with events, violating temporal axioms like mat hing

system

ontext in the future.

Furthermore, the language must expose all user-adjustable features of the event dete tion, the
mat hing and the dierent kinds of a tions. A good

ondition

omplex event dete tor relies on three things: An easy to

use rule language, a ri h set of event dete tion operators and an e ient algorithm to evaluate these operators.
Furthermore, the event dete tion algorithm has to be an a tive instead of a passive query-based one. We want
to stress this a little bit more.

Events happen asyn hronously and are generally not predi able by nature.

Therefore, we insist on a forward- haining algorithm that pushes a tively new events in an appropriate data
stru ture that proa tively dete ts

omplex events. We are

onvin ed that su h a solution outperforms query-

based pull strategies for instan e proposed by Pas hke et al [25℄.
Conditions are formulae over the state of an appli ation. When a given formula is fullled, the system is in a
state where the rule author wants some a tion to be exe uted. Traditional rule systems only exe ute
a tion rules.

The systems are

alled produ tion systems.

evaluate most types of ECA rules, a separate
This

ondition

Two examples are OPS5 [4℄ and CLIPS [10℄.

To

ondition mat her is required in addition to the event dete tion.

an best be observed from the fa t that

ondition a tion rules la k the triggering event spe i ation,

therefore another way must be provided to nd and run any appli able rule. Furthermore, any appli able rule
should be found at the time when its

ondition is fully satised.

This means that

hanges to the state of

the appli ation should immediately be ree ted in the a tivation of rules. No query-driven semanti s should
be used for rule a tivation be ause it would restri t the

apa ity to a t to only

ertain intervals at whi h

queries are issued. Instead of a query-driven (top-down) approa h, a data-driven approa h must be employed.
A data-driven approa h fulls

onditional predi ates in a bottom-up way, also

advantage of forward- haining evaluation is that for ea h
is saved until it

an be further

immediately when they

ompleted to form a

alled forward- haining. The

hange of state ae ting a

ondition, the partial mat h

omplete mat h in the end. Complete mat hes are reported

ome into existen e.

There are several requirements for the a tion part of rules.

First of all the rule engine should allow for

the highest possible exibility, this means that arbitrary JavaS ript a tions must be allowed. Apart from the
imperative approa h using JavaS ript, a de larative approa h should be supported as it is oered by traditional
produ tion systems like OPS5 or CLIPS. In these systems the a tions

an alter the system state by only spe i-

fying modi ations to obje ts. Su h modi ations in lude adding and deleting obje ts, as well as modi ation
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of business obje ts. As a third type of rule a tion it might be useful to expli itly feed a new event ba k into
the system. Other rules would be able to rea t to su h an event, just like an event from any of the other event
sour es.
Also the non-fun tional requirement of user-friendliness targets several aspe ts. First of all the language
should be extensible. This in ludes permitting the future use of JavaS ript features whi h are not known today.
Also, this in ludes the possibility of adding further operators for the event and
extensibility, some measures of reusability should be provided. For example,

ondition part. In addition to

omplex event expressions whi h

are repeated in several rules should be made reusable at design-time. The user should have the possibility of
reating a set of named event expressions. These predened expressions

an be in orporated into further event

expressions of dierent rules. Methods of reuse should also be provided for

ondition expressions and possibly

a tions. For the latter it might be possible to oer a library of predened a tions. User interfa e patterns [26℄
might help in nding a meaningful sele tion of su h a tions to be provided for the rule author. User-friendliness
should also

over the run-time of the rule framework. One important requirement arises when a rule author

wants to add and remove rules while the rule engine is running. Both the event dete tion and the
mat hing algorithms must be able to alter their data stru tures in a

ondition

oherent manner when rules are added or

deleted from dete tion.
Lastly, on a

ount of browser-friendliness there are also some non-fun tional requirements for a rule lan-

guage. As far as the possible a

eptan e of a new rule language goes, it

losely ts the environment in whi h it is to be used. To a

an be very important that the language

omplish this, the language should be lightweight,

easy to deploy in a RIA and AJAX environment and should honor JavaS ript programming pra ti es, where
possible.
Lu kham writes in his book [22℄ on event pro essing, that an event language must be expressive enough,
must be notationally simple, semanti ally pre ise and must have an e ient pattern mat her.

He says this

about event languages, but the pre eding analysis has shown that Lu kham's requirements hold true for the
ondition part, just as they do for the event part.

5. JSON Rules.

We implemented the above analyzed requirements in a rule language named JSON rules.

It is a language for dening
and a tions.

lient-side exe utable rea tion rules. Rea tion rules are triples of events,

onditions

From a user's point of view the rule language is the interfa e to programming and adapting

ARRIAs. For the rule language the JavaS ript-friendly JavaS ript Obje t Notation (JSON) format is

hosen.

JSON is published as a Request for Comments (RFC) [9℄. Like XML it provides a stru tured representation of
data with deep nesting. Unlike XML it is readily usable in JavaS ript be ause JSON syntax is the subset of
JavaS ript otherwise used to denote obje ts literals and array literals in the programming language. Although,
JSON is JavaS ript there is a thin parsing layer involved to provide se urity from introdu ing exe utable
Other than that, JSON uses a very lean syntax

example, they are just used to provide stru ture like nesting.
therefore, our rule language

ode.

ompared to XML. Tags do not need to be named if, for
JSON

an be used to maintain nested data;

an be formulated in JSON as an abstra t syntax tree. A similar approa h is taken

by many modern XML-based languages, like RuleML and its ECA rule standard, Rea tion RuleML [25℄. Using
an abstra t syntax tree to transport the language relieves the
Instead the nesting of expressions
of

lient-side appli ation of parsing any expressions.

an be easily determined by des ending the supplied tree. Also, no aspe ts

on rete syntax must be retained when abstra t syntax is used.
The

omplete grammar of our de larative

lient-side JSON ECA rule language is designed in (extended)

Ba kus-Naur Form (BNF). We designed and tested the rule language grammar with the parser generator tool
ANTLR (ANother Tool for Language Re ognition,

http://www.antlr.org/).

The grammar des ribes a so-

alled rule le. The rule le is the granularity at whi h rules are transported, e.g. downloaded into the rule
framework.

A rule le may

ontain more than one ECA rule in a rule set.

Meta data for the rule set are

also part of the rule le and a library of reusable event expressions. The language is a spe ialization of JSON.
The syntax of JSON

an des ribe strings, numbers, the Boolean literals

arrays. Obje ts are en losed in
is a string followed by a

urly bra es. They

ontain a

true

and

false

as well as obje ts and

omma separated list of attributes. An attribute

olon and the value. The value might in turn be any JSON expression. Arrays are

en losed in square bra kets,

ontaining a

omma separated list of expressions. The proposed language restri ts

tree-expressions from JSON in way that only

ertain obje ts with

ertain attributes may be used and nested.

The language is therefore a subset of JSON. An example JSON rule is given in the next

hapter.
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6. Deriving appli ation rules from business rules.
logi . The business logi

The starting point for every RIA is the business

de laratively en oded into business rules

oarsely denes the presentation logi

of the

user interfa e for RIAs. But business rules are usually high-level and are not related to any user interfa e issues.
On the other hand, appli ation rules presenting the presentation logi
omplex user interfa es. Therefore, the rst step in

have to

ontrol, on a ne grained level,

reating appli ation rule sets is the analysis of the business

rules and their related business obje ts. Based on this analysis, the user interfa e and the presentation logi
the form of de larative appli ation rules

The appli ation rule in Example 2 is dire tly derived from the rst business rule of the Example 1.
manipulates all JavaS ript

LoanAppli ation

Customer obje t has
LoanAppli ation obje t referen

the tra

light a

obje ts asso iated with a dedi ated

ordingly. On the other hand, it would also be possible to

within the rule body by inje ting JavaS ript
Example 2 shows the entire rule set in our
rule set is dened. From line 02 to 16 a

all obje ts of

Customer

ase

onsisting of a single appli ation rule. In line 01 the name of the

ondition a tion rule is dened. Line 02 states the rule name and line 03

meeting the

When all

epted. This

ea h

ondition is formulated. The

onsists of two parts,

ontains only one obje t of

Customer

LoanAppli ation

and one obje t of

onstraints are satised the a tion in line 14 is red.
ontains an extra

onstraint eld

he king whether

state

is unequal to

onstraint ensures that the rule is not invoked several times by the exe ution algorithm. On

hange to the rule system runs all rules whi h have a mat hed

times as long as its
appli ation to

ondition

onstraints dened in the lines 0608 with all obje ts of

epted. In our example the RIA

In line 13 the example JSON rule
a

light dire tly

ustomer (line 0408) and the se ond to the loan appli ation (line 0913). Line 12 joins

that are not already a

LoanAppli ation.

hange the tra

ode dire tly into the rule's a tion part. The printout depi ted in

the des ription of the rule. From line 04 to 13 the
the rst relates to the

It

Customer obje t, whenever any
hanged. A web designer merely has to listen to PropertyChangedEvents
ed by the $LoanApp variable and, if an event has been red, to adjust

property of the
of the

in

an be designed.

ondition still mat hes the obje ts.

a epted

ondition. Therefore, a rule res several

Sin e our example rule would always set the loan

regardless of whether this has been done before, the rule would loop endlessly.

solution is to alter the rule in a way so that its

Be ause the rule modies an attribute whi h is not part of the
onstraint to the rule. The stronger

The

ondition is invalidated after the rule is run for the rst time.
ondition, we

orre t this by adding the extra

ondition ensures that the rule does not mat h obje ts whi h were mat hed

before.
Example 2 JSON Appli ation Rule.

01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

{"meta": {"ruleSet": ``Loan Appli ation Example"},
``rules": [{"meta": {"rule": ``GrantLoans",
``des ription": ``Grant loan!"},
`` ondition": [{" lass": ``Customer",
``fields": [
{"field": ``in ome", `` omparator": ``>=", ``literal": 1000},
{"field": ``selfEmployed", `` omparator": ``==", ``literal": false},
{"field": ``appliesFor", ``vardef": ``$LoanAppID"}℄},
{" lass": ``LoanAppli ation",
``vardef": ``$LoanApp",
``fields": [
{"field": ``id", `` omparator": ``==", ``variable": ``$LoanAppID"},
{"field": ``state", `` omparator": ``!=", ``literal": ``a epted"}℄}℄,
``a tion": [{"type": ``MODIFY",
``name": ``$LoanApp",
``modify": ``this.state = 'a epted';"}℄}℄}

7. Ar hite ture.

First we highlight the design of the CEP engine followed by the design of the rule engine.

For the design of an e ient

omplex event dete tor several alternative algorithms were proposed in the past.

They dier in their dete tion approa h, using either automata [18℄, Petri-nets [17℄ or a graph-based approa h [8℄.
They also dier in their ee ts on the semanti s of events they dete t, and dier in general versatility.
SnoopIB [1℄ is

hosen from the available approa hes as a basis for the event dete tion in this thesis. Along

with that, Snoop's operators are adopted with some extensions and with a
algorithm. A reason for

ording extensions of the dete tion

hoosing Snoop over the other dete tion methods is that the graph-based approa h of
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SNOOP allows the dete tion of overlapping
omplex events of a given

omplex events. This rules out automaton-based event dete tion as

omplex type may o

ur simultaneously. This means several

omplex in idents of the

same type happen at the same time, in an overlapping fashion. Automaton-based algorithms are not
of dete ting more than one instan e of the same

of how automata are used for event dete tion. As elaborated in Gehani at all [18, 19℄ automata are
from regular expressions spe ifying event patterns.
initial state is

apable

omplex event at the same time. This is an inherent drawba k
Transitions model a

reated with transitions for initiator events, the initial

to further states, and so on, up to one or more a

onstru ted

epted events in a given state.

An

onstituent events. The transitions lead

epting states, where the

omplex event is dete ted.

The

omplex event is then dened as the sequen e of transitions whi h were taken from an initiator to a terminator
event. When an automaton must a

ept overlapping omplex events, the following happens. A suitable initiator

hanges the state of the automaton away from the initial state by using one of the transitions. The automaton
will then be in a state whi h a
There might be no transitions a

epts

onstituent events to

epting initiators for further

ontinue

ompletion of the rst

omplex event.

omplex events, until the automaton is reset after

ompletely dete ting the rst. Although there might be other transitions labeled with the initiator event type,
these events will be in orporated in the rst
are only started at the initial state.

omplex event as intermediate

onstituents. Other

In summary this means that overlapping

be ause on e an automaton is in the pro ess of dete ting a
anymore, to start dete ting a se ond

omplex events

omplex events are ignored,

omplex event, it is usually not in its initial state

omplex event at the same time.

Algorithms based on Petri nets and

on graphs do not share this de ien y. An important drawba k of the Petri net-based approa h, however, is
that Petri nets do not support user-dened sele tion of tokens when a transition is red. This means it
be predetermined by the user, whi h

onstituent events, e.g. tokens, are used when

Therefore, SAMOS [17℄ does not provide

reating a

annot

omplex event.

ongurable event sele tion poli ies in its Petri net-based approa h.

Coloured Petri nets are introdu ed in Jensen [21℄. They allow tokens to be individually distinguished at the
transitions might a

omplish event sele tion based on individual attributes.

However, SAMOS uses

olours

only to model event parameters and to propagate these parameters through the Petri net. This

on ludes the

major reasons for

annot dete t

on urrent
The

hoosing the graph-based approa h over automata or Petri nets. Automata

omplex events and Petri nets do not oer a

lear strategy for event sele tion.

hoi e of dete tion semanti s is the next important de ision whi h has to be made on behalf of the

event dete tion. The dete tion semanti s are

on erned with whether

omplex events are represented by an

interval or only by a point in time. The pre eding analysis for this work showed that a dete tion-based (point
in time) semanti s delivers unexpe ted results for

ertain operators, e.g. the sequen e operator. Snoop revised

its semanti s towards an interval-based view of events,

alled SnoopIB [1℄.

The same holds for other event

dete tion system like Rea tion RuleML [25℄.
A

ording to the requirements we de ided to use Rete [13℄ as forward- haining dis rimination network for

the evaluation of the

onditions parts of a rule. The Rete algorithm has several similarities with the previously

des ribes dete tion graph for events. Both are forward- haining pattern mat hing algorithms and both must be
able to add and remove nodes at runtime, et . However, there are some important dieren es. Firstly, it must
be noted that they serve dierent purposes. In terms of semanti s of rules [5℄, the event graph is
with transient, temporal data, i. e. events. The Rete network, on the other hand, is

on erned

on erned with persistent

data, representing the system state, i. e. business obje ts. The two types of data are to be separated in order
to avoid making unne essary events persistent, and thereby imposing a storage burden on an appli ation.
Figure 7.1 depi ts the

lient-side

are skipped for the sake of simpli ity.
appli ation logi

The software

The server-side

omponents of the run-time ar hite ture

omponents
arry out the

en oded in the de larative appli ation rules. The appli ation rules are transferred to the

together with the

lient

ontent data in response to the rst initial user request. In the rst prepro essing step the

CEP Unit responsible for dete ting
handlers are set.

omponents of the run-time ar hite ture.

As

register for ea h atomi

omplex events is initialized and, in a se ond step, the appropriate event

omplex events are not issued dire tly by user interfa e widgets the CEP Unit has to
event

ontained in

omplex events.

When the user intera ts with the portal, he/she lls in forms, navigates through the site, and goes ba k,
sear hes for terms and so on. All those intera tions trigger events like mouse movements in the appropriate
ontrols. The CEP Unit handles all atomi

events to whi h it has subs ribed in advan e (step three) by its

SnoopIB implementation. Based on the dire tives of the event dete tion algebra, it tries to identify
patterns from the event stream.

After dete ting a

omplex

omplex event, the asso iated rules are evaluated by the

lient-side rule engine. This is step four in Figure 7.1 In step ve the

ondition parts of the rules are evaluated,
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if there are any, using the Rete algorithm.

If the event and

ondition part of rule is mat hed during the

evaluation phase, it is red immediately.
The exe ution of a rule

an have manifold a tions whi h are marked as 6a to

. In step 6a a rule manipulates

the status of the appli ation. The status of the appli ation is maintained in working memory. In a nutshell,
the working memory
memory
are

onsists of an arbitrary amount of lo al obje t variables. Further a

an trigger additional rules that are not expli itly bound to any

onventional produ tion or

ondition a tion rules (CA rules). A rule

dire tly as depi ted in step 6b. By this means, appli ation rules
without an expli it server request.
interfa e manipulation
of

an also manipulate the user interfa e

an respond to user intera tions immediately

These rules are the guarantors of a responsive user interfa e.

an issue additional atomi

omplex events. New rules

hange to the working

omplex event pattern. These rules

Any user

events that might be re ognized by the CEP Unit as parts

an be triggered. So the rule exe ution in step 6b

an trigger additional rules

over the event dete tion me hanism. The last possible a tion of a rule exe ution is depi ted in step 6 : The
invo ation of the Asyn hronous Communi ation Controller (ACC). The ACC is responsible for loading new rule
sets, for pre-fet hing

ontent data as well as for syn hronizing with the BO's on the server-side. As a dire t

byprodu t of pre-fet hing data and syn hronizing with the server, the ACC

an alter the user interfa e.

Fig. 7.1. Run-time ar hite ture

8. Implementation of the run-time ar hite ture.

We implemented our event dete tion as well as our

rule engine in JavaS ript using a slightly modied SnoopIB and obje t-based Rete algorithm. The event graph
is a network of nodes whi h represent event expressions. There are spe ial nodes types for every event type.
In oming edges of a node originate in
no in oming edges. Outgoing edges

hild nodes whi h represent sub-expressions. Simple event nodes have

onne t a node to its parent whi h makes further use of dete ted events.

Dete ted events are propagated upwards in the network, starting with simple events whi h are fed into the
graph at the simple event nodes. The propagation ends at top nodes whi h have no further parents. In these
nodes events are extra ted from the graph and are handed on to some a tion, whi h in the pro ess dis ards the
event. Event nodes may have more than one parent. This o

urs when an event expression is used in several

pla es of a pattern. The reused expression is then manifested only on e in the event graph but outgoing edges
are linked to all nodes where the expression is reused. All parent nodes are informed equally of dete ted events.
We implemented the following event operators in our JSON rule language.

The logi al operators from

Or, And, Any, as well as Not. Operators And and Or are binary operators in the
involve two operands. The Any operator is a generalized form of the pre eding ones. It a epts

Snoop that we implemented are:
sense that they

an arbitrary list of parameters and a parameter
to mat h the Any pattern.

m, whi

h spe ies the number of events that must be dete ted
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Seq, A, A*, P, P*, as well as Plus. The operator
A* are ternary operators, dete ting o urren es of
one event type when they happen within an interval formed by the two other event types. A* is a variant whi h
olle ts all events and o urs only on e at the end of the interval with all the olle ted onstituents. P and P* are

Seq

Additional, we implemented Snoop's temporal operators:

A

is the sequen e of two events in time. Operators

ternary operators as well, they also a

ept two events starting and ending an interval, but the third parameter

is a time expression after whi h the events o
spe ied to
only on e,

ur periodi ally during the given interval.

olle t event parameters for ea h periodi
ontaining all

stands for aperiodi

olle ted

and

onstituents.

be ause the dete ted

event type and a time expression. The

o

P stands for periodi

onstituents o

Plus

urren e.

event o

P*

is the

A fun tion may be

umulative variant whi h o

be ause of its metronome

ur at irregular times. The

Plus

operator a

urs after the spe ied event type has o

urs

hara teristi s.

A

epts an

urred and the

spe ied time has passed.
The operators mentioned so far are the

omplete set from Snoop.

Content-based

them in order to fulll the requirement for ltering by event parameters. Content-based
stru ture as the previously des ribed operators do. Content based
streams whi h

ontain only events mat hing a

onstraint

of events. The appropriate event operators are

alled

he ks lter streams of events, resulting in

he k. Su h

guard

he ks are added to
he ks do not provide

he ks are

on erned with the parameters

by David Lu kham or

mask

by the authors of Ode.

We use the term mask. The event mask is designed as an operator with one event input and a Boolean fun tion
to be applied to the input. The value returned from the fun tion de ides about whether the input is a
or dis arded. An in oming event is a

epted if the fun tion returns

true.

epted

When spe ifying a mask expression,

the fun tion itself may be sele ted from a set of predened mask types. Moreover, the event masks in this work
are extensible in the way that the fun tion may optionally be an arbitrary user-dened implementation.
The Rete network is

onstru ted from the top downwards,

ontrary to the event graph. This is be ause

working memory elements (WMEs) enter the Rete network at a single, top node. As with the event graph, equal
nodes must be shared. Equality is likewise determined by the fun tion of a node

ombined with its input, mean-

ing its prede essor nodes. Constru ting the Rete network from the rule spe i ation is done as follows. Ea h
lass pattern is rst

onverted into a series of

forming sub- lasses of Node.Alpha,

onse utive alpha nodes. There are dierent types of alpha nodes

f. Figure 8.1. These alpha nodes for example perform

an obje t, the existen e of an attribute of an obje t, or

it to the network, ea h alpha node is linked to its prede essor,
the su

he ks on the

lass of

omparisons with the values of attributes, et . On adding
he king whether an equal node is already among

essor nodes and sharing it, if so. After the single obje t he ks are ompletely represented in the network,

an alpha memory is added in the end to store the output. To
ered from the rule spe i ation. Every free variable o

reate the su

essive beta network, joins are gath-

urring in more than one obje t pattern is invoking a join.

Joins are then ordered in pair wise joins by variable and by input memory. Beta nodes are then

reated with the

ne essary join predi ates and atta hed to the mat hing alpha memories. A join predi ate or Test is a JavaS ript
fun tion. It is sele ted from a hash map of predened

omparator fun tions whi h are sele ted by the

spe i ation in ea h rule. Comparator fun tions in lude wrappers for the built-in
like <, >, <=, >=, ==, != and like ===, !== whi h do not perform type
terparts do. Also the JavaS ript spe ial operator

typeof

omparator

omparators from JavaS ript

oer ions like their two-letter

is available, whi h allows

oun-

he ks for the types of obje ts

and primitives. Adding more fun tions to the hash map here provides simple extensibility for the rule framework.
The

omparator fun tions are two-parameter fun tions with Boolean result be ause they are used as join predi-

ates. The fun tions are stored in the Test obje ts in join nodes. A join node has a beta memory as one input and
an alpha memory as another. The beta memory supplies tokens whi h are lists of obje ts satisfying pre eding
joins. The alpha memory supplies plain obje ts (in the form of WMEs) whi h must mat h the other obje ts in the
token a

ording to the join predi ates. After nishing all joins in the beta memory, a produ tion node is added

to the network. Su h a node is a beta memory

ontaining nished tokens representing a

omplete join. Ea h

su h token resembles a fully mat hed pattern and therefore a rule a tion is triggered from the produ tion node.

9. Related work.

Rule-driven Ri h Internet Appli ations seems to be a new and novel approa h, as we

ould not nd related work on this topi .
addressing subtopi s of our approa h.
interfa e produ es events. They use
not for triggering appli ation logi
the

lient. In their work

omplex events

Nevertheless, there exists already a reasonable amount of work

Carughi at al [6℄ des ribe RIAs as rea tive systems where the user

omplex event pro essing in

onjun tion with server push te hnologies, but

formulated in de larative appli ation rules, that

an be exe uted dire tly on

omplex events trigger some kind of server-side logi . They also do not address how

an be dete ted on the

lient-side.
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Fig. 8.1.

Rete Network (Class Diagram).

This diagram shows the

lasses

omprising the Rete network. The Rete

ontains an alpha node in the role of the Root Node. Also, the dummy beta memory is
is rea hable through obje ts of these two

lass

onne ted to Rete. The rest of the network

lasses. Tokens are implemented as a linked list, so token obje ts are parenting token

obje ts.

The prin iples of

omplex event pro essing for rea tive databases are well understood sin e the mid-1990s.

Chakravarthy et al [8℄ outline an expressive event spe i ation language for rea tive database systems. They
also provide algorithms for the dete tion of

omposite events and an ar hite ture for an event dete tor along

with its implementation. Our work in the eld of
the work done by Chakravarthy and Mishra [8℄,

omplex event pro essing relies greatly on their work and

Papamarkos et al [24℄ and Alferes and Tagni [2℄. Re ently

some eort was undertaken to broaden RuleML (http://www.ruleml.org/) to a event spe i ation language.
As a result Rea tion RuleML (http://ibis.in.tum.de/resear

dierent kinds of produ tion, a tion, rea tion,

h/Rea tionRuleML/) [25℄ in

omplex event pro essing and event logi

orporates ni ely

rules into the native

RuleML syntax but fails to support OWL ontologies.
In the web engineering paper of Garrigós et al, [16℄ AWAC is presented, a prototype CAWE tool for the
automati

generation of adaptive web appli ations based on the A-OOH methodology. The authors dene the

Personalization Rules Modeling Language (PRML) an ECA language tailored the personalization needs of web
appli ations. Our rule language follows a dierent approa h as it has to deal with

omplex events on the

lient-

side. PRML does not support

omplex event pro essing and is not a general purpose ECA language supporting

more then personalization, in

ontradi tion to our JSON rules.

The ECA-Web language suggested by Daniel at al [11℄ is an enhan ed XML-based event
language for the spe i ation of a tive rules,

ondition a tion

on eived to manage adaptiveness in web appli ations. Our JSON-

Rules are dierent to that approa h as we, as stated in the name, relay on JSON as ex hange and exe ution
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format. Moreover, we in orporated an event algebra for spe ifying

omplex events based on Snoop. Besides

that, the whole adaptation approa h is quite dierent as we support real-time adaptation dire tly on the

lient

ompared to the server-side adaptation and rule exe ution approa h of ECA-Web.

10. Con lusions and future work.

In this paper we presented a novel approa h of using de larative

appli ation rules as a new programming model for RIAs. We

all this amalgam of event pro essing, rule engine

and RIA: ARRIA  Adaptive Rea tive Ri h Internet Appli ation.

By providing event dete tion we enable

the web designer to dene the behavior of the web appli ation based on the order the user issues intera tion
events in time, that is based on order of his/her a tions.
hanged by rewriting the rules. The ECA rules

The de larative appli ation logi

an be exe uted without additional

an be easily

oding by arbitrary target

systems like AJAX, Silverlight or Flex. We developed a light-weight ECA rule language tailored to the needs of
RIAs. Furthermore, we implemented an enhan ed event dete tion engine based on the SnoopIB algorithm. For
mat hing the
As a proof of

onditions of ECA rules we de ided to implement a light-weight version of the Rete algorithm.
on ept we implemented our motivating example using JSON rules.

The ARRIA framework

onsisting of event dete tion and rule evaluation was implemented in JavaS ript. As RIAs are not only AJAX
appli ations we

urrently implement our framework in Silverlight. Moreover, we will evaluate the performan e of

the ARRIA framework and we will implement other use

ases where our ar hite ture will show its full potential.
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Abstra t. A trust metri

AND

DANILO TOMASONI∗

is a te hnique for predi ting how mu h a user of a so ial network might trust another user. This is

espe ially bene ial in situations where most users are unknown to ea h other su h as online
tumultuous evolution of so ial networking demands for a
a platform

ode as Free Software, in order to fa ilitate the

ommunities. We believe the re ent

With this in mind we

onsisting of a wiki for open resear h on trust metri s. The goal of Trustlet is to

datasets and trust metri s
a more

olle tive resear h eort.

reated Trustlet.org,

olle t and distribute trust network

omparison of dierent trust metri s algorithms and

oherent progress in this eld. At present we made available some so ial network datasets and

ode for some trust metri s.

In this paper we des ribe Trustlet and report a rst empiri al evaluation of dierent trust metri s on the Advogato so ial network
dataset.
Key words: trust metri s, so ial network analysis, wiki, advogato, free software, data a quisition, s ien e

1. Introdu tion.

ommons

In our urrent so iety it is more and more ommon to intera t with strangers, people who

are totally unknown to us. This happens for example when re eiving an email asking for

ollaboration or advise

from an unknown person, when we rely on reviews written by unknown people on sites su h as Amazon. om,
and also when browsing random proles on so ial networking sites su h as Fa ebook. om or Linkedin. om. Even
more surprising is the fa t a huge amount of

ommer ial ex hanges happen now between strangers, fa ilitated by

platforms su h as Ebay. om. In all systems in whi h is possible to intera t with unknown people, it is important
to have tools able to suggest whi h other users

an be trustworthy enough for engaging with.

Trust metri s and reputation systems [10℄ have pre isely this goal and be ome even more important, for
instan e, in systems where people are
ex hange networks (i. e.

onne ted in the physi al world su h as

ou hsurng. om), in whi h users a

In fa t, in all the previous examples, the system

arpooling systems or hospitality

ept to have strangers into their

ar or their house.

an give users the possibility of expressing a trust statement,

an expli it statement stating I trust this person in this

ontext (for example as a pleasant guest in a house

or as a reliable seller of items) [10℄ and then use this information in order to predi t trustworthiness of users.
Trust be omes in this way one of the building blo k of the so iety [5℄.
While resear h about trust issues spanned dis iplines as diverse as e onomi s, psy hology, so iology, anthropology and politi al s ien e for

enturies, it is only re ently that the widespread availability of modern

ommuni ation te hnologies fa ilitated empiri al resear h on large so ial networks, sin e it is now possible to
olle t real world datasets and analyze them [10℄. As a
started

onsequen e, re ently

omputer s ientists and physi ists

ontributing to this new resear h eld as well [13, 3℄.

Moreover we all start relying more and more on these so ial networking sites [4℄, for friendship,
work, . . . As this eld be ome more and more
posed but there is a la k of

omparisons and analysis of dierent trust metri s under the same

Sierra and Sabater put it in their

uation is quite

onditions. As

omplete Review on Computational Trust and Reputation Models [15℄: Fi-

nally, analyzing the models presented in this arti le we found that there is a
frameworks to evaluate and

ommer e,

ru ial, in the past few years many trust metri s have been pro-

omplete absen e of test-beds and

ompare the models under a set of representative and

ommon

onditions. This sit-

onfusing, espe ially for the possible users of these trust and reputation models. It is thus urgent

to dene a set of test-beds that allow the resear h

ommunity to establish

omparisons in a similar way to what

happens in other areas (e.g. ma hine learning). Our goal is to fulll this void and for this reason we set up Trustlet [1℄, a

ollaborative wiki in whi h we aim to aggregate resear hers interested in trust and reputation and build

together a lively test-bed and

ommunity for trust metri s evaluation. A related proje t is the Agent Reputation

and Trust (ART) Testbed [6℄. However ART is more fo used on evaluating dierent strategies for intera tions in
so ieties in whi h there is
i

ompetition and the goal is to perform more su

essfully than other players, in a spe-

ontext. Our take with Trustlet is about evaluating performan es of trust metri s in their ability to predi t

how mu h a user

ould trust another user, in every

ontext. For this reason, we want also to support o-line

evaluation of dierent trust metri s on so ial network datasets. The two testbeds are hen e
In this paper we des ribe Trustlet, the reason behind its
we have

omplementary.

reation and its goals, we report the datasets

olle ted and released and the trust metri s we have implemented and we present a rst empiri al

evaluation of dierent trust metri s on the Advogato dataset.
∗ FBK/rst, Via Sommarive, 14, Povo (TN)Italy,

{massa, souren, salvetti, tomasoni}fbk.eu
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2. Trust Metri s.

Trust metri s are a way to measure trust one entity

us start with some examples. After a transa tion user Ali e on Ebay

ould pla e in another entity. Let

an expli itly express her subje tive level

of trust in user Bob. We model this as a trust statement from Ali e to Bob. Trust statements
for example on Advogato [8℄ a user

an

an be weighted,

ertify another user as Master, Journeyer, Apprenti e or Observer,

based on the per eived level of involvement in the Free Software

ommunity.

Trust statements are dire ted

and not ne essary symmetri : it's possible a user re ipro ates with a dierent trust statement or not at all.
By aggregating the trust statements expressed by all the members of the
entire trust network (for an example, see Figure 2.1).
In fa t trust

an be

ommunity it is possible to build the

A trust network is hen e a dire ted, weighted graph.

onsidered as one of the possible so ial relationships between humans, and trust networks

a sub lass of so ial networks [13, 3℄.

Fig. 2.1. Stru ture of a

ottage family, hand drawing by Ja ob MorenoFrom Who shall survive? [12℄

Trust metri s are hen e tools for predi ting the trust a user
trust network and assuming that trust

ould have in another user, by analyzing the

an somehow be propagated. One of the assumptions is that people are

more likely to trust a friend of a friend than a random stranger [11, 16, 7, 8℄.
Trust metri s

an either be lo al or global [16, 11℄. A global trust metri

is a trust metri

where predi ted

trust values for nodes are not personalized.
On the other hand, with lo al trust metri s, the trust values a user sees for other users depend on her position
in the network. In fa t, a lo al trust metri
of every single user. For example a lo

predi ts trust s ores that are personalized from the point of view

al trust metri

might predi t Ali e should trust Carol as 0.9 and Bob

should trust Carol as 0.1, or more formally trust(A,C)=0.9 and trust(B,C)=0.1. Instead for global trust metri s,
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trust(A,B)=reputation(B) for every user A. This global value is sometimes
most trust metri s used in web
users and faster to run on

alled reputation [10℄. Currently

ommunities are global, mainly be ause they are simpler to understand for the

entral servers sin e they have to be exe uted just on e for the entire

However we think that soon users will start asking for systems that take into a

ommunity.

ount their own pe uliar points

of view and hen e lo al trust metri s, possibly to be run in a de entralized fashion on their own devi es.
While resear h on trust metri s is quite re ent, there have been some proposals for trust metri s. We briey
review some of them for later mention in the evaluation presented in Se tion 4, although our goal is not to
provide a

omplete review of previously proposed trust metri s here.

Ebay web site shows the average of the feedba ks re eived by a
be

ertain user in her pro le page. This

an

onsidered as a simple global trust metri , whi h predi ts, as trust of A in B, the average of all the trust

statements re eived by B [11℄.
In more advan ed trust metri s, trust
trust metri

an be extended beyond dire t

onne tions. The original Advogato

[8℄ is global, and uses network ow to let trust ow from a seed of 4 users, who are de lared

trustworthy a priori, towards the rest of the network. The network ow is rst
statements whose value is Master (highest value) to nd who
added to this network and the network ow is
the users with Apprenti e status are found by

al ulated on the network of trust

lassies as Master. Then the Journeyer edges are

al ulated again to nd users who

lassify as Journeyer. Finally

al ulating the ow on all but the Observer edges. The untrusted

Observer status is given if no trust ow rea hed a node. By repla ing the 4 seed users for an individual user A,
Advogato

an also be used as a lo al trust metri s predi ting trust from the point of view of A.

The problem of ranking of web pages in the results of a sear h engine query
perspe tive. A link from page A to page B

an be regarded under a trust

an be seen as a trust statement from A to B (in this

ase, the nodes

of the trust network are not people but Web pages). This is the intuition behind the algorithm PageRank [2℄
powering the sear h engine Google. Trust is propagated with a me hanism resembling a random walk over the
trust network.
Moletrust [11℄ is a lo al trust metri . Users are ordered based on their distan e from the sour e user, and
only trust edges that go from distan e
only depends on the already

n

to distan e

n+1

are regarded. The trust value of users at distan e n

al ulated trust values at distan e

n − 1.

The s ores that are lower than a spe i

threshold value are dis arded, and the trust s ore is the average of the in oming trust statements weighted
over the trust s ores of the nodes at distan e

n − 1.

It is possible to

propagation horizon, i.e. the maximum distan e to whi h trust

ontrol the lo ality by setting the trust

an be propagated.

Golbe k proposed a metri , TidalTrust [7℄, that is similar to Moletrust. It also works in a breadth rst
sear h fashion, but the maximum depth depends on the length of the rst path found from the sour e to the
destination.
on ept from

Another lo al trust metri

is Ziegler's AppleSeed [16℄, based on spreading a tivation models, a

ognitive psy hology.

3. Datasets and Trust Metri s Evaluation.
somehow still in its infan y. The rst trust metri

Resear h on trust metri s started a long time ago, but is

ould probably be as ribed to the philosopher John Lo ke

who in 1680 wrote: Probability then being to supply the defe t of our knowledge, the grounds of it are these two
following: First, the

onformity of anything with our own knowledge, observation and experien e. Se ondly, the

testimony of others, vou hing their observation and experien e. In the testimony of others is to be

onsidered:

(1) The number. (2) The integrity. (3) The skill of the witnesses. (4) The design of the author, where it is a
testimony out of a book

ited. (5) The

testimonies [9℄. This quotation

onsisten y of the parts and

ir umstan es of the relation. (6) Contrary

an give an idea of how many dierent models for representing and exploiting

trust have been suggested over the

enturies. However of

ourse John Lo ke in 1680 didn't have the te hnologi al

means for empiri ally evaluating his trust metri . Even
and opinions was very hard in old times.

The rst

olle ting the required data about so ial relationships

ontributions in analyzing real so ial networks

an be

tra ked down to the foundational work of Ja ob Moreno [12℄ (see Figure 2.1) and sin e then many so iologists,
e onomists and anthropologists have resear hed on so ial networks and trust. But the advent of the information
age has made it possible to

olle t, represent, analyze and even build networks way beyond what is possible

with pen and paper. Computer s ientists and physi ists have hen e be ome interested in so ial networks, now
that both huge amounts of data have be ome available and

omputing power has advan ed

At Trustlet (http://www.trustlet.org) we have started a wiki to
trust and trust metri s. Our goal is to attra t a

onsiderably [13, 3℄.

olle t information about resear h on

ommunity of people with interest in trust metri s. The wiki is

totally open: anonymous edits are allowed and anybody

an register and

reate an a

ount. We have

hosen to
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use the Creative Commons Attribution li ense so that work
eort shares the vision of the S ien e Commons proje t
barriers to s ienti

ollaboration and innovation and to foster open a

repository of the software we
GNU General Publi

an easily (and legally) be reused elsewhere. Our

1 whi h tries to remove unne essary legal and te hni al

ess to data. We have also started a

reate for our analysis, written in Python and available as Free Software under the

Li ense (GPL)

2 so that other resear hers an repli ate our experiments and reuse our ode.

We believe the la k of generally available datasets is inhibiting s ienti
hypothesis if it has been tested on a dataset that is not easily available.

progress.

It's harder to test a

The other alternative is testing

the hypothesis on synthesized datasets, whi h are hardly representative of real-world situations. Prior to the
proliferation of digital networks data had to be a quired by running fa e-to-fa e surveys, whi h
years to

olle t data of a mere

ould take

ouple of hundreds of nodes. The proliferation and popularity of on-line so ial

networks [4℄ has fa ilitated a quiring data, and the implementation of standards like XFN and
like OpenSo ial opens up new possibilities for resear h [10℄.

ommon APIs

A more widespread availability and

release of datasets would surely benet resear h and this is one of the goals behind the

ontrolled

reation of Trustlet.

We think it is important that resear h on trust metri s follows an empiri al approa h and it should be based
on a tual real-world data. Our goal with Trustlet is to

olle t as many datasets as possible in one single pla e

and release them in standard formats under a reasonable li ense allowing redistribution and, at least, usage in
a resear h
from

ontext. At present, as part of our e eort with Trustlet, we

olle ted and released datasets derived

advogato.org, people.squeakfoundation.org, robots.net, kaitiaki.org.nz and epinions. om3.

We des ribe in detail the Advogato dataset sin e our experiments (presented in Se tion 4) are run on it.
Advogato.org is an online
It was

ommunity site dedi ated to Free Software development, laun hed in November 1999.

reated by Raph Levien, who also used Advogato as a resear h testbed for testing his own atta k-resistant

trust metri , the Advogato trust metri

[8℄. On Advogato users

Apprenti e, Journeyer or Master. The Advogato trust metri

an

ertify ea h other at several levels: Observer,

uses this information in order to assign a global

erti ation level to every user. The goal is to be atta k-resistant, i. e. to redu e the impa t of atta kers [8℄.
Pre ise rules for giving out trust statements are spe ied on the Advogato site. Masters are supposed to be
prin ipal authors of an important Free Software proje t, ex ellent programmers who work full time on Free
Software, Journeyers

ontribute signi antly, but not ne essarily full-time, Apprenti es

but are still a quiring the skills needed to make more signi ant
trust

erti ation, and this is also the default.

a previously expressed trust
subje tive

erti ation.

ontribute in some way,

ontributions. Observers are users without

It is also the level a user

erties another user at to remove

Notwithstanding the suggestions, users are free to express totally

erti ations on other users.

For the purpose of this paper we

onsider these

erti ations as trust statements [11℄. T(A,B) denotes the

erti ation expressed by user A about user B and we map the textual labels Observer, Apprenti e, Journeyer
and Master in the range [0,1℄, respe tively in the values 0.4, 0.6, 0.8 and 1.0. This hoi e is arbitrary and onsiders
all the

erti ations are positive judgments, ex ept for Observer whi h is used for expressing less-than-su ient

levels. For example, we model the fa t raph

ertied federi o as Journeyer as T(raph, federi o)=0.8.

The Advogato so ial network has a pe uliarly interesting

hara teristi : it is almost the only example of a

real-world, dire ted, weighted, large so ial network. However, besides the leading work of Levien reported in
his unnished PhD thesis [8℄, we are just aware of another paper using the Advogato dataset whi h is fo used
on providing a trust me hanism for mobile devi es [14℄.
There are other web
trust levels and

ommunities using the same software powering Advogato.org and they have the same

erti ations system:

robots.net, people.squeakfoundation.org, kaitiaki.org.nz.

We

olle ted daily snapshots of all these datasets and made them available on Trustlet but we haven't used them
for our analysis in this paper, mainly be ause they are mu h smaller than the Advogato dataset. Details about
the

hara teristi s of the analyzed Advogato trust network dataset are presented in Se tion 4.
The other datasets we released on Trustlet are derived from Epinions. om, a website where users

an leave

reviews about produ ts and maintain a list of users they trust and distrust based on the reviews they wrote [11℄.
On Trustlet, we released these datasets but our aim is to

olle tively make it a repository of all the possible

datasets useful for resear h on trust issues. For this reason, we also keep on the Trustlet wiki a list of datasets
we are

onsidering for

olle tion and a list of datasets released elsewhere.

1 S ien e Commons http://s ien e ommons.org
2 GNU General Publi Li ense http://www.gnu.org/li enses/gpl.html
3 See http://www.trustlet.org/wiki/Trustnetworkdatasets
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Moreover, besides aiming at releasing datasets in a
Python

oherent format, we also released on Trustlet.org the

ode we wrote for the trust metri s analyzed in Se tion 4 under a Free Software li ense so that

ode

an be reused and inspe ted.

4. Initial Resear h Out omes.
and the way we aim it

In the previous se tions we highlighted the reasons for

an develop into a

reating Trustlet

ollaborative environment for the resear h of trust metri s.

As a

rst example of what we envision Trustlet will be able to bring to resear h on trust metri s, we report our rst
investigation and empiri al ndings.
We

hose to start studying the Advogato so ial network be ause of its almost unique

hara teristi : trust

statements ( erti ations) are weighted and this makes it a very pe uliar dataset for resear hing trust metri s,
in fa t, most other networks just exhibit a binary relationship (either trust is present or not) and the evaluation
on trust metri s performan es is mu h less insightful.
In this paper we report experiments performed on the Advogato dataset we downloaded from the web site
on May 12th 2008.

This dataset is available at Trustlet.org, along with datasets downloaded in other days

as well. The Advogato dataset under analysis is a dire ted, weighted graph with 7294 nodes and 52981 trust
relations. There are 17489 Master judgments, 21977 for Journeyer, 8817 for Apprenti e and 4698 for Observers.
The dataset is
omponent

omprised of 1 large

onne ted

omponent,

omprising 70.5% of the nodes; the se ond largest

ontains 7 nodes. The mean in- and out-degree (number of in oming and outgoing edges per user)

is 7.26. The mean shortest path length is 3.75. The average

luster

oe ient [13℄ is 0.116. The per entage

of trust statements whi h are re ipro ated (when there is a trust statement from A to B, there is also a trust
statement from B to A) is 33%.
While a large part of resear h on so ial networks fo uses on exploring the intrinsi
network [13, 6, 3℄, on Trustlet we are interested in
trust metri s. We have

ompared several trust metri s through leave-one-out, a

learning. The pro ess is as follows: one trust edge (e.g.
and then the trust metri
edge.

hara teristi s of the

overing an area that re eived mu h less attention, analysis of
ommon te hnique in ma hine

from node A to node B) is taken out of the graph

is used to predi t the trust value A should pla e in B, i. e. the value on the missing

We repeat this step for all edges to obtain a predi tion graph, in whi h some edges

undened trust value (where the trust metri
are then

ompared in order to derive several evaluation measures: the

that were predi table, the fra tion of

an

ontain an

ould not predi t the value). The real and the predi ted values
overage, whi h is a measure of the edges

orre tly predi ted edges, the mean absolute error (MAE) and the root

mean squared error (RMSE). Surely there are other ways of evaluating trust metri s: for instan e, it

an be

argued that an important task for trust metri s is to suggest to a user whi h other still unknown users are more
trustworthy, su h as suggesting a user worth following on a so ial bookmarking site su h as del.i io.us or on a
musi

ommunity su h as Last.fm. In this

users. But in this rst work we

ase the evaluation

ould just

4.1. Evaluation of trust metri s on all trust edges.
dierent trust metri s on the Advogato dataset. It is a
edge of the so ial network.

on entrate on the top 10 trustworthy

onsidered only leave-one-out as evaluation te hnique.
Table 4.1 reports our evaluation results of

omputation of dierent evaluation measures on every

The reported measures are: Mean Absolute Error (MAE), Root Mean Squared

Error (RMSE), fra tion of wrong predi tions, and
already mentioned we released the

overage. We now des ribe the

ompared trust metri s. As

ode and we plan to implement more trust metri s and release them and run

more evaluations.
The

ompared trust metri s are some trivial ones used as baselines su h as Random, whi h predi ts simply

a random trust s ore between the 4 possible ones (1.0, 0.8, 0.6, 0.4), or the metri s starting with Always whi h
always return the

orresponding value as predi ted trust s ore, for example AlwaysApprenti e returns 0.6 for

every predi tion. Other simple trust metri s are OutA whi h, in predi ting the trust user A

ould have in user

B, simply does the average of the trust statements outgoing from user A, and OutB whi h averages over the
trust statements outgoing from user B. These simple trust metri s are
mu h and in whi h

ases

onsidered in order to understand how

omplex algorithms are useful.

The other trust metri s were already explained in Se tion2, here we just report the parameters we used
in running them.

Ebay refers to the trust metri

that, in predi ting the trust user A

ould have in user B,

simply does the average of the trust statements in oming in user B, i. e. the average of what all the users think
about user B. MoletrustX refers to Moletrust applied with a trust propagation horizon of value X. The values
returned by PageRank as predi ted trust follow a powerlaw distribution, there are few large PageRank s ores
and many tiny ones. So we de ided to res aled the results simply by sorting them and linearly mapping them in
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Table 4.1

Evaluation of trust metri s on all trust edges

Fra tion

MAE

RMSE

Coverage

wrong predi tions
Random

0.737

0.223

0.284

1.00

AlwaysMaster

0.670

0.203

0.274

1.00

AlwaysJourneyer

0.585

0.135

0.185

1.00

AlwaysApprenti e

0.834

0.233

0.270

1.00

AlwaysObserver

0.911

0.397

0.438

1.00

Ebay

0.350

0.086

0.156

0.98

OutA

0.486

0.106

0.158

0.98

OutB

0.543

0.139

0.205

0.92

Moletrust2

0.366

0.090

0.160

0.80

Moletrust3

0.376

0.091

0.161

0.93

Moletrust4

0.377

0.092

0.161

0.95

PageRank

0.501

0.124

0.191

1.00

AdvogatoLo al

0.550

0.186

0.273

1.00

AdvogatoGlobal

0.595

0.199

0.280

1.00

the range [0.4, 1℄, after this we rounded the predi ted trust s ores. Our implementation of Advogato is based on
Pymmetry, whose

ode is released on Trustlet as well. AdvogatoGlobal refers to the Advogato trust metri

onsidering as seeds the original founders of Advogato

run

ommunity, namely the users raph, federi o, miguel

and alan. This is the version that is running on the Advogato web site for inferring global

erti ations for

all the users. This version is global be ause it predi ts a trust level for user B whi h is the same for every user.
AdvogatoLo al refers to the lo al version of Advogato trust metri .

For example, when predi ting the trust

user A should pla e in user B, the trust ow starts from the single seed user A. This version is lo al be ause
it produ es personalized trust predi tions whi h depends on the

urrent sour e user and

dierent users. AdvogatoLo al was run on a subset (8%) of all the edges sin e the

an be dierent for

urrent implementation is

very slow. In fa t, the leave-one-out te hnique requires the network be dierent for every evaluation and it has
to be rebuilt from s rat h for every single trust edge predi tion making the entire pro ess very slow.
Sin e some trust metri s su h as Moletrust and PageRank produ e trust s ore predi tions in a
interval while others just the 4 dis rete trust s ores, we de ided to apply a rounding to the
erti ation value before the predi ted trust s ores are

ontinuous

losest possible

ompared with the real values so that for example a

predi ted trust s ore of 0.746 be omes 0.8 (Journeyer).
The results of the evaluation are reported in Table 4.1. We start by
wrong predi tions. Our baseline is the trust metri
trust s ore 74% of the times.

ommenting the

olumn fra tion of

named Random whi h produ es an in orre t predi ted

The best one is Ebay with an error as small as 35% followed by Moletrust2

(36.57%), Moletrust3 (37.60%) and Moletrust4 (37.71%). In reasing the trust propagation horizon in Moletrust
allows to in rease the

overage but also in reases the error. The reason is that users who are nearby in the trust

network (distan e 2) are better predi tors than users further away in the so ial network (for example, users at
distan e 4). This is

onsistent with experiments on other so ial networks [11℄.

Note that Moletrust is a lo al trust metri
so it

that only uses information available near the sour e node

an be run on small devi es su h as mobiles whi h only need to fet h information from the (few) trust

users and possibly the users trusted by them. This behaviour is tunable through setting the trust propagation
horizon to spe i
network, whi h
metri

values. On the other hand, Ebay, being a global trust metri , must aggregate the entire trust
an be

ostly both in term of bandwidth, memory and

omputation power. So a lo al trust

tends to require less information for produ ing re ommendations whi h might be a desirable features in

some situations.
The AlwaysX metri s depend on the distributions of

erti ations and are mainly informative of the data

distribution.
The fra tion of wrong predi tions of Advogato (both lo al and global) is high
Moletrust. The reason is that Advogato was not designed for predi ting an a

ompared to Ebay and

urate trust value for a spe i
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pair of users (the trust A should pla e in B) but to in rease atta k-resistan e [8℄, i. e. being able to ex lude
mali ious users, while a
granted global

epting as many valid a

ounts as possible. A side ee t is that it limits the amount of

erti ations and assigns a large number of Observer

erti ates. In the

ase of AdvogatoGlobal,

45% of the predi ted global erti ations are marked as Observer whi h obviously has an impa t on the leave-oneout evaluation. Dierent trust metri s might have dierent goals, that require dierent evaluation te hniques.
We

ould have tuned dierent parameters of Advogato for making it perform dierently, however our intention

was to evaluate the original trust metri

in the task of predi ting trust s ores so we de ide to run Advogato

with the original parameters. Note also that the lo al version of Advogato is more a
version. The last metri

shown in Table 2.1 is PageRank [2℄: the fra tion of

urate than the global

orre t predi tions is not too high

but again the real intention of PageRank is to rank web pages and not to predi t the

orre t value of assigned

trust.
An alternative evaluation measure is the Mean Absolute Error (MAE). The MAE is

omputed by averaging

the dieren e in absolute value between the real and the predi ted trust statement on an edge. There is no
need to round values to the

losest

erti ation value be ause MAE

values. However, in order to fairly
dis rete values, we

omputes a meaningful value for

ontinuous

ompare trust metri s that return real values and trust metri s that return

hoose to perform anyway the rounding to the

losest possible

erti ation value before

omputing MAE.
The se ond

olumn of Table 4.1 reports the MAE for the evaluated trust metri s. The baseline is given by

the Random trust metri

whi h in urs in a MAE of 0.2230. These results are the worst besides the trivial trust

metri s that always predi t the most infrequent

erti ation values. Predi ting always Journeyer (0.8) in urs

in a small MAE be ause this value is frequent and
the trust metri

entral in the distribution of assigned trust s ores. Ebay is

with the best performan e, with a MAE of 0.0855. And it is again followed by Moletrust that

in a similar way is more a

urate with smaller trust propagation horizons than with larger ones.

A variant of MAE is Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE). RMSE is the root mean of the average of the
squared dieren es. This evaluation measure tends to emphasize large errors, whi h favor trust metri s that
remain within a small band of error and don't have many outlying predi tions that might undermine the
onden e of the user in the system. For example, it penalizes a predi tion as Observer when the trust s ore the
sour e user would have assigned was Master, or vi e versa. The baseline trust metri
of 0.2839. Again Ebay is the best metri

Random has an RMSE

with an RMSE of 0.1563 and all the other performan es exhibit a

pattern similar to the one exposed for the other evaluation measures. However there is one unexpe ted result:
the trivial trust metri

OutA is the se ond best,

lose to Ebay. Remind that, when asked a predi tion for the

trust user A should pla e in user B, OutA simply returns the average of the trust statements going out of A,
i. e. the average of how user A judged other users. This trust metri
omparison purposes. The good performan e of OutA in this
this parti ular so ial setting. The Observer
to a user unless the Advogato trust metri

is just a trivial one that was used for

ase is related to the distribution of the data in

erti ation has spe ial semanti s: it is the default value attributed
gives a user a higher global

erti ation. So there is little point in

ertifying other users as Observer. In fa t, the FAQ spe ies that Observer is the level to whi h you would
ertify someone to remove an existing trust

erti ation. Observer

erti ations are mainly used when a user

hanges its mind about another user and wants to downgrade her previously expressed

erti ation as mu h

as possible. This is also our reason for mapping it to 0.4, a less than su ient level. As a
spe ial semanti s of observer

onsequen e of the

erti ations, they are infrequently used. In fa t only 638 users used the Observer

erti ation at least on e while, for instan e, 2938 users used the Master

erti ation at least on e.

Trust

metri s like Ebay and Moletrust work doing averages of the trust edges of the network (from a global point of
view for Ebay and only

onsidering the ones expressed by trusted users for Moletrust) and, sin e the number

of Observer edges is very small
predi ted average tend to be

ompared with the number of Master, Journeyer and Apprenti e edges, these

lose to higher values of trust. This means that when predi ting an Observer edge

(0.4) they tend to in ur in a large error. This large error is emphasized by the squaring of the RMSE formula.
On the other hand, using the average of the outgoing trust edges (like OutA does) happens to be a su

essful

te hnique for not in urring in large errors when predi ting Observer edges. The reason is that a user who used
Observer edges tended to use it many times so the average of its outgoing edge
loser to 0.4 and hen e it in urs in lower errors on these
This ee t

an also be

riti al edges and, as a

erti ations is a value that is
onsequen e, in smaller RMSE.

learly seen when dierent trust metri s are restri ted to predi t only Observer edges and

evaluated only on them. In this

ase (not shown in Tables), OutA gets the

orre t value for trust (Observer)

42% of times, while for instan e, Ebay only 2.7% of times and Moletrust2 4%. The fa t the trivial trust metri
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Table 4.2

Evaluation of trust metri s on trust edges going into

Fra tion

ontroversial users

MAE

RMSE

Coverage

wrong predi tions
Random

0.799

0.266

0.325

1.00

AlwaysMaster

0.462

0.186

0.302

1.00

AlwaysJourneyer

0.801

0.202

0.238

1.00

AlwaysApprenti e

0.943

0.296

0.320

1.00

AlwaysObserver

0.794

0.414

0.477

1.00

Ebay

0.778

0.197

0.240

0.98

OutA

0.614

0.147

0.199

0.98

OutB

0.724

0.215

0.280

0.92

Moletrust2

0.743

0.195

0.243

0.80

Moletrust3

0.746

0.194

0.241

0.93

Moletrust4

0.746

0.195

0.242

0.95

PageRank

0.564

0.186

0.275

1.00

AdvogatoLo al

0.518

0.215

0.324

1.00

AdvogatoGlobal

0.508

0.216

0.326

1.00

OutA exhibits a so small RMSE supports the intuition that evaluating whi h

onditions a

ertain trust metri

is

more suited for than another one is not a trivial task. Generally knowledge about the domain and the patterns
of so ial intera tion is useful, if not required, for a proper sele tion of a trust metri
and

for a spe i

appli ation

ontext.
The last

olumn of Table 4.1 reports the

For some trust edges, a trust metri

overage of the dierent trust metri s on the Advogato dataset.

might not be able to generate a predi tion and the

the number of edges that are predi table. The experiment shows that the

lo al trust metri s use less information (only trust statements of trusted users) their
the

overage refers to

overage is always very high. Sin e
overage is smaller than

overage of global trust metri s. Anyway, dierently from other so ial networks [11℄, it is very high. The

Advogato trust network is very dense, so there are many dierent paths from a user to another user. Even very
lo

al trust metri s su h as Moletrust2, that only use information from users at distan e 2 from the sour e user,

are able to

over and predi t almost all the edges.

4.2. Evaluation of trust metri s on ontroversial users.
our attention to

As a se ond step in the analysis we devoted

ontroversial users [11℄. Controversial users are users whi h are judged in very diverse ways

by the members of a

ontext of Advogato, they

an be dened as users who re eived many

erti ations as Master and many as Apprenti e or Observer: the

ommunity. In the

ommunity does not have a single way of

per eiving and judging them. The intuition here is that a global average
of the

ommunity agree that raph is a Master, but there

and user spe i
of the

an be very ee tive when all the users

an be situations in whi h something more tailored

is needed, espe ially when there isn't a subje tive judgment that is shared by all the members

ommunity.

With this in mind we dene

ontroversiality level of an Advogato user as the standard deviation in

erti-

ations re eived by that user, similarly to previous studies [11℄. The higher the standard deviation, the more
ontroversial the user is. A user with
users

ontroversiality level as 0 is not

ertify her with the same value. The

ontroversial at all sin e all the other

erti ation level is not very meaningful when the number of re eived

erti ations for an user is small (for example 3); for this reason in the following we are going to report measures
on users who re eived at least 10 or 20 in oming
erti ations really represents the fa t the

erti ates, and for whi h the standard deviation in re eived

ommunity does not have a single way of per eiving these popular

users.
In Table 4.2 we report the evaluation of the performan es of the same trust metri s of Table 4.1 but
evaluated only on trust edges going to Advogato users with at least 10 in oming edges and
of 0.2. In this way we redu e the number of edges

ontroversiality level

onsidered in the evaluation from 52, 981 to 2, 030, whi h

is still a signi ant number of edges to evaluate trust metri s on. Figure 4.1 graphi ally reports the number of
edges going into users (who re eived at least 20

erti ations) with at least a

ertain

ontroversiality level for
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Fig. 4.1. Number of edges per

all

ontroversiality level

ontroversiality levels from 0 to 0.3. As intuitive, in reasing the

number of edges going into users with at least that

Figure 4.2 on the other hand shows how at higher
s ores in reases:

ontroversiality level of users de reases the

ontroversiality level.
ontroversiality levels the per entage of polarized trust

erti ations as Master and Observer be omes more frequent.

trust edges going into

This means that predi ting

ontroversial users is in theory more di ult, sin e it is important to predi t the

trust s ore whi h is not

lose to an average s ore. Both gures

orre t

onrm intuition and are informative of the

distribution of trust s ores.
Going ba k to the evaluation measures presented in Table 4.1, we start by

ommenting the evaluation

measures on AlwaysMaster (se ond row of Table 4.2) be ause it presents some pe uliarities.
predi ts the
fra tion of

orre t trust value 53.84% (100% 46.16%) of times and, a

AlwaysMaster

ording to the evaluation measure

orre tly predi ted trust statements, seems a good trust metri , a tually the best one. However

the same trust metri , AlwaysMaster, is one of the less pre ise when RMSE is

onsidered. A similar pattern

an be observed for AdvogatoGlobal. In fa t, sin e in general there is at least one ow of trust with Master
erti ates going to these

ontroversial users, AdvogatoGlobal tends to predi t almost always Master as trust

value and sin e almost half of the edges going into
predi ts the

ontroversial users are of type Master, AdvogatoGlobal often

orre t one.

The results presented in Table 4.1 suggest that the same trust metri
depending on the

ri s on real world datasets is a
datasets a

might seem a

urate or ina

urate

hoi e of the evaluation measure. This fa t on e more highlights how evaluating trust metompli ated task and a

omparison of same trust metri s on many dierent

ording to dierent evaluation methods would be highly bene ial for understanding the situations

in whi h one trust metri

is more appropriate and useful than another. We already previously explained why

OutA is able to have a so small RMSE, the smallest one on users with
how Observer

ontroversial level of 0.2: based on

erti ations are used in the system, OutA is the only metri

that is able to avoid large errors

when predi ting the Observer edges, whi h are a relevant per entage sin e the evaluated users are

ontrover-

sial.
Arriving at a

omparison between a global trust metri

su h as Ebay and a lo al trust metri

Moletrust, we were expe ting the latter to be signi antly more a

urate than the rst one on

su h as

ontroversial

users. While on the Epinions dataset, this is what was observed [11℄, the same is not true here sin e the two
trust metri s in ur in very similar performan es.
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Fig. 4.2. Per entage of edges for ea h type per

ontroversiality level

Figure 4.3 graphi ally presents the performan es (measured by RMSE) of some sele ted trust metri s on
users with in reasing

ontroversiality levels and at least 20 in oming edges. It

an be observed that the lo al

trust metri s MoletrustX starts to perform better than Ebay and other metri s when the

ontroversiality levels

is larger than 0.25. However the dieren e is not that large as expe ted.
The reason for this similarity of performan es between Ebay and Moletrust2 is partly that in Epinions, the
trust values were binary (either trust or distrust) and it was easier to dis riminate. Another reason seems to be
that on Advogato the user base is not divided in
and distrust users of other

liques of users su h that users of one

lique trust ea h other

liques. In fa t Advogato users are somehow similar and feel part of one single large

ommunity. It is future work to analyze if on a so ial network with a mu h higher polarization of opinions (su h
as for example on essembly. om, a politi al site, in whi h users tend to express strong feeling for or against
other people based on their politi al views) the performan es of lo

al trust metri s are signi antly better than

global ones. The study on the Advogato trust network dataset presented in this paper does not allow arguing
that lo al trust metri s and in general

omplex trust metri s are needed in order to outperform simpler trust

metri s. Another future work is exploring dierent evaluation pro edures whi h might be more informative of
the real performan es of dierent trust metri s.

5. Con lusions.
metri s. We have

In this paper we have presented Trustlet [1℄, an open environment for resear h on trust

laimed that the rapid development of so ial networking sites [4℄ asks for a shared eort in

olle ting datasets and distributing
easier, repli able and more

ode of algorithms so that

omparisons of dierent resear h proposals is

oherent.

As an initial investigation we have reported our
dataset. The results are partly

omparison of dierent trust metri s on the Advogato

ontradi tory and this suggests there is need to run systemati ally evaluations of

dierent algorithms against a large number of dierent datasets. As future works we are looking into extending
our analysis to more datasets also from dierent so ial s enarios, for example the networks of relationships
( oediting, talk) among Wikipedia users.
Our goal is to make Trustlet an environment whi h fa ilitates this

ollaborative eort. We believe resear h

on these topi s is very needed in a time in whi h our relationships are starting to move more and more into the
virtual world and our so iety and life is ae ted signi antly from the predi tions and suggestions produ ed
by many dierent algorithms.
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Fig. 4.3. RMSE for some trust metri s for dierent

ontroversiality levels
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Introdu tion to Data Mining
Pang-Ning Tan, Mi hael Steinba h, and Vipin Kumar
Addison Wesley

This text book is an advan ed introdu tion and referen e to data mining from an algorithmi
It is appropriate for graduate students and resear hers.

perspe tive.

An instru tor should sele t parts of the book for a

urri ulum rather than pro eeding straight through from the beginning. The authors suggest even-numbered
hapters for

lassroom instru tion and most of these

hapters do not have to be

overed in order. (The

hapter

on anomaly dete tion, however, appropriately needs to be studied last, be ause it relies on information provided
in earlier

hapters.)

The explanation of some basi
more

pro edures su h as C4.5, CART, and Page Rank, are left out. However, other

ompli ated pro edures, su h as SVM, are explained in some detail, making this book more appropriate

for advan ed

ourses than for introdu tory ones.

The rst three

hapters introdu e the reader to data mining, data, and, general exploration of data. Data

mining is introdu ed in Chapter 1 in terms of des ribing data and making predi tions from it.

Chapter 2

dis usses types and quality of data, prepro essing data, and measures of similarity and dissimilarity. Summary
statisti s, visualization, and On-Line Analyti al Pro essing (OLAP) are major themes

overed in Chapter 3 to

explore data.
The bulk of the book has two

hapters ea h on

lassi ation, asso iation, and

lustering, whi h do not have

to be read in order.
Basi

on epts of

lassi ation are presented in Chapter 4 and in lude de ision tree indu tion, as well as

overtting, evaluating performan e of a
alternative te hniques of

lassier, and methods of

lassifying, in luding rule-based

omparing

lassiers. Chapter 5 dis usses

lassiers, nearest neighbor

lassiers, Bayes, arti ial

neural networks (ANN), support ve tor ma hines (SVM), and ensemble methods. This
issues of

lass imbalan e and multi lasses.

Asso iation analysis begins in Chapter 6 and
itemsets and rules. Other topi s in this

on entrates on the

hapter are

Apriori

hapter also

overs the

prin ipal to generate frequent

ompa t representation of frequent itemsets, althernative

methods for generating frequent itemsets, the FP-Growth Algorithm, evaluation of asso iation patterns, and the
ee t of skewed support distribution. Chapter 7
attributes,

ontinuous attributes, a

ontinues with asso iation analysis by

onsidering

ategori al

on ept hierar hy, sequential patterns, subgraph patterns, and infrequent

patterns.
Cluster analysis begins with basi
in Chapter 9.

Numerous

on epts in Chapter 8 and

ontinues with additional issues and algorithms

lustering te hniques are dis ussed, in luding K-means, agglomerative, DBSCAN,

fuzzy, Expe tation-Maximization (EM), Self-Organizing Maps (SOM), CLIQUE, DENCLUE, sparsi ation,
Minimum Spanning Tree (MST), OPOSSUM, Chameleon, shared nearest neighbor similarity, Jarvis-Patri k,
SSN density, BIRCH, and CURE. These

hapters also dis uss evaluating

lusters and

lustering algorithms.

The authors note in Chapter 9 that a rm understanding of statisti s and probability is required for some of
these methods.
The last
epts

hapter

overs anomaly dete tion and presumes that the reader is famliar with some of the

overed in previous

hapters. Statisti al, proximity-based, density-based, and

on-

lustering te hniques are

dis ussed.
Appendi es in lude ba kground information on linear algebra, dimensionality redu tion, probability, statisti s, regression, and optimization.
The outline of the book is not always parallel in the way that subse tions are organized, whi h
onfusion to the reader who is attempting to understand the
Chapter 5 has more than one subse tion on types of
lassier, ensembles of

lassiers, then a subse tion ea h on a spe i

lassiers, and a general problem having to do with
353

an

ause

ontext of what is being presented. For example,
type of

lassifying. A better outline would

354
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have made it more
of

lear when the text was presenting types of

lassiers, when it was explaining spe 

lassifying algorithms, and when it was dis ussing meta information about

text should lead the student more gently into the maze of data mining

examples

lassi ation. An introdu tory

on epts and methods.

This book, in summary, is a good referen e that provides deeper information about data mining methods
than

an be easily found elsewhere. It is also appropriate as a supplemental text or for an advan ed introdu tory

ourse.
Chet Langin

AIMS AND SCOPE
The area of s alable

omputing has matured and rea hed a point where new issues and trends require a pro-

fessional forum. SCPE will provide this avenue by publishing original refereed papers that address the present
as well as the future of parallel and distributed

omputing. The journal will fo us on algorithm development,

implementation and exe ution on real-world parallel ar hite tures, and appli ation of parallel and distributed
omputing to the solution of real-life problems. Of parti ular interest are:

Appli ations:

Expressiveness:
•
•
•
•

high level languages,

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

obje t oriented te hniques,
ompiler te hnology for parallel
implementation

te hniques

omputing,

and

their

e-

ien y.

System engineering:
•
•
•

programming environments,

•

performan e measurement:

debugging tools,
software libraries.

Performan e:

metri s, evalua-

•
•
•

performan e improvement: resour e allo ation
and s heduling, I/O, network throughput.

Taking into a

ount the extremely rapid pa e of

of papers and a short publi ation time of a

ontrol systems,
embedded systems,
fault toleran e,
industrial and business,
real-time,
s ienti

omputing,

visualization.

Future:

tion, visualization,

•

database,

limitations of

urrent approa hes,

engineering trends and their

onsequen es,

novel parallel ar hite tures.

hanges in the eld SCPE is

ommitted to fast turnaround

epted papers.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR CONTRIBUTORS
Proposals of Spe ial Issues should be submitted to the editor-in- hief.
The language of the journal is English.
resear h papers and short

SCPE publishes three

ommuni ations. Ele troni

ategories of papers:

overview papers,

submissions are preferred. Overview papers and short

ommuni ations should be submitted to the editor-in- hief. Resear h papers should be submitted to the editor
whose resear h interests mat h the subje t of the paper most

be found at the journal WWW site (http://www.s

pe.org).

losely. The list of editors' resear h interests

an

Ea h paper appropriate to the journal will be

refereed by a minimum of two referees.
There is no a priori limit on the length of overview papers. Resear h papers should be limited to approximately 20 pages, while short

ommuni ations should not ex eed 5 pages. A 50100 word abstra t should be

in luded.
Upon a eptan e the authors will be asked to transfer opyright of the arti le to the publisher. The
AT X 2ε using the journal do ument lass le (based on the
authors will be required to prepare the text in L
E
SIAM's siamltex. lo do ument lass, available at the journal WWW site). Figures must be prepared in
en apsulated PostS ript and appropriately in orporated into the text. The bibliography should be formatted
using the SIAM

onvention. Detailed instru tions for the Authors are available on the SCPE WWW site at

http://www.s pe.org.

Contributions are a
and that it is not being

epted for review on the understanding that the same work has not been published
onsidered for publi ation elsewhere. Te hni al reports

revised versions of papers published in not easily a

essible

an be submitted. Substantially

onferen e pro eedings

an also be submitted. The

editor-in- hief should be notied at the time of submission and the author is responsible for obtaining the
ne essary

opyright releases for all

opyrighted material.

